Egerton 735 – Palm leaf manuscript, 6 ff., numbered က-ခ၊ 53 x 10 cm., 5 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese square script). Fragments of Kammavācā, 2nd half of Ovāda khaṇda,
3rd chapter of Kaṭina khaṇda, and greater part of 4th chapter Sīmākhaṇḍa. In a
woven wrapper, 53 x 38 cm. 18th century.
Egerton 736 – Palm leaf manuscript, 146 ff., numbered ခီ-ဎီ၊ 54 x 6 cm., 10 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese script). Leaves lacquered and gilt; with woven wrapper. Pārājika,
the first book of the Vinaya piṭaka. Burmese inscription on last leaf as:
စလေမမ ြို့စောားမငားလကောငားမှု၊ Copied in 1824.
Egerton 852A – Palm leaf booklet (of last leaves strung together) of verses on horoscope in
Burmese က-ခဲ၊ 18 ff., 14 x 6 cm., 8-9 lines per side. Burmese script. 18th
century.
Egerton 852B – Wooden pointer (wood shaped like a dagger), 31 x 4 cm.
Egerton 852C – Myat Tha Aung’s horoscope, born 1143 (1781 AD) Thadingyut 5th waxing,
Friday.
Egerton 1114 – Palm leaf, silvered, 7 ff., 52 x 8 cm., 7 lines per side, Burmese script. Cūḷavagga
II. A chapter based on this section, on the rehabilitation of parivasa (mendicants),
after sanghādisesa offences. Late 18th century.
Egerton 1115 – Palm leaf manuscript, 271 ff., 50 x 6 cm., 10 lines per side, Burmese character.
Leaves lacquered and gilt at the edges between a pair of plain wooden binding
boards, bevelled, lacquered red and black. Contains three items as follows:
(1) ပါရောဇက (က-ဍောား ၊ lacks က-လက ၊ ခဲ-လခါ ၊ လဍော-ဍံ )
(2) ပါစတ္တရ (က-လဇော ၊ lacks က၊ ကော၊ ဂီ ) , marked in လ မ ဒား ဘုနားလတ္ောကကီားဇော ၊
and in
right , မမ ြို့ဝလတ္ောက ီလနတ္က
ု စလရလမောငလရွှေေလကောငားမှု။
(3) ဘကခူနီဝဘဂဂ (ဇောား-ဌ ၊ ( lacks ဋ )။
Copied in Early 19th century.
Egerton 1116 – Palm leaf manuscript, 347 ff., numbered ကော-ဝံ ( lacks က)၊ 50 x 6 cm., 9 lines
per

side, Burmese script. Leaves lacquered and gilt at the edges, between a pair of
plain bevelled binding boards. သုတ္တသဂဂဟနဿယ (နန္ဒမောေော)။ Copied in1804.

Grenville LX - Palm leaf manuscript, 301 ff., 50 x 6 cm., 7 lines per side, Pali (Mon script). The
leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges. Pārājika, first part of the Vinaya in 12
parts. 18th century.
Stowe Or 25- Palm leaf, lacquered and gilt, 16 ff., numbered ပ-ဖဲ ၊ (with ပါ pā and ပု pu
omitted), 54 x 10 cm., 5 lines per side, 50 cm. long, Pali (Burmese square script).
Outside leaves and first and final leaves are decorated with panels of birds in red
and gold. First and final leaves are broken and split. Kammavācā, Ch. I –IX. 18th
century.
Stowe Or 26A- Palm leaf, lacquered and gilt, 12 ff., numbered က-ကောား ၊ 54 x 9.5 cm., 5 lines
per side, 50.5 cm. long, Pali (Burmese square script) in black lacquer. Between two
bevelled binding boards, 55 x 10 cm., each with different patterns, and with

different shades of red lacquer base: (a) has 6 roundels with birds, (b) has 6
roundels with flowers. Kammavācā. 1st half of 18th century.
Stowe Or 26B - Palm leaf, lacquered and gilt, 12 ff., numbered က-ကောား ၊ 54 x 10 cm., 5 lines
per side, Pali (Burmese square script) in black lacquer, 50 cm. long.With St.Or26A
in the same boards. Kammavācā 1-3. 1st half of 18th century.
Stowe Or 27 - Palm leaf, lacquered and gilt, 15 ff., numbered က-ခ - khi ၊ 54 x 8.5 cm., 4 lines
per side, 50 cm. long, Pali (Burmese square script) in black lacquer. End leaves
have delicately executed design in red lacquer of five roundels with birds and
plants. Between a pair of bevelled binding boards, 55 x 10 cm., dark red lacquer and
gilt, the latter much rubbed. On outsides 8 roundels with lotuses; not matching the
manuscript. Kammavācā. 18th century. [Several leaves with gilding flaking and
frayed at edges]
Sloane 4098 - Palm leaf manuscript, 91 x 5.5 cm., A single leaf with 9+8 lines,. A permit from
King Sandawizaya of Arakan (r. 1710-1731 A.D.), dated 1729, to the Pathan trader
Moza Jorojis’, acknowledging his gifts, and allowing him to trade in the kingdom of
Arakan. Burmese script.
Add 4849A - Palm leaf, gilt, with red lacquered patterned edges, and lacquered patterns on end
leaves, 15 ff., 53.5 x 8 cm., Pali (Burmese square script painted in black), gilt with
red lacquered edges. The outer leaves have small interlaced circles in a red lac
pattern. ff. က-ကော have square side panels with crudely drawn figures of the
Buddha in Bhumiphassa mudra in red lacquer. The final leaf has square panels with
birds. Between a pair of bevelled binding boards, lacquered and gilt with 7
roundels, with birds and plants. Kammavācā. 18th century.
Add4849B - Palm leaf, gilt, 2 ff, 50 x 6 cm., 4 lines per side, Pali (Burmese square script) in
black paint. The second leaf is the penultimate of the original manuscript and has
some flower and leaf designs in black paint. Kammavācā. 18th century. [Presented
by Mrs. Mead, 12 July, 1771.]
Add4850A&B - Palm leaf, silvered, 11 ff, 52 x 8 cm., 7 lines per side, Burmese script.
A. ဘကခူပါတ္လမောကခ၊ 1 – 3, with Burmese interpretation of 1, and ပဝါယနော၊ 7 ff.
B. ဘကခူပါတ္လမောကခ၊ 1 (with Burmese interpretation) and 3. 18th century.
[Presented by Mrs. Mead, 12 July, 1771.]
Add5889 - Palm leaf manuscript, 14 ff., numbered က-ခါ ၊ 50 x 5 cm., 7 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese scripts. နမကောရဘုရောားရခုား၊ Buddhist devotional worship with Burmese
Interpretation. Early 19th century.
Add6777 - Palm leaf manuscript, 211 ff., numbered ဂ-လနော၊ 52 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side,
Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and are bound
between thick brown lacquered boards. မောတ္ကောအလကောက။ Early 19th century.
[Presented by Admiral Page, 1826.]
Add6778 - Folding book (black), 5 ff., 40 x 6 cm., Burmese script. Account and statistics book.
19th century. [Presented by Admiral Page, 1826.]
Add6779A&B - Palm leaf, lacquered and gilt, 9 ff., 52 x 8 cm., 4 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese square script). Outside of opening leaves decorated with birds in
roundels; five cock wings outspead, and inside hamsa.

A. 8 ff. ဘကခူပါတ္လမောကခ၊ I-III. B. 1ff. Fragment of III (1 leaf decorated with
lotus). Early 19th century. [Presented by Charles Hampdon Turner.]
Add6781A - Palm leaf manuscript, 84 ff., numbered က-ဆောား၊ 8 lines per side, Burmese script.
Burmese exposition of the Yamaka. 19th century. [Presented by Col. Francklin,
1827.]
Add6781B - Palm leaf manuscript, 42 ff., numbered ထု-လနော၊ 7 lines per side, Pali and Burmese.
အဘဓမမောသဂဂဟ ၊ 5th part, အဂဂဓမမေကဂောရ၏နဿယ။ 19th century. [Presented by
Col.

Francklin, 1827.]

Add8903 - Board, lacquered and gilt, 14 ff., 52 x 8 cm., 5 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese square script). စဠဝဂဂ။ 19th century.
Add9068 - Palm leaf manuscript, 24 ff., numbered ဓ-န၊ 8 lines per side. Pali (Burmese script).
မဟောဝဂဂ။ Pali with Mon nissaya, Right hand side partially destroyed.
19th century. [Presented by C.B.Cooper, 12 January, 1833.]
Add9361 - Palm leaf manuscript, 44 ff., numbered က-ဃဲ၊ 51 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per side,
Burmese script, သဂီဝတ္တ ။ Copied in 1797. [Presented by C.J.Steward, 1833.]
Add9362 - Folding book (Black), 32 ff., with only 9 folds on one side inscribed. 41 x 16
cm. 10 lines per side, Burmese script. သဂီဝတ္တ ။ Early 19th century. [Presented by
C.J.Steward, 1833.]
Add9953 - Palm leaf manuscript, 11 ff., က၊ ကု-ခါ (incomplete), 48 x 5 cm., 8 lines per side,
Pali

and Burmese scripts. သုတ္တသဂဂဟ။ Collection of the Buddha’s sermons

(fragment), with Burmese nissaya. Early 19th century. [Presented by C.P.Cooper,
1835.]
Add10548 - Palm leaf manuscript, 332 ff., mumbered က-လေော (ကု၊ က missing), 49 x 6 cm.,
10 lines per side., Burmese script. Edges lacquered and gilded with
black tracery design on the gilding. Divided into 9 sections. အဂဂဓမမေကဂောရ၏
ယမကနဿယ ။ Copied in 1792.
Add10549 - Palm leaf manuscript, 10 ff., numbered က-လကော၊ 51 x 6 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali
and Burmese scripts. ဂီရမန္တေသုတ္တနဿယ။ 19th century.
Add10550 - Palm leaf manuscript, 6 ff., numbered က-ထ၊ 52 x 7 cm., 8 lines per side,
Burmese script. Samodhāna Kammavācā, on the rehabilitation of
offending monks. [From the Vinaya].
Add10551 - Palm leaf manuscript, 25 ff., 52 x 7 cm., 10 lines per side, Burmese script with some
numerical diagrams and tables. ဝဇဇောလမောသွငားတ္ဆဲန္
ဲ့ စအငား။ 19th century.
Add10552 - Palm leaf manuscript, 52 ff., numbered က-င၊ 51 x 5 cm. , 8 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese scripts. ပါတ္လမောကခနဿ ။ 19th century.

Add10553 - Palm leaf manuscript, 25 ff., numbered က-ဂ၊ 50 x 5, 8 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese script), အဘဓမမတ္တသငမဂ ရပါဠပါဌလတ္ော။ Copied in 1781.
Add10554 - Palm leaf manuscript, 5 ff., numbered က-ကု၊ 50 x 6.5 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese script). Sanghādisesa parivāsa kammavācā. 19th century.
Add10555 - Palm leaf manuscript, 21 ff., numbered က-လခါ၊ 50 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per side,
Burmese script. Cosmology and origin of the world. Copied in 1768.
Add10556 - Palm leaf manuscript , 45 ff., numbered လဂါ-ဆု၊ 49 x 5 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali
and

Burmese scripts. အဂဂဓမမေကဂောရ ၏အဘဓမမောသဂဂဟနဿယ ၊ ဒုတ္ယပင
ု ား။ 19th

century.
Add10557 - Palm leaf manuscript, 37 ff., numbered လယော-လဝေါ်၊ 49 x 6 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali
and Burmese scripts. အဂဂဓမမေကဂောရ ၏အဘဓမမောသဂဂဟနဿယ၊အပင
ု ား၈။ 19th
century.
Add10558 - Palm leaf manuscript, 4 ff., numbered က-ကီ၊ 48 x 5 cm., 8-9 lines per side,
Burmese

script. သုဘသုတ္တလဒသနော။19th century.

Add10559 - Palm leaf manuscript, 8 ff., numbered က-ကဲ၊ 50 x 6 cm., 9-10 lines per side,
Burmese script. လေောကီသရဏောဂံုလေောကုတ္တရောသရဏောဂံုအဆုမားအ ဖတ္၊ 19th
century.
Add10560 - Palm leaf manuscript, 11 ff., numbered က-လကော၊ 49 x 6 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese script). မဟောသတ္ပတ္တောနသုတ္တ။ With a second fragment of the same.
Late 18th century.
Add10561- Palm leaf manuscript, 6 ff., 50 x 6 cm., 7-8 lines per side, Pali and Burmese scripts.
The leaves have red lacquered edges. Record of dedication of a shelter and rest
house to a monastery. Pali with Burmese nissaya. 19th century.
Add10562 - Folding book (Black), 10 ff., 46 x 16 cm. Text in white steatite pencil,
Burmese script. Indexed account of journeys. Copied in 1882.
Add10563 - Folding book (Black), 19 ff., 40 x 16 cm. Text in white steatite pencil,
Burmese script. Astrology: a few verses in Burmese on astrology and
miscellaneous things. 19th century.
Add10564 - Folding book (Black), 18 ff., 39 x 16 cm. Text in white steatite pencil,
Pali and Burmese scripts, rubbed in parts; with a few calculations. Side B has
some animal drawings on f.7. Pali jottings with Burmese nissaya.
19th century.
Add10565 - Folding book (Black), 18 ff., 40 x 16 cm. Text in white steatite pencil. Burmese
script. Side A has calculations and side B mostly tables. Horoscopes and astrological
calculations. 19th century.
Add10566 - Folding book (Black), 13 ff., 39 x 15 cm. Text in white steatite pencil.
Burmese script. With drawings of deities, men, animals including tigers, etc.
Instructions for tattooing, with which one is recommended to tattoo oneself, with
descriptions of virtues endowed by the tatooings. 19th century.
Add10567 - Folding book (Black), 19 ff., 39 x 17 cm. Text in white steatite pencil.,
Burmese script. Side A has 14 lines per side, and some numerical

calculations; side B is mostly tables, running across the folds. Calculations of
years, with tables. Early 19th century.
Add10568 - Folding book (Black), 15 ff., 37 x 15 cm. Side A – a few lines of Burmese
script, followed by numerical diagrams, and six further pages of text; side B –
diagrams, short text and four blank sides. Calculations, figures, etc.
Add10569 - Folding book (Cream), 16 ff., 34 x 16 cm. Text in Burmese script of
instructions for tattooing and illustrations. The illustrations include deities,
animals (cats, demons, birds), and some numerical diagrams.
Add10570 - Folding book (Black), 14 ff., 33 x 15 cm. Text in Burmese script, and
illustrations in white steatite pencil. Side A has 6 pages of text, 12 lines per
side. Side B has diagrams, text and tables. Instructions for tattooing.
Add10571- Folding book (Black), 16 ff., 32 x 14 cm. Text in Burmese script in white
steatite pencil. Side B has part of the text in double columns. Miscellaneous.
Add10572 -Folding book (Black), 45 ff., 13 x 8 cm. Text in Burmese script, in white
steatite pencil, 6-7 lines per side on both sides, with a few numerical
diagrams. Miscellaneous.
Add10598 - Palm leaf manuscript, 42 ff., numbered ယု-လေော၊ ဝ- လဝါ၊ 59 x 5.5 cm., 7 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. မဟောနောရဒဇောတ္ကန္ငဝ
ဲ့ ဒရဇောတ္က။ Copied in 1805.
Add11640 - Palm leaf, lacquered and gilt, 12 ff., numbered က-ကောား၊ 5 lines per side,
Pali (Burmese square script in black lacquer). End leaves have 5 roundels with
cocks, and similar roundels on inner leaves flanking text. Between a pair of plain
bevelled binding boards, lacquered with plain brown shiny varnish. Kammavācā.
18th century.

Add11641 - Palm leaf manuscript, 338 ff., numbered က- ဝါ၊ 52 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese script). The leaves have gilded and lacquered edges and are bound between
a pair of binding boards. အဘဓမမောမေဋီကော။ Copied in 1811.
Add11710 - Codex of Chinese paper, in European quarter leather binding, 44 ff.,
17 x 25 cm., with text in Chinese, Burmese and Russian. Vocabulary in Burmese
and Chinese: a list of Chinese words with Burmese meanings and Chinese
representations of the Burmese. 19th century.
Add12087 - A single palm leaf, painted red, 55 x 8.5 cm., 4 lines, Pali (Burmese square
script). Kammavācā. 19th century.
Add12090 - Palm leaf manuscript, 39 ff., numbered ဇ-ဋ၊ 50 x 5 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese script). Pārājika fragment. 19th century.
Add12237 - Palm leaf manuscript, 302 ff., various numbering , 49 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per side,
Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges. Jātakas –
Pali with Burmese nissaya, မဟောဇနက (င၊ ငါ၊ ငံ-လေ)၊လနမ (ဍော-တ္ဲ)၊ မဟောဥမငဂ
(လတ္ော-

လက ော) . Copied in 1781.

Add12238 - Palm leaf manuscript, 348 ff., numbered လက ော-ဟ ၊ 49 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per side,
Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and are bound
between thick boards, gilded and lacquered on sides. Jātakas – Pali with Burmese

Nissayas. ဘရဒတ္တနဿယ (လက ော-ဆ ူ) ၊ စန္ကု
္ မမောနဿယ (လဆ -ည )၊
နောရဒနဿယ (ည ီ-ဍ )၊ ဝဓရနဿယ (ဍူ-ဓ ဲ)၊ လဝဿန္တရောနဿယ (လဓ ော-တ္ )၊
Copied in 1781.
Add12239 - Palm leaf manuscript, 60 ff., numbered က- ငါား၊ 49 x 5 cm., 8 lines per side,
Pali and Burmese scripts. Bound between plain wooden boards. ဆနဝတ္
လဆားက မား၊ medical treatise in Burmese. 19th century.
Add12240 - Palm leaf manuscript, 59 ff., numbered ဂီ-ဇောား၊ 49 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per side.
Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges. မဟောဝင with က
leaf on Burmese history. 19th century.
Add12241- Palm leaf manuscript, 202 ff., numbered က-ထောား၊ 49 x 5 cm., 8 lines per side.
Burmese script. မန္ုသောရ၏ကုငားစောားလရွှေမ ဉား ဓမမသတ္။
လရွှေမ ဉားဓမမသတ္ပါဌ (က-လခ)၊ပထမတ္ွဲ (ခဲ-လဂါ)၊ဒုတ္ယတ္ွဲ (လဂေါ်-ငု)၊တ္တ္ယတ္ွဲ (င-စောား)၊
စတ္ုတ္ထတ္ွဲ (ဆ-လဇော)၊ပဉ္စမတ္ွဲ (ဇံ -ည)၊ဆဌမတ္ွဲ (ညီ-လဋော)၊သတ္တမတ္ွဲ (လဋော-ဍ)၊ အဌမတ္ွဲ
(ဍော-ဎ)၊နဝမတ္ွဲ (ဎီ-ဏဲ)၊ ဒသမတ္ွဲ (လဏ-ထော)။ Copied in 1772.
Add12243 - Palm leaf manuscript, 80 ff., numbered က-ဆဲ၊ 50 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali
and Burmese scripts. သန္ဓက မားနဿယ၊ Copied in 1774.
Add12244 - Palm leaf manuscript, 27 ff., numbered က-ဂ၊ 52 x 5 cm., 7 lines per side, Burmese
script. သုဓမမစောရီ ဖတ္ထံားု = The decisions of Princess Sudhammacārī law. Copied in
1783.
Add12245 - Palm leaf manuscript, 43 cm., numbered က-လဃ၊ 51 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines per side,
Burmese script. Diseases and cures in Burmese ဆနဝတ္၊ အရု ငားပုငစော၊ [The 96
diseases and their cures]. Copied in 1774.

Add12246 - Palm leaf manuscript, 24 ff., numbered ဆီ-ေ၊ 48 x 5 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese script). The leaves have gilded and lacquered edges. အဘဓမမောသဂဂဟ
Copied in 1774.
Add12247 - Palm leaf manuscript, 15 ff., numbered variously, 50.5 x 6 cm., 8 lines per side,
Burmese script and some Pali. Astrological treatise. 19th century.
Add12248 - Palm leaf manuscript, 72 ff., numbered က-ဆောား၊ 50.5 x 5.5 cm., 7 lines per side,
Burmese script. ဓမမသတ္ (A Burmese law book). 19th century.
Add12249 - Palm leaf manuscript, 86 ff., numbered က-ဇော၊ 48.5 x 5 cm., 8 lines per side,
Burmese script. The leaves have lacquered edges. ဓမမသတ္လက ော ၊ being Manu
Dhammathat abridged by Dhammavilāsa. Epilogue :—

သကကဇ ၁၈၉ ခု (၁၁၈၇) ခု နယုမေဆန ၅ ရက တ္နငဂလန္ွလနတ္ွ
ဲ့ ငဓမမသတ္ကုရော
ကုငဆယကုခုကစောအလဟောငကုဝလ မောကလကကောငပုဂဂ ေဂုဏေကဂောလရက၍နယုမေဆန
၅ရက၁လန္ွလနတ္ွငညလနခ ကတ္ီလက ောတ္ွငမပီသည။
Add12251 - Palm leaf manuscript, 12 ff., numbered က-ကောား၊ 48 x 5.5 cm., 7 - 8 lines per side.,
Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges. Ancedotes of
Burmese Kings, [with descriptions of ministers and court ladies. How a fish with
letters inside foretold the downfall of Siam. How the King of Ceylon sent an iron
box with riddles to Dhammaceti of Hantharwady. Riddles between the kings of
Ayodhya and Chiengmai. Presents from Arakan to Min Hkaung of Ava.
19th century.
Add12252 - Palm leaf (Half length), 19 ff., numbered က-လခ၊ 25 x 6 cm., 8 - 9 lines. Burmese
script, traditional medicine. 19th century.
Add12253 – A pair of rough wooden boards, the upper with a label in Persian script. The lower
inscribed in ink: ‘Purchd. Of Rodd, 8 January 1842’.
Add12253A - Yellow paper, 28 ff., numbered က-ဂ ၊ 46 x 11 cm., 7 lines per side, Burmese
(Arakanese) script, in black ink. Description of the Hells. 18th century.
Add12253B - Paper, 49 ff., numbered က-ငါ၊ 45 x 10 cm., 7 lines per side, Burmese (Arakanese)
script, in black ink. မလဟော ဖတ္ပံု ၊ Decisions of Mahosadha, taken from various
sources including Jataka. Finished in 1751.
Add12253C - Paper, 14 ff., numbered က-ခါ၊ 29.5 x 10.5 cm., 7 lines per side, Burmese
(Arakanese) script, in black ink. အန္ုသောရ ၊ Injuctions and instructions. Moral and
religious teachings. Dated 1746.
Add12253D - Yellow paper, 61 ff. , numbered က-ငါ၊ 42 x 7 cm., 6 lines per side, Burmese
(Arakanese) script, in black ink. ဘရဒတ္ဇောတ္ ၊ Copied in 1721.
Add12253E - This is the middle portion of Add.12253B, and has now been incorporated with it.
Add12253F - Yellow paper, 26 ff., numbered က-ဂါ၊ 37 x 9 cm., 7 lines per side, Burmese
(Arakanese) script, in black ink. လေောကဓမမ ၊ Loka Dhamma. A compendium of
general knowledge, for a ruler. Sections on the attributes of Buddha, on military
arts, on choosing judges, on language. Finished in 1746.
Add12254 - Yellow paper, 72 ff., numbered က-စောား၊ 46 x 12 cm., 9 lines per side, Burmese
(Arakanese) script, in black ink. Dhammasat - law book. Dated 1749.

Add12255 – A pair of binding boards, staned and polished on the outside, 50 x 11 cm. The
upperboards has a label with three Persian titles. The lower board has a label with
Persian title and also three lines of Burmese inside.
Add12255A - Paper, 23 ff. numbered က-ခံ၊ 45 x 10.5 cm., Burmese (Arakanese) script, in black
ink. လေောကပတ္။ Teachings and epidsodes from the Buddha’s life.
Dated 1749.
Add12255B - This is the middle portion of Add.12256C, and has now been incorporated with it.

Add12255C - Yellow paper, 130 ff. numbered က-လဋော၊ 37.5 x 10.5 cm., 7 lines per side, 39 cm.
long, Burmese (Arakanese) script, in black ink. ဓါတ္ုဝင။ Dated 1747.
Add12256 – A pair of wooden binding boards, 50 x 13 cm., the upper with a label, ‘Purchased of
Rodd, 8 Jan. 1842’, and four Persian titles.
Add12256A - Yellow paper, 96 ff., numbered က-ဇောား၊ 44 x 11 cm., 8 lines per side, 38 cm. long,
Burmese (Arakanese) script, in black ink. Accounts of Buddha’s and disciples’ lives
– with material from Jataka and Abhidamma; gives gatha and their meanings.
Dated 1754. [With Bengali notes on the front and an added Persian title at the
back].
Add12256B - Yellow paper, 24 ff., numbered က-ခါား၊ 41 x 11 cm., 7 lines per side, 34 cm. long,
Burmese (Arakanese) script, in black ink. လေောကကတ္၊ Lokakiti. Account of
heavens and hells. Begins with a list of the five Buddhas. 18th century. [With added
Persian title.]
Add12256C - Yellow paper, 71 ff., numbered က-လစော၊ 41 x 10 cm., 9 lines per side, 35 cm.
long, Burmese (Arakanese) script, in black ink. ဒသပါရမီက မား၊ Discourse on the
ten Perfections of the Buddha. Dated 1777. [With added Persian title.]
Add12257 – A pair of wooden binding boards, 48 x 12.5 cm., with Persian labels at top and
bottom.
Add12257A - Yellow paper, 14 ff., numbered က-ခါ၊ 44 x 10 cm., 8 lines per side, 39 cm. long,
Burmese (Arakanese) script, in black ink. ဆုလတ္ောငား။ Invocations to Nats and
Buddhist teachings for us on such occasions as illness. 18th century. [With added
Persian title.]
Add12257B(i) - Yellow paper, 29 ff. , numbered က-ဂ၊ 47 x 10 cm., 8 lines per side, Burmese
(Arakanese) script, in black ink. လေောကဒီပ = Light of the world. (This is the title in
the text; the title on the cover is given as လေောကပတ္ ၊ Discourse on Buddhist
teachings and legends, with episodes from the life of Buddha and disciples such as
Sāriputta and Moggallāna. Dated 1747. [With some astrological tables on front and
Bengali subscriptions at back, and added Persian title.]
Add12257B(ii) -Yellow paper, 9ff. , numbered က-လကော၊ 47 x 11 cm., 8 lines per side, 43 cm.
long, Burmese (Arakanese) script, in black ink. Paritta texts. Contains the text of
five as follows:မဟောမဂဂေသုတ္တ၊ ရတ္နောသ
ု တ ၊ ခန္ဓသတ္
ု တ ၊ အဋနဋယ၊ အဂဂုေမောေ။ Dated 1740. [With
ဲ့ တ္
added Persian title.]
Add12257C - Yellow paper, 34 ff., numbered 1-34 in Arakanese and Bengali numerals, 31 x
12.5 cm., 10-12 lines per side, Burmese (Arakanese) script, in black ink. လဆားက မား
(Medical work). Dated 1777. [The front has the signature R. Borel, and a Persian
added title.]

Add12257D(i) -Yellow paper, 13 ff., numbered က-ခ၊ 41 x 10.5 cm., 7 lines per side, 34 cm.
long, Burmese (Arakanese) script, in black ink. (1) ff.1-9 ဘဂရမငားဝတ္တ (2) ff. 1013 ဟရညညောနငားဝတ္တ ။ Stories with theme of conversion to Buddhism. Dated 1784.
[With added Persian title.]
Add12257D(ii) -Yellow paper, 99 ff., numbered က-ေ ၊ 41 x 11 cm., 7 lines per side, 35 cm.
long, Burmese (Arakanese) script, in black ink. ခုန္စပါား လသောတ္ရောားက မား =
Discourse on the seven principles to be observed by rulers. Dated 1784. [Added
Persian titles.]
Add12258 - A pair of wooden binding boards, 51 x 13 cm., the upper with a label with three
Persian titles. The lower board is inscribed with three lines of Burmese.
Add12258A - Yellow paper, 125 ff., numbered က-လဋ၊ 31 x 13 cm., 11 lines per side, Burmese
(Arakanese) script, in black ink. ပန္ဒရလသဲ့လဆားက မား ၊ Medical text. Dated 1776.
[The inside of the first folio has two crude ink drawings of human figures. The last
folio includes some Bengali annotations.]
Add12258B - Yellow paper, 47 ff., numbered က-လဎေါ်၊ 33 x 10 cm., 8 lines per side, Burmese
(Arakanese) script, in black ink. Paritta texts. The manuscript is in two parts: (1) ff.
1-36 with the following texts – Badhamma cakkaṃ, Saccā, Sivali,
Gīrimānanda sutta, Mahā Maṅgala, Ratana, Mora, Dhajakkaṃ, ʾAṭānāṭiya.
(2) Another manuscript in a different hand: ff. 37-48 with the following texts and
with a discourse on meditation: Canḍimā, Chaṅ, Bhuṃmi. 1748.
Add12258C - This is the end portion of Add12257D (ii) and has now been incorporated in it.
Add12258D - Yellow paper (some faded), 35 ff., numbered က-ဂံ ၊ 47 x 10.5 cm., 8 lines per
side, Burmese (Arakanese) script, in black ink. Story of Jotika from the
Dhammapada. 18th century. [With added Persian title.]
Add12258E - Yellow paper, 61 ff. , numbered က-ငါ းား၊ 45 x 10 cm., 7 lines per side, Burmese
(Arakanese) script, in black ink and some Pali at beginning. Stories & explanations
of educational and religious points. 18th century. [With added Persian title.]
Add12258F - Yellow paper, 4 ff., unnumbered, 42 x 9 cm., 7 lines per side, on one side of each
folio only, Burmese (Arakanese) script, in black ink. Religious material. 18th
century.
Add12260A-C - Three palm leaf manuscripts (half-length), 24 x 5 cm., 14 + 15 + 13
folios, Burmese script. Three Burmese calendars. Dated 1768, 1791 and
1792.
Add12262B – Folding book (Black), 17 ff., 31 x 13 cm., 11-15 lines per side, Burmese script, in
white steatite pencil, with some tables and diagrams. 19th century.
Add12266 – Paper codex, 488 ff., 40 x 25 cm., 15 lines per side, Burmese and Persian scripts.
The Persian words are from the Farhang-i-Jahāngīrī. The Maghi equivalents are
written both in Burmese and Persian character. The manuscript belonged to John
Murray, afterwards Sir John McGregor Murray, Bart., who in 1787 was made
Lt.Col. in the E.I.Co’s service. Chittagong? Late 18th century.
Add12400A - Folding book (White), 53 x 20.5 cm., 16 ff., Burmese script in black ink. Medical
recipes and village-headman's entries.

Add12400B - Folding book (Black), 16 ff., 40 x 15 cm., with English text in white steatite
pencil. Side A, pp. 3-16 and side B, pp. 1-5, 7-11. Chronology of Kings of Burma.
Side A-Chronology of Pagan and Shan Kings from 1211-1359, with notes on rulers
and events. Side B- Early Mon Kings of Haṃsāvatī, from local era 514-848.
Add14865 - Roll of the European paper, mounted on linen., 255 x 64 cm.Vessantarā Jātaka.
Panoramic scenes from this Jataka, and other Buddhist stories. Printed in water
colours in Burmese style, possibly Shan influenced.The scenes depict Prince
Vessantara, his wife and two children, courtyards and courtiers, animals, ogres,
kinnaris, etc. There is no explanatory text, but it seems possible that it is a copy
commissioned by a European and executed by a Burmese artist, of some temple
fresco. Early19th century.
Add15240 - A single ivory leaf, 54 x 8 cm., 4 lines per side, 49 cm. long, with gilt and lacquered
patterned bands at short edges. Pali (Burmese square script). Kammavācā, part 2.
19th century.
Add15261 - Palm leaf manuscript, 427 ff., numbered က-ဂ ဲ၊ 49 x6 cm., 9 lines per side, Burmese
script. သုတ္တသဂဂဟ နဿယ။ Copied in 1761.
Add15262 - Palm leaf manuscript, 380 ff., 49 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali and Burmese
scripts. သီေကခဓဝဂပါဌ (က-ဌ)။ နဿယ (က-ဖါ)။ Composed in 1794.
Add15263 - Palm leaf manuscript, 304 ff., numbered ရ-ဓ ီ၊ 49 x 5 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese scripts. ပါရောဇကံအဌကထောနဿယ။ Copied in 1784.
Add15289 - Palm leaf, lacquered and gilt, 18 ff., numbered က-ခ, 55 x 9.5 cm., 4 lines per side,
Pali (Burmese), square script in black lacquer. Outer leaves have 8 octagonal panels,
round within, with lotus patterns; with similar larger lotus patterns flanking the
inner leading leaves. Between a pair of binding boards, 55.5 x 10 cm., (a) with 5
roundels with lotuses, (b) with a wavy stem and formal flowers. Kammavācā I –
II. Early 19th century.
Add15290 - Plain gilded boards, 6 ff., numbered 1-5 + 1 blank, 53 x 7.5. cm., 5 lines per side,
Burmese round script in black. ff.1, 2, 5 have on one side two panels flanking the
text with crudely drawn Buddhas seated in Bhūmiphassa mudra.
Between a pair of odd binding boards, (a) with 5 roundels with conventional
flowers, (b) with 5 roundels, 4 with cocks, the central with fruit. Kammavācā. Late
18th century.
Add15291- Ivory leaves, 14 ff., 59 x 9 cm. Pali (Burmese square script). Kammavācā, I-II.
Early 19th century.
Add17328A- Palm leaf manuscript, 14 ff., numbered က-ခါ၊ 50 x 6 cm., 8 lines per side, Burmese
script, ဘကခူပါတ္လမောကခ။ Early 19th century. [Presented by Mr Alexander Kirkaldy,
9th March, 1848.]
Add17328B- Palm leaf manuscript, 4 ff., numbered က-ကီ၊ 50 x 6 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese script). မဟောသမယသုတ္တ။ Early 19th century. [Presented by Mr Alexander
Kirkaldy, 9th March, 1848.]
Add17490 - Palm leaf, lacquered and gilt, with an orange-buff tinge, 12 ff., numbered က-ကောား၊
54 x 9.5 cm., 5 lines per side, Burmese square script in black lacquer. Outer leaves
have 6 wavy octagonal panels with birds; inner leading leaves with similar flanking

panels. There are three binding boards with the manuscript. Kammavācā. 19th
century.
Add17554 - Palm leaf manuscript, 180 ff., numbered က-ဏောား၊ 46 x 4.5 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali
and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges. (1)
မဂဂေသုတ္တဋီကော၊ က-က။ (2) မဂဂေတ္ထဒီပနီ၊ လက-ဏောား။ 19th century.
Add17555 – Palm leaf manuscript, 179 ff., numbered တ္-သံ၊ 8 lines per side, Pali and Burmese
scripts . The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges. မဂဂေတ္ထဒီပနီ၊ အပုငား၂။ 19th
century. [Continuation of Add.17554.]
Add17699A- Palm leaf manuscript , 113 ff., 50 x 6.5 cm., artistic drawings of ဘံု and ငရဲ
leaves က-

(heavenly mansions and hells) with descriptions, only on one side of the
ဋံ။ The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and are bound between

gilded
and red lacquered binding boards with flower patterns.19th century.
Add17699B- 15 incised palm leaves, 49.5 x 6 cm., with scenes from the Jatakas and other
Buddhist stories. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges. Early 19th
century.
Add17700 - Palm leaf, 3 ff., က၊က၊ဆော of Burmese Buddhist writing, unconnected
with
each

other. 50.5 x 6 cm. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and are bound
between gilded and red lacquered binding boards with flower and leaf patterns.
Add17944- Palm leaf manuscript, 278 ff., 50 x 6 cm., numbered က-ဘော၊ 10 lines per side,
Burmese script. သောရတ္တဒီပနီ။ Copied in 1799.
Add17945- Palm leaf manuscript, 181 ff., numbered က-တ္၊ 49 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese scripts. ကဝသောရဋီကော၊ Copied in 1781.
Add18069- Folding book (Black), 40 ff., 44 x 17 cm. Side A has a few notes in English on folds
2-4. Side B has a map of Pagan, showing the river, temples with their names in
Burmese, the walled city, and two other small sketch maps, one with captions in
English also of Pagan. 19th century.
Add18753- Palm leaf manuscript, 354 ff., numbered က-သ၊ 50 x 6 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese scripts. ဂုဏဝဍံသက၏သုတ္သီေကခံပါဠလတ္ောနသ ။ Copied in 1770.
Add 18754- Palm leaf manuscript, 343 ff., numbered က-လဝ၊ 51 x 5 cm., 9 lines per side, Pali
and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilt and red lacquered edges.မုခမတ္တဒီပနီ၊
Vimala Buddhi’s commentary on Kaccayana’s grammar, with Burmese
nissaya. Copied in1771.
Add18755A- Palm leaf manuscript, 160 ff., numbered က-ဎီ၊ 50 x 6 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese script). The leaves have gilt and red lacquered edges. There is one plain
bevelled binding board. သုဿီေကခံပါဠလတ္ော။ Copied in 1770.
Add18755Β- Palm leaf manuscript, 17 ff., numbered variously, 49 x 5 cm., 7 lines per side, Pali
and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilt and red lacquered edges. Kaccāyana’s

grammar of Pali: part of the Kitakappa, and Unādikappa, with Burmese nissaya.
18th century.
Add18756A-B Two gilt and lacquered copper plates, 57 x 10.5 cm. and 55.5 x 10 cm., 5 lines
per side, Pali (Burmese square script). Kammavācā. 19th century.
Add19351- Folding book (Cream), 19 ff., 34 x 13 cm. Astrological drawings on white parabaik
of deities, demons, men, animals, trees and temples, across the folds, with caption in
Burmese and Thai. There are also curious characters in red. Late 18th century.

Add19630 –(A)- Palm leaf manuscript, 119 ff., numbered လဂ-တ္ံ (lacks some leaves), 49 x 5
cm., 9 lines per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilt and red
lacquered edges and are bound between plain wooden binding boards.with cloth and
bamboo wrapper, 54 x 35 cm. ကောရကပါဌ၊ သမောတ္ပါဠ၊ အောခ ောတ္ပါဠ၊ ကတ္ပါဠ၊
ကောရကနသ ၊ သမောသနသ ၊ (Pali grammar ). Copied in 1843.
(B) - Palm leaf manuscript, 23 ff., numbered လဒ-န၊ 49.5 x 5.5 cm., 9 line per side,
Burmese script. The leaves have gilt and red lacquered edges.
မဟောသီေဝံသ၏လပါရောဏကထော (A work of Lexicography), with a stray leaf
containing the introduction to a Jataka. Copied in 1843. Wrap with cloth and bamboo
wrapper.
Add19957 - Palm leaf manuscript, 293 ff., 47.5 x 5 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali and Burmese
scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and are bound between thick
wooden binding boards, gilded and lacquered on sides, in cloth and bamboo
wrapper, 53 x 53 cm.
(1) ဘကခူနီပါတ္လမောကခ၊ ပါဠ (က-ခီ)
(2) လသခယောဓမမ၊ ပါဠ (က-ခဲ)
(3) ပါတ္လမောကနဿယ (က-ဂ)
(4) သဂဂဟနဿယ (က-ည)
(5) သမဂဂ ဟအလကောက (က-ေော )
Copied in 1849.
Add19978 - Palm leaf manuscript, 179 ff., numbered က-လဏော၊ 52 x 5 cm., 9 lines per side, Pali
and Burmese scripts.The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and are bound
between wooden binding boards, gilded and lacquered on sides, in cloth and bamboo
wrapper, 52 x 42 cm. ဓောတ္ုကထောနဿယသစ ၊ Copied in 1809.
Add20781 - Palm leaf manuscript, 242 f., numbered က-ဖံ ၊ 52 x 5.5 cm.,, 9 lines per side,
Pali ( Burmese script).The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and are bound
between plain binding boards, gilded and lacquered on sides. (အဘဓမမောပဋက)။
Copied in 1788.
Add21578 - Palm leaf manuscript, 249 ff., numbered ေော-လေော၊ 52 x 6 cm., 10 line per side, Pali
and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and are bound

between plain wooden boards, gilded and lacquered on edges. သုတ္တနပါတ္အဌကထော၊
Copied in 1808.
Add21612 – A single silver leaf, 51 x 7 cm., engraved with 12 lines of Pali Paticcasamuppāda
and some Pali religious verses. 19th century.
Add22841 - Copper plates, lacquered and gilt, 12 ff., 55 x 10 cm., 5 lines per side, Pali (Burmese
square script). Outer leaves have 5 octagonal panels with roundels within, with cocks
and a plant in the middle roundel. Leading inner leaves have cocks in roundels
bevelled, have seven roundels with cocks. Kammavācā. 19th century.
Add23236 - Palm leaf manuscript, 129 ff., numbered ဂီ-ဍောား၊ 50 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali
and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and are bound
gilded and lacquered binding boards. လဝသန္တရော။ Copied in 1786.

Add23939 - 3 lacquered boards with inlaid mother-of-pearl letters, 53 x 10 cm., Pali (Burmese
square script). Kammavācā. 19th century.
Add24128 - Palm leaf, silvered, 13 ff., 51.5 x 7.5 cm., 6 lines per side, Pali (Mon script)
Kammavāca. The outer leaves have a design of six roundels and flowers. 18th
century.
Add26660 - Palm leaf manuscript, 328 ff., numbered က-ေီ၊ 49.5 x 5 cm., 10 lines per side, Pali
and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and are bound
between red and black lacquered binding boards. အဘဓမမတ္တဝဘောဝနီ။ Copied in
1781.
Add26661 - Folding book (Black), 16 ff., 38 x 14.5, parabaik of trivial accounts. 19th century.
Add27279 - Palm leaf, lacquered and gilt, 10 ff., numbered က-ခ၊ 54 x 9 cm., 5 lines per side,
Pali (Burmese square script). End leaves have on outside five octagons with
roundels, with cocks and a flower in the central one. Leading inner leaves have
cocks. No boards. Kammavācā. 19th century. [Presented by Charlotte, Dowager
Duchess of Norfolk, 1866.]
Add27287 - Ivory leaves, 8 ff., 54 x 8 cm., 5 lines per side, Pali (Burmese square script). The
outer leaves have red lacquering and gilding with a design of seven roundels and
flowers. Kammavācā I-III (Ovāda and Kathina). 19th century. [Presented by the
trustees of the Christy Collection, 6th April, 1866.]
Add27288 - Palm leaf, lacquered and gilt, 12 ff, 54 x 9.5 cm., 5 lines per side, Pali (Burmese
square script). End leaves have outside five octagons with roundels and cocks, the
central with a flower. No boards. Kammavācā. 19th century. [Presented by the
trustees of the Christy Collection, 6th April, 1866.]
Add27289 –(A)- Palm leaf manuscript, 215 ff., numbered ကော-ဒါား၊ 50 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side,
Pali and Burmese scripts. မုခမတ္တဒီပဏီ ။ Copied in 1807.
(B)- Palm leaf manuscript, 34 ff., numbered ကော-ဂံ၊ 50 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese script). ʾAbhidhāna padīpikā, Moggallāna’s vocabulary. Early 19th century.
The leaves have gilt and red lacquered edges and are bound between wooden binding
boards.
Add27458 - Palm leaf manuscript, 59 ff., numbered က- ငါား၊ 48 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per side,
Burmese script. မန္ုသောရဓမမသတ္။ Mid 19th century. [Presented by Capt. Alexander G.
Duff, 14th August, 1866.]
Add27492 - Palm leaf manuscript, 211 ff., numbered က-လဒါ၊ 49.5 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines per side,
Pali

(Burmese script). The leaves have gilt and red lacquered edges and are bound
between gilt and red lacquered binding boards with lotus and flower
patterns.ကထောဝတ္တ ပါဠလတ္ော။ 19th century.

Add27545 - Palm leaf manuscript, 107 ff., numbered ဃ- 51.5 x 6.5 cm., 10 lines per side, Pali
and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and are bound
between wooden binding boards with a palm leaf pointer, 39.5 x 3 cm., with short
Burmese inscription
(1) အေကဂောပါဌ (ဃ-ငီ )၊ (2) အေကဂောနသ (င-ဇံ )၊ (3) ကဝသောရပါဌ
(ဇောား-ဍ )။ 19th century.

Or458 - Palm leaf manuscript, 392 ff., numbered က-အဲ ၊ 49 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and are bound
between a pair of plain wooden binding boards. ဂုဏေကဂောရ၏ မေန္ဒနဿယ။
Copied in 1837.

Or478 - Palm leaf manuscript, 219 ff., 50 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines per side, Pali and Burmese scripts.
The leaves have lacquered edges and are bound between a pair of wooden binding
boards, and a stout woven binder, 315 x 3 cm. လမောဂဂေောနပကောရဏပါဌ (က-ကု)၊
လမောဂဂေောနက မားပါဌ (က-ခ)၊ နောမပါဠ (ခီ-ဂဲ)၊ ကတ္ပါဠ (လဂါ-လငါ)၊ တ္ဒဓတ္နသ (က-ကောား)၊
ကောရကနသ (ခ-ဃဲ)၊ သမောနသ (လဃော-လင)၊ တ္န္ဓတ္နသ (ငဲ-ဆော)၊ ကတ္နသ (တ္-ဇီ )၊
အောခ ောတ္နသ (ဇု-ဎ)။ Copied in 1785.
Or854 - Palm leaf manuscript, 15 ff., numbered က-ခ၊ 49 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per side, Burmese
script. နောမးပါဠ။ 19th century. [Presented by Robert C. Childers, 2 April, 1869.]
Or999 - Palm leaf manuscript, 258 ff., numbered လကော-ပါ (imperfect at the beginning and the
end), 48 x 5 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilt and
red lacquered edges. မလဟောသထော ဇောတ္နသ ၊ 19th century.
Or1021 - Palm leaf manuscript, 128 ff., numbered ဇော- လဒါ၊ 51 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side, Burmese
script. The leaves have gilded edges and are bound between a pair of boards gilded
and lacquered with lotus patterns. Early 19th century. History of Pagan. [Presented by
the Dowager Marchioness of Westminster 21st December, 1869.]
Or1027 - Palm leaf manuscript, 294 ff., numbered က-ရံ (imperfect), 51 x 6.3 cm., 9 lines per
side, Pali (Burmese script) ပါရောဇကံအဌကထောပါဌ ၊ 19th century.
Or1029 - Palm leaf manuscript, 60 ff., numbered က-ငါ၊ 51 x 6.5 cm., 9 lines per side, Burmese
script. မန္ုရောဇောလေ ောကထံားု ။ Dated 1849. Enclosed in carved ivory boards with clasps.
The subjects are probably scenes from the Ramayana. They were partly injured in the
fire of Bassein in 1856. They are possibly older than the manuscript they now
enclose.
Or1043 - Palm leaf manuscript, 60 ff., numbered က-ငါား ၊ imperfect at end. 50 x 6 cm., 9 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges, and
are bound between a pair of dark brown thin plain binding boards.
မဟောလဝဿန္တရောနဿယ။ 19th century.
Or1070 - Silk paper, 29 ff., 21 x 44 cm., 18 lines per side, Shan cursive script. A treatise on
Nibbana. f.1 has the title. f.2 has the Buddhist invocation, one line of Tham script.
The text then continues in the Yunnanese cursive script, an adaptation of the Burmese
with exaggerated flourishes, leaning backwards. 19th century.
Or1076 - Palm leaf manuscript, 36 ff., numbered က-ဂါား၊ 49 x 5 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges.
ဝါစလကောပလဒဿနဿယ, by Vijitāvi, A Pali grammatical work, with Burmese
nissaya. Copied in 1776.

Or1235 - Paper codex, 478 ff., 21 x 26.5 cm., 27 lines per side, Burmese script. Stout European
paper, in half leather black binding. Jātaka Burmese text, with numerical list on larger
paper at ff. 471-478. Copied in 1852.
Or1237 - Palm leaf manuscript, 100 ff., numbered က-ေဲ ၊ 49 x 5 cm., 8 lines per side, Burmese
script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges, and with one plain binding
board. Yamaka, part 1-3, the sixth book of the Abhidhamma. 19th century.
Or1436 - Palm leaf manuscript, 141 ff., numbered က-လဌော, 51 x 5 cm., 7 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese script). The leaves have dark red lacquered edges, and are bound between a
pair of plain wooden binding boards. ဒီဃနကောယသုတ္တ။ 19th century.

Or1607 - Palm leaf , lacquered and gilt, 12 ff., numbered က-ကောား၊ 52 x 8.5 cm., 5 lines per side,
Pali (Burmese square script). The end leaves have cocks in five roundels, and the
inner leaves have similar flanking roundels. Bound between a pair of red lacquered,
plain gouged binding boards. Kammavācā, I-III. Ovāda and Kathina. 19th century.
[Presented by Capt. Conway Poole, 5April, 1878.]
Or1608 - Palm leaf, lacquered and gilt, 16 ff., numbered က-ခီ၊ 53 x 8 cm., 4 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese square script). Plain gilt end leaves; the inner leaves have cocks in roundels.
Kammavācā. 19th century. [Presented by Capt. Conway Poole, 5April, 1878.]
Or1609 - Palm leaf, with plain, dark red lacquering. 17 ff., numbered က-ခ၊ 54 x 9 cm., 5 lines
per side, Pali (Burmese square script). Kammavācā. 19th century. [Presented by Capt.
Conway Poole, 5 April, 1878.]
Or2089 - Palm leaf manuscript, 171 ff., numbered က-ဏ၊ 50 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilt and lacquered edges and are bound between a
pair of boards, one plain and one carved with leaf and fruit scroll. အဂဂုတ္တရနကောယ။
19th century. [Presented by the Rev. J.K.Simpson, 22 Nov., 1878.]
Or2170 – Palm leaf manuscript, 298 ff., 50 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side, Burmese script. The leaves
have gilt and lacquered at edges and are bound between a pair of plain boards.
(1) အဘဓမမတ္တသမဂဂ ဟနသ ၊ က-ဂဲ။ Copied in 1846; (2) သန္ဓနသ ၊ က- ဃါ ၊ Copied in
1847; (3) သန္ဓနသ ၊ က-လငါ။ Copied in 1847; (4)ကောရကနသ ၊ က-ဃောား။ Copied in
1847;
(5) သတ္ပဌောနနသ ။ ဃ-ဇ။ Copied in 1846; (6) ငါားရောင
ဲ့ ါားဆယဇောတ္လပါငား၊ တ္-ပ။ Copied
in
1846.
Or2171 - Palm leaf, gilt and lacquered, 17 ff., numbered က-ခု၊ 54 x 8.5 cm., 4 lines per side,
Pali (Burmese square script). The outer leaves have conventional lotus patterns in
roundels, and so the flank of the inner leaves. The leaves are bound between a pair of
binding boards. Kammavācā. 19th century.
Or2173 - Palm leaf manuscript, 480 ff., numbered က-ဆ ောား ၊ 49 x 6 cm., 9-lines per side,
Burmese script. Leaves gilt and lacquered between a pair of rough wooden binding
boards. အဌသောေနနဿယ။ Copied in 1781.

Or2176 - Palm leaf manuscript, 318 ff., numbered က-ဝီ၊ 51 x 6.5 cm., 9 lines per side, Burmese
script. Leaves with gilt and lacquered edges, between a pair of plain lacquered binding
boards. ကခဂ ါ နသ ။ Copied in 1796.
Or2177 - Palm leaf manuscript, 275 ff., numbered က-ဘ၊ 50 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per side,
Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and lacquered edges and are bound between a
pair of plain lacquered bevelled binding boards. အဂုတ္တရနကောရ၊ နပါတ္။ Copied in
1779.
Or2178 – (A). Palm leaf manuscript, 75 ff., numbered က-ဇ၊ 8 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese. ကစစောယနဝါကရဏ၊ followed by မေကစစန။ Copied in 1775.
( B). Palm leaf manuscript, 4 ff., 50 x 4.5 cm., 6 lines per side. The leaves have red
lacquered edges. A Pali grammar. 19th century.
Or2193 - Palm leaf manuscript, 65 ff., numbered က-စု၊ 50 x 6 cm., 8 lines per side,
Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges. မုကခပကခဇောတ္လတ္ော။
Copied in 1850.
Or2247 - Palm leaf manuscript, 23 ff., numbered က-ခံ၊ 50 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese script). အန္ုရုဒ၏
ဓ အဘဓမမတ္တသဂဂဟ။ Copied in 1816.

Or2256 - Palm leaf manuscript, 141 ff., numbered က-လဠော၊ 50 x 6 cm., 10 lines per side,
Burmese script. Leaves gilt and lacquered, between a pair of Plain lacquered binding
boards. သဒဒါနီတ္။ Copied in 1786-1789.
Or2257 - European paper, 22 x 28 cm., 69 ff., in a quarter leather museum binding, inscribed
Minayeff's Pātimokkha rendered intelligible. Roman script. Pātimokkha: comprising
(a) transliterated text of Bhikkhūpātimokkha, (b) extracts from Kankhā-vitaraṇī,
(c) English translation of Minayeff's preface to his edition, (d) English translation of
Minayeff's version of Bhikkhūpātimokkha, and (e) extracts from Bhikkhuṇīpātimokkha. 19th century.
Or2446 - Palm leaf manuscript, 331 ff., numbered က-ဝ, 51 x 5 cm., 8 lines per side,
Burmese script. Edges gilt and lacquered; between a pair of plain and roughly
lacquered binding boards. ဝနညားေကသနားက မား။ Pārajikan nissaya. Copied in 1774.
With original donor’s inscription: လက ောငားတ္ကောလမောငရံကငားလကောငားမှု။
Or2603 - Palm leaf manuscript, 188 ff., numbered က-တ္ဲ၊ 51 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side, Burmese
script. Leaves gilt and lacquered, between a pair of lacquered binding boards.
မဟောနလဒသပါဠ။ Copied in 1783.
Or2604 - Palm leaf, lacquered and gilt, 14 ff., numbered က-ခါ၊ 53 x 8.5 cm., 4 lines per side,
Pali

(Burmese square script). Outer leaves with 5 roundels with flowere; so the flanking
inner leaves 1, 2, 14. With gilt and lacquered boards 56 x 10 cm., with 4 roundels
with ducks alternating with 3 intertwined maṇḍalas. Kammavācā, I – III. 19th
century.

Or2605 - Palm leaf, lacquered and gilt, 12 ff., numbered က-ကောား၊ 54 x 9.5 cm., 5 lines per side,
Pali (Burmese square script). The outer leaves have 5 roundels 4 with geese, and the
middle one with fruit; and geese on the inner flanking leaves.
Kammavācā, I – III. 19th century.
Or2664 - Palm leaf manuscript, 177 ff., numbered က-လဏော၊ 49 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines per side,
Burmese script. Leaves gilt and lacquered at edges, between a pair of plain
boards.ပရဝါပါဠလတ္ော။ Copied in 1866.
Or2670 - Palm leaf manuscript, 178 ff., numbered စ-လနော၊ 50 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese script). Leaves have gilt and lacquered edges, between a pair of plain
bevelled binding boards. သလမောဟဝလနောဒနီ။ Imperfect at the beginning and the end.
19th century.
Or2731- European paper codex, 133 ff., 16 x 22 cm., 19 lines per side, Burmese script in black
ink slightly faded. In contemporary European quarter leather red binding. Mahosadha
vatthu. Copied in 1840.
Or2742 -Shan paper, 52 ff., 30 x 50 cm., 31-33 lines per side. Burmese script. အဘဓမမောဝတ္တ (in
Burmese verse) 19th century. [Presented by R.W.Cochrane Patrick, 18 Feb. 1884.]
Or2768 - Palm leaf manuscript, 205 ff., numbered က-ဒ၊ 48 x 5 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese script). Leaves lacquered and gilt, between a pair of bevelled binding
boards, decorated in red lacquer and gilt, with circle designs. Pārājika. Copied in
1780.

Or2770 - Palm leaf manuscript, 59 ff., numbered က-ငံ၊ 51 x 7 cm., drawings with descriptions of
Buddhist mansions and hells , edges gilt and lacquered, between a pair of black
lacquered binding boards. Side A. begins with the heavenly mansions, with Buddhist
divinities seated, their names below, followed by scenes of demons, and the
sufferings of the damned; side B has some cosmological diagrams, and further scenes
of hell. 19th century.
Or2783 - Palm leaf manuscript, 311 ff., numbered က-ယောား၊ 49.5 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese script). Leaves lacquered and gilt between a pair of plain binding
boards. အဌသောေနီ။ Copied in 1796.
Or2789 - Palm leaf manuscript, 25 ff., numbered ကော-ဂါ၊ 52 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per side, Burmese
script. ဓမမသတ္၊ Law in Burmese verse. Early 19th century.
Or2861 - Palm leaf manuscript, 234 ff., numbered က-ဃ၊ က-တ္ောား၊ 52 x 6 cm., 10 lines per side.
Pali and Burmese scripts. Leaves gilt and lacquered at edges, between a pair of
plain binding boards. နောမရပပါဌ (က-ဃ), a work on Abhidhamma by Anuruddha,
followed by နောမရပပရလစေဒနဿ (က-ထောား), Burmese gloss on the same. 19th century.
Or3001A - Palm leaf manuscript, 200 ff., numbered က-လထ၊ 49 x 6 cm., 11 lines per side.
Leaves
gilded at the edges; between a pair of concave-bevelled, red lacquered
binding boards. အဘဓမမောဝတ္ောရဋီကော။ Copied in 1873.

Or3001B - Palm leaf manuscript, 74 ff., numbered က-ဆော၊ 49 x 6 cm., 11 lines per side,
Pali (Burmese script). Leaves gilded at the edges. သစစသလခဂပဋီကော။
Copied in 1873.
Or3232 - Palm leaf manuscript, 65 ff., numbered က-စု၊ 50 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese script). Leaves gilt and lacquered at the edges, between a pair of plain
binding boards. ပရဝါရ။ 19th century. [Presented by Capt. R.C.Temple, 24 March,
1886.]
Or3258 - Palm leaf manuscript, 237 ff., numbered ေ-မ ံ၊ 51 x 6.5 cm., 10 lines per side, Pali
Burmese script). Leaves gilt and lacquered, between a pair of black lacquered
binding boards, with faint gold geometrical and leaf designs. With dagger shape
wooden pointer. ဂုဝဋသက၏သုတ္ပါလဒယ နဿယ။ Copied in 1807.
Or3259 - Palm leaf manuscript, 319 ff., numbered က-လရ၊ 50 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side, Burmese
script. Leaves gilt and lacquered, between a pair of plain red lacquered binding
boards. ကခဂ ါဝတ္ရဏီအဌကထောနဿယ။ Copied in 1807, 1840.
Or3369A&B- Palm leaf manuscript, 151 ff., numbered က-လခ၊ က-ဋံ၊ 50 x 5 cm., 8 lines per side,
Pali and Burmese. Leaves gilt and lacquered. ခုဒသ
ဒ ကခော။ Rules of clerical discipline,
by Dhammasiri, with Burmese nissaya. Copied in 1799
Or3369C - Palm leaf manuscript, 61 ff., numbered က-ဓ၊ 8 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese. Leaves gilt and lacquered at the edges. ခုဒသ
ဒ ကခော၊ အပင
ု ား၂။ Pali with
Burmese nissaya.
Or3373 – Palm leaf manuscript, 148 ff., numbered က-ဓ၊ 51 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per side, Burmese
script, leaves gilt and lacquered, between plain binding boards. အဘဓောနပဒပကော။
Copied in 1747.
Or3403 – Palm leaf manuscript, 333 ff., numbered က-လေော၊ 51 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines per side,
Burmese script. The leaves have gilt and red lacquered edges and are bound between
boards gilded and lacquered on the sides. The leaves are tied into ten parts, each
labelled respectively 1st – 10th parts. မဟောရောဇဝံသ၊ (Great ChronicleU Kula). This
manuscript is the first ten parts of the 21 part Great Chronicle: the first ten parts deal
with the history of Burma to mid-16th century.
Or3404 - Palm leaf manuscript, 29 ff., numbered in Burmese numerals 1-29, 49 x 6 cm., 10 lines
per side, Burmese script. မဟောရောဇဝံသ၊ တ္တ္ယပုငား။ Copied in 1853.
Or3405 - Palm leaf manuscript, 9 ff., numbered က-လကော၊ 49 x 5 cm., 10 lines per side, Burmese
script. The leaves have red lacquered edges. မဟောရောဇဝငမငားဆက Chronology of
Burmese kings after the Mahayazawingyi. This manuscript consistes of chronological
tables with brief notes on the lineages of rulers of Burma, beginning with kings of
Tharekhitaya and including the Shan rulers at Myin saing, the rulers of Ava and
Hantharwaddy, and the kings of the Konbaung dynasty as far as the beginning of the
19th century. There is no copyist’s date, but the chronology goes down to the present
year which is given as 1805.
Or3406 – Half-length palm leaf, 8 ff., numbered in Burmese numerals 1 – 7 with an
additional page 3 containing corrections, 24.5 x 6 cm., 11 lines per side, Burmese

script. The leaves are bound between plain wooden boards. Short Chronology of
Kings of Burma. In verse. 16th century.
Or3407 – Palm leaf manuscript, 57 ff., numbered က-လငါ၊ 50 x 5 cm., 8 lines per side,
Burmese script. The leaves have gilt and red lacquered edges.
အရယ ြဟမစောရ ပ လတ္ောမလသောဝနဇငားမငားရောဇောထံားု လဟောငားပံု ပင၊ Copied in 1834.
It begins with an historical summary of the three Shan brothers after the fall of Pagan
and contains anecdates interwoven with historical events.
Or3408 – Palm leaf, 5 ff., numbered က-ကု၊ 50 x 6 cm., 12 lines per side, Burmese script.
ရောဇဝငမောတ္ကော။ 19th century.
Or3409 – Palm leaf manuscript, 74 ff., numbered ဍောား-န၊ 48 x 4.5 cm., 8 lines per side,
Burmese script. The leaves have gilt and red lacquered edges and are bounded
between red wooden boards, bevelled. Some leaves are soiled and difficult to read.
ပုဂံအငားဝရောဇဝင၊ Ava history containing boundaries of many places and towns. The
later sections contain many administrative records for the 17th and 18th centuries.
Or3410 – Palm leaf manuscript, 74 ff., numbered က-စောား၊ 49.5 x 5 cm., 8 lines per
side,
Burmese script. The leaves have gilt and red lacquered edges and are bound between black
lacquered wooded boards. ဇမဗူဒီပအုပလဆောင၊ ပဌမတ္ွဲ။ Copied in 1836.
Or3411 – Palm leaf manuscript, 77 ff., numbered က-ဆု၊ 47 x 5 cm., 8 lines per side,
Burmese script. Rakhaing Yazawin in verse, more poetry than history. Copied in
1852, by Maung Shwe Aung.
Or3412 – Palm leaf manuscript, 37 ff., numbered က-ဂါား၊ 51 x 6 cm., 8 lines per side,
Burmese script. History of Rak-haing country, Mrauk-u myo. Gives many prophecies
and describes the town’s fortifications. 18th century.
Or3413 – Palm leaf manuscript, 6 ff., numbered က-က၊ 47 x 4.5 cm., 6 lines per side,
Burmese script.Buddhism in Burma. This manuscript gives a brief account of
Buddhism in Burma. 18th century.
Or3414 – Palm leaf manuscript, 44 ff., numbered က-ဃဲ၊ 48 x 5 cm., 7 lines per side, Mon script.
Bound between plain wooden boards, bevelled. Mon document of politics and
religion, followed by fables. 19th century.
Or3415 – Palm leaf manuscript, 57 ff., numbered စ-လညော၊ 49 x 5 cm., 7 lines per side,
Burmese script. The leaves have gilt and red lacquered edges and are bound between
soft velvet covered boards. ြုဒဝ
ဓ ငစောဒုတ္ယတ္ွဲ ။ Copied in 1832.
Or 3416 - Palm leaf manuscript, 37ff., numbered က-ဃ၊ 49 x 5 cm., 8 lines per side, Burmese
script. လတ္ောငငမမ ြို့စစတ္မား = Administrative records of Toungoo. Interesting sittan
giving details of the boundaries, revenue and administration of Toungoo and
surrounding areas in the late 18th century. It is connected with the revenue inquest
conducted in 1785. Dated 1858.
Or3417 – Palm leaf manuscript, 41 ff., numbered က-ဃု၊ 49 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side, Burmese
script. Shwebon Nidan. Account of the Golden Palace; an explanation of technical
terms relating to the royal palace, army, navy, etc. The first and last leaves have
လရွှေဘန
ံု ဒါနားဆသ
ု ညမောလရွှေနနားလတ္ော၏ခ ငားအရောအထုပတ္တကုလရားသညစောဆေ
ု ုသည။

Copied in 1856.
Or3418 – Palm leaf manuscript, 35 ff., numbered က-ဂံ၊ 51 x 6.5 cm., 11 lines per side, Burmese
script. The leaves have gilt and red lacquered edges. မမ ြို့တ္ကောတ္ု၏နယ
နမတ္စော။
ဲ့
Boundaries of towns- Begins with a short historical summary, gives boundaries of
towns and places with a rather full account of history from Taungu and ends with a
number of Sittan (စစတ္မား) mostly 1637 date. Copied in 1855.
Or3419 – Palm leaf manuscript, 12 ff., numbered က-ကောား၊ 49 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side,
Burmese script. လရွှေဒဂံုသမုငား (History of the Shwe Dagon Pagoda). Copied in 1856.
Or3420 –Palm leaf manuscript, 11 ff., numbered က-ကံ၊ 49 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side,
Burmese script. လရွှေဒဂံုသမုငား (History of the Shwe Dagon Pagoda). Copied in 1856.
Or3421- Palm leaf manuscript, 64 ff., numbered က-လဇော၊ 50.4 x 5 cm., 8 lines per side,
Burmese script. လရွှေဆလ
ံ တ္ောသမုငား ( History of Shwe Sandaw Pagoda). Copied
in 1856.
Or3422 – Palm leaf manuscript, 12 ff., numbered က-ကီ န္င ဲ့ ခ-လခ၊ 10 lines per side,
Burmese script. Kammavācā in Pali with Burmese nissaya. Copied in 1841.
Or3423 – Palm leaf manuscript, 28 ff., numbered က-ဂ၊ 7 lines per side, Pali and Burmese
scripts. ဝနညားန္ုတ္စုအမီလတ္ော။ extracts from Vinaya. 19th century.
Or3424 – Palm leaf manuscript, 57 ff., numbered က- လငေါ်၊ 47 x 5 cm., 7 lines per side, Pali
and Burmese scripts. ရဟနားသကခောစော။ Duties of a priest. Copied in 1834.
Or3425 –Palm leaf manuscript, 37 ff., numbered က-ဃ၊ 48 x 5 cm., 7 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese scripts. The manuscript is incomplete. ရဟနားက ငဝတ္
စော။ 19th century.
ဲ့
Or3426 – Palm leaf manuscript, 49 ff., numbered က-င၊ 48 x 5 cm., 7 lines per side, Burmese
script. သတ္ပဌောနအနက၊ Satipaţţhāna Sutta and nissaya. Copied in 1831.
Or3427 – Palm leaf manuscript, 53 ff., numbered က-ငု၊ 47 x 6 cm., 10 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese scripts.သတ္ပဌောနနဿ ၊ Copied in 1834.
Or3428 – Palm leaf manuscript, 31 ff., numbered က-လဂ၊ 50 x 6 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese scripts.ပရတ္ကကီားအနက။ Paritta with Burmese nissya. Copied in 1768.
Or3429 – Palm leaf manuscript, 39 ff., numbered က-ဃ၊ 47 x 5 cm., 8-line per side, Pali and
Burmese scripts. ပရတ္ကကီားနသ ။ ဝသညရွ ောလမောငရငည ဦားေကလရား။ Copied in 1834.
Or3430 – Palm leaf manuscript, 8 ff., numbered က-ကဲ၊ 47 x 5 cm., 7 lines per side,
Burmese script.အောကောဝရတ္ော Sutta Pali and Burmese nissaya
အပရမတ္တောယ န္င ဲ့ ဝါရဏသုတ္ with nissaya, Suttas as interpreting dreams. Title on the
first leaf being အပမကလ ဖစော။ 19th century.
Or3431- Palm leaf manuscript, 11 ff., numbered က-ကံ၊ 51 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side,

Pali and Burmese scripts. နမကောရဘုရောားရခုား၊ Copied in 1804.
Or3432 – Palm leaf manuscript, 33 ff., numbered က-လဂါ၊ 48 x 5 cm., 7 lines per side.
Burmese script. နီတ္စော။ Copied in 1791.
Or3433A - Palm leaf manuscript, 68 ff., numbered က-လစ၊ 52 x 6 cm., 8 lines per side, Burmese
script. သတ္ညွှေနား။ Copied in 1811.
Or3433B - Palm leaf manuscript, 8 ff., numbered က-လက၊ 51 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side, Burmese
script. သတ္ပံု။ Copied in 1772.
Or3434 - Palm leaf manuscript, 57 ff., numbered က-လငါ၊ 49 x 5 cm., 9 lines per side,
Burmese script. The leaves have gilt and red lacquered edges. Inscriptions mostly of
Pagan. လက ောကစော။ 19th century.
Or3435 – Palm leaf manuscript, 32 ff., numbered က-လဂေါ်၊ 49 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side,
Burmese script. Copies of ten scriptions. Later and longer Inscriptions. လက ောကစော။
သံလတ္ောဆငဦားလရွှေ
လပေါ်လကောငားမှု။ သံလတ္ောဆငလရွှေ
ဲ့
ဲ့ လတ္ောငလနောရထောလကောငားမှု။ 19th
century. Or3436- Palm leaf manuscript, 57 ff., numbered က-လငါ၊ 50 x 5 cm., 7 lines per side,
Pali

and

Burmese. ဂုဏလတ္ောအဖွင ဲ့ Virtues of the Buddha, Dhamma and Sangha,

Pali
religious verses with Burmese commentaries. Copied in 1832.
Or3437- Palm leaf manuscript, 36 ff., numbered က-ဂါား၊ 47.5 x 5 cm., 8 lines per side,
Burmese script. ဓလမမောပလဒသ။ Copied in 1829.
Or3438 - Half length palm leaf, 38 ff., numbered က-လဂေါ်၊ 24 x 5 cm., 7 lines per side. Pali
and Burmese script. ဂါထောစောလပါငား - charms in verse. 19th century.
Or3439 – Palm leaf manuscript, 19 ff., numbered က-လခ၊ 49 x 6 cm., 10 lines per side,
Burmese script. လနမတ္တကဝဇဇော (a work on astrology). 19th century.
Or3440 – Palm leaf manuscript, 15 ff., numbered က-ခီ၊ 47 x 5 cm., 8 lines per side, Burmese.
ပဌမရငသရေကဂောစော။ ၁၁၆၉-ခုတ္နလဆောငမုနားေဆနား ၇-ရကလနစံဲ့ ုမမ ဝဲ့ဆရော
ပဌမရငသီရေကဂောလမောငားလထောငတ္ဆရောလတ္ောတ္ရဟန
ု ဲ့
ားသဃဂောတ္မမင
ု ဲ့ မမဝပ၍
ဘုနားလတ္ောကကီားေလသော လရလ မရငကုလမတ္တောစောသွငားသည။ သညားရွ ောစောကင
ု
လမောငရငည ဦားေကလရား။ Copied in 1834.
Or3441 – Palm leaf manuscript, 13 ff., numbered က-ခ၊ 50 x 5 cm., 7 line per side, Burmese
script. ပါရမီခနားလ ဖ။ 19th century.
Or3442 – Palm leaf manuscript, 11 ff., numbered က-ကံ၊ 49 x 6 cm., 10 lines per side,
Burmese script. စမဗူဒီပအုပလဆောငားက မား။ Gives boundaries of various places in
Burma.
Copied in 1856.
Or3443 – Palm leaf manuscript, 10 ff., numbered က-လကော၊ 47 x 5 cm., 6 lines per side,
Burmese script. The leaves have gilt and red lacquered edges. Quotations from Pali

on dedicated lands and boundaries without the actual boundary marks. Right hand
side of no has လ မအပုင အ ခောားဝနညားမတ္စု၊ လ မအပုင အ ခောားစော၊ This last is on other
leaves too. The back cover leaf has လ မအပုင အ ခောားစော ဖစသည
လေမ ကန္ောဖုနကကီားေကလယ။ သံဒမဲွ မ ြို့ဝနမငားစောလပ ောကေ ငမထမားမဝကသော။ Copied in
1757.
Or3444A- Palm leaf manuscript, 5 ff., numbered က-ကီ၊ 47 x 5 cm., 8 lines per side, Burmese
script.The leaves have gilt and red lacquered edges. သစစောလတ္ောက မား။
ြုေမငစောလပ ောကရငမထနက ပါန္င ဲ့ ြော။ ဘေ
ု မငလေောငဘတ္စော။ Copied in 1836, by
Maung
Shwe Ni.
Or3444B – Palm leaf , 2 ff., numbered ဃော၊ ဃ၊ 47 x 5 cm., 7 lines per side, Pali and Burmese
scripts. ပညတ္က မား၊ Religious work. Copied in 1830.
Or3445A - Silver plate, in the shape of a palm leaf, 54 x 7 cm., 11 lines of Pali quotations.
လြါဓကထော။ 19th century.
Or3445B - Copper plate, in the shape of a palm leaf, 47 x 6 cm., 7 lines of Pali quotations.
လြါဓကထော။ 19th century.
Or3445C - Silver plate, in the shape of a palm leaf, 62 x 7.5 cm., 11 lines of Pali quotations.
Miscellaneous extracts from the Suttapitaka including from Khuddaka nikaya and
Dhammapada. 19th century.
Or3445D - Silver plate, in the shape of a palm leaf, 58 x 7 cm., 14 lines of writing engraved on
each side, with Burmese Buddhist writings, some from Jatakas. 19th century.
Or3445E - Silver plate, in the shape of a palm leaf, 61 x 7 cm., 14 lines of writing engraved on
each side, in Pali and Burmese scripts. Miscellaneous Pali Burmese Buddhist writings
including from Sutta pitaka. 19th century.
Or3445F - Silver plate, in the shape of a palm leaf, 59 x 7.5 cm., 13 lines of writing
engraved on each side in Pali and Burmese scripts. Miscellaneous Pali Burmese
Buddhist writings from Sutta pitaka. 19th century.
Or 3446 - Ivory sheets in shape of half-length palm leaf, 7 ff., 28 x 6 cm., Burmese script. In an
ivory case, ornamented with gold floral designs and with legend on lid in Burmese ကွောရနယေအောရတ္ောပါရဝီလဘွရောသခငဘုရောကုဆကပါသည ၊ Presentation to Colonel
Arthur Purves Phayre.A memoral submitted in 1867 by the Burma and Mon
inhabitants of Moulmein town to Col. Arthur Phayre expressing sorrow that he is
leaving Burma and hope that he will soon return.
Or3447A – Folding book (Black), 19 ff., 43 x 16.5 cm., with writing on 11 sides, 8-10 lines per
side, Burmese script. The edges of the pabaraik are gilded , and the title and some
headings in the text are also gillded The covers are gilded and elaborately
decorately decorated with panels of flower designs, a cock and dragons are embossed.
မန္ုအက ယပဌမတ္ွဲ။ Copied in 1752.
Or3447B – Folding book (Black), 19 ff., 43 x 16.5 cm., with writing on 10 sides, 7-9 lines
per side, Burmese script. The edges of the parabaik are silvered and the covers are
gilded and silvered, with flowered borders and panels on each side with embossed
depictions of crane birds in different poses. မန္ုအက ယဒုတ္ယတ္ွဲ။ Copied in 1752.

Or3448 – Folding book (Black), 19ff., 42.5 x 16.5 cm., 7 lines per side, Burmese script. The
covers are lacquered in black and have an embossed edging. သတ္ညွှေနား Spelling guide. 19th century.
Or3449A – Folding book (Black), 21 ff., 44 x 16 cm., widely varying number of lines, Burmese
script, with accounts and a list of guns in 1190.
Or3449B – Folding book (black), 19 ff., 44 x 26.5 cm., Burmese script. ၄၅ ခုစစတ္မား ၆၄
ခုစစတ္မားစောရငား - Census of towns with details of numbers of inhabitants and
officials. Compiled in 1826.
Or3450A – Folding book (Black), 11 ff., 41.5 x 16 cm., 13 lines per side, Burmese script.
ပုဂံမမ ြို့ဘရ
ု ောားတ္ညမငားေကဂောစောရငား - List of Pagan Kings with their works of merit,
and

နန္ဒောသမုငား - Nanda thamaing extract. 19th century.

Or3450B – Folding book (Black), 18 ff., 43 x 16.5 cm., 12 – 14 lines per side, Burmese script.
Account of Burmese embassy to Calcutta in 1851.
Or3450C – Folding book (Black), 9 ff., 44 x 16.5 cm., 10 lines per side, Burmese script. ပညမမ ြို့
၁၁၄၅ ခု၊ ၁၁၆၄ ခု စစတ္နား။ Census of Prome. Early 19th century.
Or3450D – Folding book (Black), 9 ff., 44.5 x 17 cm. Pali and Burmese scripts. သောဓုနရတ္ရောား ၄
ပါားဂါထောပါဌအနကစံု။ 19th century.
Or3450E – Folding book (Black), 1 ff., 44 x 17 cm., Burmese script.
ဇဝနောပယမမ ြို့ကုအစုားရလသောကကီား မတ္လသောသီရဇောဂနောထမငားက ပ လစသညဘုရောား။
translation of Indian inscriptions made by ပုဏ္ောားလတ္ောရုလကသရ။ Translated in 1862.
Or3450F – Folding book (Black), 1 ff., 43 x 16.5 cm., 10 lines per side, Burmese script. ပုဂံမမ ြို့၊
ဓမမရံဘရ
ု ောားလက ောကစော -Pagan Dhamayan inscription.
Or3450G – Folding book (Black), 1 ff., 43 x 16 cm., 3 – 4 lines per side, Burmese script. On the
invitation of six monks from Ceylon (သီဟုဠမောသတ္ငားသံားု လနလသောရဟနား၆ ပါားပငရန
ဲ့ ).
The parabaik lists six monks who are to be invited from Ceylon, and gives their
names and the monasteries they reside at in Ceylon.
Or3450H – Folding book (Black), 1 ff., 42 x 15 cm., 9 lines, Burmese script. A petition of a
monk to the Deputy Commissioner for exemption from duties levied on the effects of
a deceased monk.
Or3451-3461 - European paper, in half leather binding, in 11 volumes numbered as follows: Vol.
1, 163 ff; Vol.2, 161 ff; Vol. 3, 178 ff.; Vol. 4, 182 ff.; Vol. 5, 180 ff.; Vol. 6, 179 ff.;
Vol. 7, 133 ff.; Vol. 8, 183 ff.; Vol. 9, 165 ff,; Vol. 10, 167 ff.; Vol. 11, 153 ff.;
approx. 31 lines per side, Burmese script. The pages are interleaved with brief
comments written in pencil and ink in English – presumably Phayre’s own notes,
translations and queries. မနနနားမဟောရောဇဝငလတ္ောကကီား = Glass Palace
Chronicle.Copied
in 1865.
Or3462-3464 - European paper, in half leather binding, 20 x 32 cm., in 3 volumes, Vol. 1, 190ff.;
Vol. 2, 210 ff.; Vol. 3, 174 ff., approx. 33 lines per side, 17 cm. long, Burmese script.
History of kings of Pegu (in 3 volumes) On page 2 of Vol. 1 and on p. 156 of Volume
3 it is stated that this history has been translated from Mon into Burmese by
လမောငလရွှေကကောား၊ in1847-48 and that the history in the Mon original was written by
Hsaya-daw Athwa of Moulmein. The main text covers down to the mid 18th century

and the death of King Alaung hpaya; but it also contains a short account of events
thereafter including the 1st Anglo – Burmese War and gives the text of the Yandabo
and commercial treaties.At the end of Vol. 3 there are genealogical tables of the rulers
of Burma and a short account of the history of Ceylon. There are brief notes and
translations in English by Phayre.
Or3465A - Paper, in half leather binding, 17 x 31 cm., 283 ff., 24 lines per side, Burmese script.
(1) ရခုငရောဇဝင (2) ရခုငမငားသမီားဧခ ငား၊ 19th century.
Or3465B - European paper, in quarter leather binding, 42ff., 22 x 34 cm., 29 lines per side,
English script. Papers on Talaing, Pegu and Arakan history. 19th century.

Or3466 - European paper, in half leather binding, 25 x 33 cm., various pagings, English,
Burmese and Shan scripts. Paper relating to the Shan States. 19th century.
Or 3467 - European paper, in half leather binding, 10 ff., 28 x 40 cm., Burmese script. History
of Prome. This is sections from Part 3 of Maha Rajavan kri of U Ku La.
Or 3468 - European paper, in quarter leather binding, 71 ff., 25 x 31 cm., 18 lines per side,
Burmese. အလေောငားမငားတ္ရောားအလရားလတ္ောပံု (Life of King Alaungpaya, 18th century
ruler). (Mistitled on bound cover “History of Pegu”). Copied in 1862.
Or 3469 - European paper, in quarter leather binding, various pagings, 24 x 34 cm., Burmese and
English scripts. Military documents of 1852-53. (Title printed on cover “ History of
Rangoon” is misleading)
Or 3470 - European paper, in quarter leather binding, 59 ff., 24 x 34 cm., Burmese and English
scripts. Memorandum of Royal families of Burma. 1860-66.
Or 3471 - European paper, in half leather binding, 167 ff., 20 x 26 cm., Burmese script.
မောေောေကဂောရ ဝတ္တ ။ Prose work on the life of the Buddha; written by ကဝဝံသောဘဓဇ
in 1798.
Or 3472 - European paper, in quarter leather binding, 10 ff., 21.5 x 34 cm., Burmese script.
Extracts from Vinaya Pitaka. 1862.
Or 3473 - European paper, in quarter leather binding, 37 ff., 21.5 x 34.5 cm., Burmese script.
History of the Shwe Hsan Daw Pagoda, Prome. 1858.
Or 3474 - European paper, in quarter leather binding, 72 ff., 21.5 x 34.5 cm., Burmese script.
History of Shwe Dagon Pagoda, Rangoon. 1859-1871.
Or 3475 - Paper in quarter leather binding, 63 ff., 34 x 50 cm., Burmese and English scripts.
Inscriptions of Burma, plus miscellaneous documents. 19th century.
Or 3476 - European paper, in quarter leather binding, 111 ff., 24.5 x 33 cm., Pali and Burmese
scripts. A Pali Burmese Vocabulary, classified by subject. Copied in 1862.
Or 3477- European paper, in quarter leather binding, 45 ff., 21.5 x 34.5 cm., Burmese, Mon and
English scripts. Vocabularies. (1) English/Burmese/Chin languages.
(2) English/Burmese/Mon. Ff. 1-15 contains a vocabulary, arranged in columns and
classified by subjects for English, Burmese, Mro or Khoomee and Shandoo. All
entries are in English script. Ff. 16-45 contain a vocabulary for English, Burmese and
Mon written in these scripts and with a transliteration of Mon script. The vocabulary
is arranged by subject matter and contains approximately 1,200 words. 19th century.
Or 3478 - Maps on European paper, some with cloth backing, various sizes, mounted on guards
in an album bound in quarter leather, 55 x 66 cm. (1) Pictorical map of the country
between the Irrawaddy and Salween rivers in the area east of Mandalay. Towns and
administrative seats marked in Burmese. (2) Another pictorical map, in red, green and
black, of the same region. (3) A carefully prepared map of the East and West Karenni
regions, showing part of the course of the Salween and its tributaries, mountain
ranges, roads and villages. (4) A carefully prepared coloured plan of Mandalay giving
names of pagodas & monasteries, and of Amarapura (in less detail). It has the
following description in English: A map of the City of Mandalay reduced from an
Original native map, scale not known. (5) A rough sketch in colours of the Shweli
river in Shan States and China. Shows the river running between pictures of Burmese
and Shans in pavilions. (6) Another map, in black and white, of the country east of
Mandalay. (7) a map of the Irrawaddy river below Pagan, showing districts and
boundary stones. (8) A chart of the Menam Chau-shya (sic) or Bangkok River. (9) A
native plan of Peking, with names in Chinese.
Or 3479 - Miscellaneous papers – in book shaped box, 20 x 32 cm., Burmese and English script.
Contents include: History of Myan Aung pagoda; statement of Hanthawaddy Thugyi

made in 1864; letter from people of Rangoon requesting the appointment of a
Thathanapaing; various letters from Burmese officials on administrative matters; list
of သက
ု စော (thaik sa or prophesies); copy of the treaty negotiated in 1862 by Phayre
between British Government of India and King Mindon; a booklet with drawings of
coins and medals found in Tenasserim.
Or 3480 - Miscellaneous papers, in book shaped box, 29 x 39 cm., Burmese & English scripts.
Contents include; copies of inscriptions at Mandalay, copied in 1862; laws on
inheritance and division of property within a family; မငားဆကရောဇဝငခ ပေကဂော
(verses on the duties of a king) copied in 1863; document on calculating Burmese
eras; History of Nanda pagoda and cave at Pagan; copied in 1862; official
proclamation to the people of ယွနား Ywan: dated 1827; Titles of Burmese officials and
their insignia of office (in Burmese and English); dynastic lists of Burmese kings;
ecclesiastic ruling of သုဓမမောဆရောလတ္ော၊ dated 1863.
Or 3494- Silk paper, 20 ff., 25.5 x 53 cm., 22 lines per side, Khamti script.
လကောသေအပမကခနား၊ The sixteen dreams of the King of Kosala, adapted from the
Mahasupina or Udicca Jataka. Copied in 1860.
Or3526 – Metal plates gilded and lacquered, 16 ff., imperfectly numbered, 55 x 10.5 cm., 6 lines
per side, Pali (Burmese square script). The ends decorated with panels of devas and
gryphons; between a pair of wooden binding boards, in matching gilt and lacquer,
with devas. Kammavācā. 19th century.
Or3531 – Palm leaf manuscript, 58 ff., 9-line per side, က-လငေါ်၊ 50 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side., Pali
and Burmese scripts. Leaves gilt and lacquered between plain binding boards.
Bhikkhūnī Pātimokkha nissaya by Munindasāra. Copied in 1830.
Or3532 – Palm leaf manuscript, 245 ff., numbered က-ြံ၊ (some leaves missing), 50 x 6 cm., 11
lines per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. Leaves with gilt edges and concave gilt plain
binding boards. 9 works on Pali grammar and Buddhism, Pali with Burmese
nissaya. Copied in 1884.
Or3533 – Palm leaf manuscript, 196 ff., numbered က-ထီ၊ 49 x 6 cm., 11 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese script). Leaves gilt and lacquered between a pair of plain brown lacquered
binding boards. ဝနညားသမဂဂ ဟပါဠလတ္ော။ 19th century.
Or3554 – Palm leaf, lacquered and gilt, 21 ff., numbered က-လခါ၊ 55 x 10 cm., 8

lines per side,

Pali (Burmesesquare script). The outer sides of the first and last leaves have roundels
with birds, the inner sides of thease have one of the side panels 13 x 10 cm., with five
lines of text in a large square hand outlined red on gold; all between a pair of
lacquered and gilt binding boards, each with five roundels, 4 with birds, and the
centre with a flower. ဘကခူနီပါတ္လမောကခ။ 19th century.
Or3555 – Palm leaf, lacquered and gilt, 92 ff., numbered ပ-ဝ၊ 53.5 x 9 cm., 8 lines per side,
Pali (Burmese square script), between a pair of black lacquered palm leaves, and a
single binding board, gilt and lacquered, with birds in 5 roundels, and a binder, 390 x
2 cm., with Burmese inscription, red on fawn. (1) ဝဓရဇောတ္၊ ပ-လပါ။ (2)
စန္ဒကုမောရဇောတ္၊
century.

လပေါ်-ဘ။ (3) မဟောနောရဒဇောတ္၊ လဘ-လယော။ (4) ဝဓရဇောတ္၊ လယော-ဝါ၊ဲ့ 19th

Or3556 – Thin board, gilt, 92 ff., numbered ည-လထော၊ 54 x 10 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese square script), between a pair of gilt and lacquered binding boards, with
animals in square panels and roundels, and a binder 390 x 3 cm., cream on black
Burmese inscription, with a buff border, from Saruing-ywa. စဌနလဒသ။ 19th century.
Or3557A-Palm leaf manuscript, 62 ff., numbered ခု-ညံ၊ 54 x 6 cm., 7 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese square script), painted in black on plain, light coloured palm leaves, with
thin red and black ruled margins. စဠဝါအဌကထော။ 19th century.
Or3557B – Palm leaf manuscript, 41 ff., numbered က-ဃ၊ 54 x 6 cm., 7 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese square script), painted in black on plain, light coloured palm leaves, with
red and black ruled margins. သတ္တဂဂုတ္တရောအဌကထော။ 19th century.
Or3558 – Palm leaf, lacquered red and black, 33 ff., 54 x 10 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali (Burmese
square script), in yellow on a black backround. The final leaf has 11 lines Burmese
round hand. One end leaf has leaf-scroll designs; between a pair of plain lacquered
brown bevelled binding boards. Fragments of 11 Pali works: 1. ဝမောနဝတ္တ အဌကထော
ပါဌ၊ 2. လပတ္ဝတ္တ အဌကထောပါဌ၊ 3. တ္ကနပါတ္ဇောတ္အဌကထော၊ 4. စတ္ောေသံဌပါဌ
ဇောတ္အဌကထော၊ 5. သောရတ္တဒီပနီဋက
ီ ော၊ 6. ဝနယသဂဂဟအဌကထော၊ 7.
မဟောနလဒသအဌကထော၊

8. ပဋသမဘဒါအဌကထော၊ 9. အပဒါနအဌကထော၊ 10.

လမောဟဝလစေဒနီအဌကထော၊ 11. လနတ္တ အဌကထော။ 19th century.
Or3570 – Palm leaf manuscript, 263 ff., numbered က-ဖံ ၊ 50.5 x 6 cm., 10 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese script). Leaves gilded, between a pair of plain wooden concave red
lacquered binding boards. Pārajikan-atthakatha, commentary on Pārājika, from the
Vinaya-piṭaka; part of the Samanta-pāsādika of Buddhaghosa. Copied in 1879.
Or3571 – Palm leaf manuscript, 148 ff., numbered က-ဌီ၊ 49 x 6 cm., 11 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese scripts. သမဂ ဟဂဏ္ဍသစ by ဇောဂရပဉ္စငား၊ Copied in 1844.
Or3572 – Palm leaf manuscript, 285 ff., numbered က-လဘ၊ 48 x 5 cm., 7 lines per side, Burmese
script. Leaves lacquered and gilt, with patterned inner borders, and the title written in
red across the gilding; between a pair of wooden bevelled binding boards, lacquered
and gilt, with crude circle deseign. သစစောသံခတ္နသ ။ Copied in 1774.
Or3573 - Silk paper, 104 ff., 29 x 50 cm., 20 lines per side, Shan script. The Temiya of
Mugapakkha Jataka. 19th century.
Or3591 - Folding book, 24 ff., 43 x 14.5 cm., 14 lines per side. The scenes painted vertically
through the middle line of the manuscript, with red, brown, yellow and lack
predomination. With carved wooden binding boards attached, one of which has four
panels with animals. Side A – Buddhist cosmology. Side B – Fortune telling.
Burmese script. Late 18th century.
Or3605 – Palm leaf manuscript, 137 ff., (some missing), 49.5 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese scripts. Leaves with gilt and lacquered edges, between a pair of plain
wooden binding boards. 1. သကခောပဒဝဠညစ (ပါဠ) 11 ff. only, imperfect at ends.
2. နဿယ (က-ဌော)။ Copied in 1785.
Or3635 – Palm leaf manuscript, 323 ff., (some missing), 50 x 5 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese. Leaves lacquered and gilt at the edges, between a pair of plain wooden

brown lacquered binding boards. Three Jātakas, with Burmese nissayas: (1)
လတ္သဂုဏဇောတ္၊ (2) ကုဏောေဇောတ္၊ (3) သုတ္လသောမဇောတ္။ Copied in 1779.
Or3664 – Palm leaf, lacquered black with red borders and yellow leaf patterns, 36 ff., 54 x 10
cm., 8 line per side, Pali (Burmese square script). With a braided binder, 320 x 2 cm,
red on pink, with yellow border, with test in Burmese. Fragments of 11 Pali works:
1. လတ္ရသကဏ္ဍဋီကော၊ 2. ဝနယသဂဂဟအဌကထော၊ 3. ဥတ္တရဝနစေယဋီကော၊
4.လပတ္ဝတ္တ အဌကထော၊ 5. ဇောတ္ကအဌကထော၊ 6. ြုဒဝ
ဓ ံသအဌကထော၊
7. လမောဟဝလဆဒနီအဌကထော။ 19th century.
Or3665 - Palm leaf manuscript, 359 ff., numbered က-သံ၊ 52 x 5.5 cm., 6 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese script). The leaves, gilded at the edges, and between a pair of bevelled
wooden binding boards, elaborately gilt and lacquered with scroll pattern and the title
worked in. There is an additional larger boards, 57 x 11 cm., of similar design, also
with the title. With braided binder, 440 x 2 cm., with Burmese text, red on yellow &
orange border. ကထောဝတ္တ ။ 19th century.
Or3670A – Gilt boards, 5 ff., 55 x 10 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali (Burmese square script), black
painted. With one binding board, bevelled, lacquered and gilt, with the title inscribed
on the inner side. သုတ္တနပါတ္အဌကထောပါဌစတ္ုတ္ထထုပ။ 19th century.
Or3670B – Gilt boards, 32 ff., 54 x 9 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali (Burmese square script),in black
ink. Between a pair of plain bevelled binding boards, lacquered and gilt.
သတ္တပဌနဝနပါတ္ဇောတ္။19th century.
Or3671 – Palm leaf, gilded, with red lacquered margins with conventional leaf patterns, 36 ff.,
54 x 10 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali (Burmese square script) in black.
အဌဂဂုတ္တရအဌကထောပါဌ ၊ 1st leaf only. တ္ကပဌောနားပါဠလတ္ော။ 19th century.
Or3672 – Black lacquered boards, with red decorated edges, 49 ff., 54 x 10 cm., 8 lines per side,
Pali (Burmese small square script in yellow). With a green velvet wrapper, 110 x 46
cm., and a braided binder, 365 x 2.5 cm., Burmese text green on yellow. Fragments of
commentaries: 1. လတ္ရသကဏ္ဍဋီကော၊ 1 f., 2. သောရတ္ထဒီပနီဋက
ီ ော၊ 6 ff.,
3. ဣတ္ဝုတ္တကအဌကထော၊ 8 ff., 4. မဟောနလဒဒသအဌကထော၊ 10ff., 5.
ပတ္သမဘဒါမဂဂအဌကထော၊

8 ff., 6. အပဒါနအဌကထော၊ 8 ff., 7. စရယပဋကအဌကထော၊ 8 ff. 19th

century.
Or3673 – Palm leaf manuscript, 216 ff., numbered က- ဒါား၊ 52 x 5.8 cm., 7 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese small square script) written in black ink, between red and black rules. The
leaves gilded at the edges, and between a pair of plain wooden concave bevelled red
lacquered binding boards. With a braided binder, 390 x 2.5 cm., with Burmese text
green on yellow. ဘကခူကခဂ ါဝတ္ရဏီအဌကထော၊ 19th century.
Or3674 – Palm leaf manuscript, 381 ff., numbered က-လဠော၊ 50.5 x 6.5 cm., 12 lines per side, Pali
and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges, and are between a pair of plain
red-lacquered, concave bevelled binding boards, and a braided binder, 350 x 2 cm.,
with Burmese text, red on pink with yellow border. Jātaka-nissaya. The verses of
Nipātas 14-20, with Burmese interpretation. 19th century.
Or3675 – Palm leaf manuscript, 213 ff., က- လဒါ၊ 48 x 5.5 cm., 10 lines per side, Burmese script.
Leaves lacquered and gilt between a pair of plain wooden concave bevelled red

lacquered binding boards. 1. က-လဃော။ ပုစေောဝသဇဇနော။ သီရရောဇလေ ောကထံားု
(လနမ ားသီရလေ ောကထံားု )။1879. 2. ဃောား-ဇော။ က ီဝနမဟောမငားလခါငစညသလေ ောကထံားု
ပုစေောဝသဇဇနောလပါငား ၂၁။ 1875. 3. ေ-ငါ။ သီရရောဇလက ောလခါငလေ ောကထံားု ။ 4. င-ဏ။
ဝနစေယရောသီ။ 5. ဏီ-လဒါ။ ပညတ္တပကောသဏီ။ Copied in 1881.
Or3676 – Thick paper, 19 ff., 29 x 36 cm., bound into an album of European quarter-leather.
Coloured artistic drawings of scenes from Wizaya, Paung do, Vessantara and Inaung
Zats. Mid 19th century.
Or4045 – Palm leaf, lacquered and gilt, 15 ff., numbered က-ခ၊ 52 x 7 cm., 4 lines per side. Pali
(Burmese square script) in black lacquer on plain dark red background, the leaves gilt
at the ends and edges; with outer leaves plain red, and inner leading leaves with
lotuses in roundels in the margins. Between a pair of bevelled binding boards,
lacquered and gilt with 6 lotuses in roundels. Kammavācā, III. 19th century.
Or4226 – Palm leaf manuscript, 90 ff., numbered ဂ-ညဲ၊ 48 x 6 cm., 10 lines per side, Burmese
script. ရောဇဓရောဇအလရားလတ္ောပံု ။ Copied in 1844.
Or4522A – Palm leaf manuscript, 145 ff., numbered က-ဍောား၊ 48 x 6 cm., 9-line per side, Pali
(Burmese script). The leaves are gilt and lacquered and are between a pair of plain
binding boards. ပါစတ္ပါဠလတ္ော၊ Copied in 1817.
Or4522B – Palm leaf manuscript, 157 ff., numbered က- ဎါ၊ 48 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese script). The leaves have gilded and lacquered at the edges and are bound
between binding boards. ပရဝါပါဠလတ္ော၊ Copied in 1852.
Or4542A-B – Folding book (Cream), 18 x 40 cm., Two volumes: (A)164 ff., (B) 162 ff. with
gold-embossed covers attached. Coloured illustrations of Jatakas running across the
folds, with yellow borders and 2-5 lines of Burmese text below each picture. Titles
as – (A) ဧကကနပါတ္၄ဆအနကတ္တ္ယဆ၃၉ဇောတ္ဘုရောား၊ (B) တ္ကနပါတ္။ (A) Has
from
J.81 to 119. (B) has from 251 to 277.
Or4563 – Palm leaf manuscript, 14 ff., 49 x 5 cm., 9 lines per side, Burmese script. Burmese
poetry. 19th century.
Or4564 – Palm leaf manuscript, 122 ff., various numberings, 48 x 6 cm., 10 lines per side,
Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and are bound between gilded binding boards;
there is palm leaf pointer, 46 x 4 cm., on which are inscribed the titles of the works
and their foliation. Writings of the Kin Wun Min Gyi(1) 28 ff., numbered က-ဂီ။
တ္ဏ္ဍကပ ြို့၊

Burmese verse, written in 1856. (2) 38 ff., numbered က-ဃော။

လနမရကန၊ Burmese verse, written at request of the king in 1858. (3) 15 ff., numbered
က-ခ။ စတ္တ ပကကလေသစောတ္မား၊ Burmese prose, written in 1860. (4) 5 ff., numbered
က-

ကု။ဓလမမောဇလမောကွနား၊ Burmese verse, written in 1856. (5) 9 ff., numbered က-လကော။
ရတ္နောနဒီလမောကွနား၊ Burmese verse, written in 1864. (6) 14 ff., numbered က- ခါ။
သောားလတ္ောဧခ ငား။ (7) 13 ff., numbered က-ခ။ သမီားလတ္ောဧခ ငား။ Written in 1881. All

seven
works copied in 1888.
Or4565 – Shan silk paper, 24 ff., 30 x 48 cm., 26 lines per side, Burmese script. Sewn at the top
in a flowered cotton wrapper. သုတ္တနြဗောန Burmese poem on Nibbāna.

Or4570 – Palm leaf manuscript, 469 ff., numbered က-ယောား၊ 51 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per side,
Burmese script. Leaves lacquered and gilt, between a pair of plain bevelled red
lacquered binding boards. Incomplete ဝနယေကဂောရနဿယ။ 19th century,
Or 4571 - Silk paper, 45 ff. , 33 x 53 cm., 21 lines per side, 25 cm. long, Shan script.
Lik anikca sapho. A treatise on the nature of impermanence, (အနစစ). 19th century.
Or4573 – Palm leaf manuscript, 102 ff., numbered, ဟု-ဆ ၊ 50.5 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines per side,
Burmese script. Leaves lacquered red at edges, between a pair of plain bevelled
binding boards, lacquered red and black. ကခဂ ါဝတ္ရနီပါတ္လမောကခဝဏ္နော။ Copied in
1774.
Or4576 – Palm leaf manuscript, 105 ff., 50 x 6.5 cm., 10 lines per side, Burmese script. Leaves
with red lacquered edges between a pair of plain wooden binding boards.
ကခဂ ါဂဏ္ဍ။ Copied in 1783.
Or4577 – Palm leaf manuscript, 215 ff., numbered က-ဒံ၊ 52 x 7 cm., 10 lines per side, Burmese
script. Leaves with red lacquered edges, between a pair of plain bevelled black and
red lacquered binding boards. ပဉ္စပကောရနောပါဠ (ကနနောဆရောလတ္ော). Copied in 1806.
Or4601 – Palm leaf manuscript, 425 ff., numbered က-ဂ ၊ 48 x 5.5 cm., 10 lines per side,
Burmese script. Leaves gilt and lacquered at edges, between a pair of plain bevelled,
red lacquered binding boards. Visuddhimagga new nissaya (up to 9th chapter) by
Nandamalā. Copied in 1856.
Or4602 – Palm leaf manuscript, 393 ff., numbered က-လအော၊ 48 x 5.5 cm., 10 lines per side,
Burmese script. Leaves gilt and lacquered at edges, between a pair of plain bevelled,
red lacquered binding boards. With a pointer, a strip of palm leaf, 43 x 2.5 cm., with a
single line of Burmese text on each side. Visuddhi magga of Buddhaghosa. With
Burmese nissaya of Nandamāla. Copied in 1857.
Or4603 – Palm leaf manuscript, 378 ff., numbered က-ဠူ၊ 48 x 6 cm., 10-line per side, Pali and
Burmese. The leaves are lacquered red in the middle, with black over gilding at the
edges; bound between a pair of plain bevelled, red lacquered binding boards; with a
pointer of palm leaf, 48 x 3 cm., with a line of Burmese text on each side, listing
contents. (1) က-ခီ။ Dhammasiri's Khuddasikkhū Pali 1857 copy (2) ခု-လဇော။ nissaya
on same by စကကန္ဒောဘသီရသဒဓမမဓဇဂုရု။ in 1838 resident
atမဟောလအောငလ မဘံစ
ု ံအုပလက ောငား

လတ္ောကကီား။ (3) လဇော-ဓ။ ခုဒသ
ဒ ကခောဋီကောသစ။ copied in

1857.(4) ဎီ-ဠူ။ nissaya on same, by Kalyāņasāra in 1781. Copied in 1857.
Or4604A & B – Palm leaf manuscript, 2 vols: (A) 389 ff., (က-ဠ) and (B) 388 ff. (က-ဠူ)၊ 52 x 5
cm., Pali (Burmese square script) in black ink. Leaves gilded at the edges, and are
bound between pairs of moulded wooden binding boards, gilded, with red lacquer leaf
scrolls. ဋီကောပဌောန။ 19th century.
Or4605 – Palm leaf manuscript, 310 ff., numbered က-ယော၊ 51 x 5.5 cm., 7 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese square script). Leaves gilded at the edges, and between moulded wooden
binding boards, gilded, with red lacquer leaf scrolls. ပရဝါရ ။ 19 century.

Or4606 – Boards, of lacquered and gilded palm leaves, 16 ff., numbered က-ခီ၊ 56 x 12 cm.,
6 lines per side, Pali (Burmese square script) in black on red and gold ground. The
outer leaves and first and final leaves have intricate designs of celestial figures, in red
and gold; gilded and lacquered binding boards. Kammavācā. 19th century.
Or4613 – Palm leaf manuscript, 233 ff., 50 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali( Burmese script).
Leaves lacquered and gilded at edges between a pair of plain bevelled brown
lacquered binding boards. ပါရောဇကံအဌကထော။ Copied in 1751.
Or4614A & B – Palm leaf manuscript, 167 ff., numbered က-လဆ၊ က-ဇ၊ 50.5 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines
per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. Leaves gilded at the edges, between a pair of plain
bevelled binding boards. (A) ခုဒသ
ဒ ကခောဋီကော၊ (B) ခုဒသ
ဒ ကခောေကသနားအဌကထောနဿ။
Copied in 1847.
Or4703 - Palm leaf manuscript, 102 ff., numbered က-န၊ many missing, 50 x 6 cm., 9 lines per
side, Pali (Burmese script). The leaves lacquered and gilt at the edges, with thin lines
near the inner panels, in the north-eastern style; between a pair of plain bevelled
binding boards.ဝနယသဂဂဟ။ Copied in1794.
Or4707 – One silver plate, 49 x 7 cm., engraved on one side with 15 lines, 45 cm. long, Pali
(Burmese script). ဓမမပဒန္ငပဋ
ဲ့ စစသမုပါဒ။ 19th century.
Or4715 – Palm leaf manuscript, 276 ff., numbered က-ြောား၊ 49 x 7 cm., 12 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese scripts. Leaves lacquered and gilt, between a pair of plain concave bevelled,
red lacquered binding boards. ဘကခူပါစတ္နသ ၊ လက ောငားသစစော၊ ရောားကုငား။
19th century.
Or4734 - Silk paper, 15 ff. Shan script, in black ink. A miscellany of letters, mostly dated 18761878. [Presented by Maj. Parratt, 7 Feb. 1894.]
Or4735 - Silk paper, 34 ff. Shan script in black ink. Sutau Kwang Tang Lai. Fables and stories
for children. 19th century. [Presented by Maj. Parratt, 7 Feb. 1894.]
Or4762 – Folding book (Cream), 42 ff., 48 x 19 cm. The third part of an illustrated account of
the Buddha’s life, from his resolve to depart from his royal position, and the
endurance of various austerities before his enlightenment.
Or4764 – Palm leaf manuscript, 338 ff., many missing, 47 x 5.5 cm. , 8 line per side, Pali and
Burmese scripts. Leaves with edges gilt and lacquered, between a pair of lacquered
and gilt binding boards with lotus and leaf scroll designs. Pali grammar in Pali
and Burmese. Copied in 1834.
Or4767 – Folding book (Black), 26 ff., 41 x 16 cm. Astrological work, contains magical
squares with cabaliatic symbols. Burmese script. 19th century. [Presented by Sir W.
Franks, May 1894.]
Or4771 – Palm leaf manuscript, 252 ff., numbered က-ြ၊ 48 x 6 cm., 11 lines per side, Burmese
script. Leaves lacquered red at the edges and overlaid with gilding; between a pair of
plain concave bevelled, red lacquered binding boards. ဒီကပဌောန။ 19th century.
Or 4784 – Palm leaf manuscript, 20 ff , numbered က-ခဲ၊ 50 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side, Burmese
script. The leaves are lacquered and gilded at the edges and are bound between plain
brown lacquered boards. မန္ုရငေကဂော။ Copied in 1782. [Presented by Sir W.Franks,
June 1894.]

Or4788 – Palm leaf manuscript, 266 ff., numbered က-ြော၊ 50 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines per side, Burmese
script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and are bound between plain
bevelled boards, gilded and lacquered on edges. ဓမမမောေော . Copied in 1860.
Or4789 – Palm leaf, 1 folio of two leaves stitched together, 19 x 5.5 cm., with 7 lines of writing
on one side. Horoscope of Ma Thaing. Dated 1842.
Or4790 – Palm leaf, 1 folio of two leaves stitched together, 18 x 5 cm., with 7 lines of writing
on one side. Horoscope of Shin Hkaing. Dated 1852.
Or4791- Palm leaf manuscript, 11 ff., numbered က-ကံ။ 17 x 4.5 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese scritps. Divination verses. 19th century.
Or 4793 - Palm leaf manuscript, 38 ff. numbered စ-ေ၊ 50 x 6.5 cm., 9 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese scripts. Pritta, with introduction and interpretation. 19th century. [Presented
by Major Temple, 5 July, 1894.]
Or4794 – Palm leaf manuscript, 20 ff., numbered က-ခဲ၊ 51 x 6 cm., 10 lines per side, Burmese.
ရငပငကကကီားသမုငားလက ောကစော။ Copied in 1889. [Presented by Major Temple, 5 July,
1894.]
Or4795 – Palm leaf manuscript, 17 ff., numbered က-လခ၊ 53 x 5 cm., 7 lines per side, Burmese
script. History and prohecies, Shan affairs. 19th century.
Or4796 – European paper, in half leather binding, 8 ff., approx. 25 lines per side. 24 x 34 cm.
English script. English translation on paper of Shinbin Kugyi Thamaing presented by
Major Temple 5th July 1894 and translated by Maung Sein, baliff 6th October 1893.
Or 4797- Folding book (Black), 20 ff., 42 x 15 cm., 18 lines per side, Burmese script.
ပုဂံရောဇဝငပုရပုကကကီား၊ Account of the Kings of Pagan, based on the original Pagan
Chronicle.
Or4802 – Palm leaf manuscript, 275 ff., numbered က-ြံ၊ 48 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines per side, Burmese
script. Leaves lacquered and gilt at the edges, between a pair of plain wooden binding
boards. ကစစောယနဝယောကရဏ။ Pali grammar and nissaya. Copied in 1832.
Or4803 – Palm leaf manuscript, 199 ff., numbered က-လထ။ (incomplete), 49 x 5 cm., 8 lines per
side, Pali (Burmese script). Leaves lacquered and gilt at edges, between a pair of
binding boards, crudely lacquered brown with cruciferous flower designs in panels.
ဝနယသဂဂဟ။ 19th century.
Or4804A – Palm leaf manuscript, 98 ff., numbered ဋ-ဓ၊ 50 x 6 cm., 10 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges. ဝဓရဇောတ္။ Copied
in 1786.
Or4804B – Palm leaf, 5 ff., numbered, ရော-ရ၊ 54 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side, Pali and Burmese
scripts. The manuscript is incomplete at beginning and end and is tied in with Gathā.
Or4805 – Palm leaf manuscript, 27 ff., numbered က-ဂ၊ 52.5 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese scripts. The leaves have red lacquered edges. ပညောကထဏပထမတ္ွဲ။ Copied
in 1865.
Or4806 – Palm leaf manuscript, 152 ff., numbered ဃော-လတ္ော (incomplete), 47 x 5.5 cm., 10 lines
per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges. လထရောအဌကထော။
19th century.

Or4807 – Palm leaf manuscript, 53 ff., numbered ဇော-ဌူ၊ 51 x 5 cm., 7 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese scripts. သုဝဏ္သ ံဇတ္လတ္ော။ Copied in 1860.
Or4808 - Palm leaf manuscript, 116 ff., numbered မော-က ောား၊ 52 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per side,
Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges. အဘဓမမတ္တသမဂဂ ဟ။
19th century.
Or4809 – Palm leaf manuscript, 304 ff., numbered က-ယီ၊ 49.5 x 5.5 cm., 12 lines per side,
Burmese script. Leaves gilded at the edges, between a pair of plain bevelled red
lacquered binding boards. ယမက။ Copied in 1871
Or4829 – Palm leaf manuscript, 249 ff., numbered က-လပါ၊ 51 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese scripts. The leaves have red lacquered and gilded edges, and are bound
between thick wooden boards, with red lacquering on the sides. ဓမမမောေောေကဂောရ။
Copied in 1885.
Or4845 – Palm leaf manuscript, 303 ff., 50 x 6 cm., 10 lines per side, Burmese script. Leaves
lacquered and gilt, between a pair of plain bevelled binding boards. With a palm
leaf pointer, 34 x 3.5 cm., with short Burmese inscription. (1) က-လဏား။
သုတ္သီေကခနအဌကထောဂဏ္ဍ (ကလပါ မငစကကဂနလက ောငားစော) (2) က-ဋဲ။
သုတ္ပါလထယ ပါဠလတ္ောနသ ။ Copied in 1859.
Or4846 – Palm leaf manuscript, 83 ff., 54.5 x 9.5 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali (Burmese square
script in black ink) .Gilded with red lacquered decorated edges. With a binding board
gilt and lacquered with eight animals represented on roundels, and a second slightly
larger board, and a braided binder, 425 x 2.5 cm., with Burmese text cream on red
with yellow border. ပါစတ္ပါဠ။ 19th century.
Or4847A & Β – Palm leaf manuscript, 26 ff., 54 x 10 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali (Burmese script),
gilded, with red lacquered decorated edges . With a braided binder, 410 x 2.5 cm.,
with text in cream on red with yellow border, in Burmese. Kammavācā style of
manuscript in black ink of (A) သုတ္သီေကခနပါဠလတ္ော။ 25 ff. (B) သမောသကပပ၊ 1 f.
marked tu, text in short lines, with ornate margins with title, and 7 roundels on
reverse with the commentary Nyāsa. 19th century.
Or 4858 - Silk paper, 42 ff. Shan script in black ink; sewn into a cloth wrapper with a red border
and an attached red and yellow woven binder. A commentary on the Patthana, that
section of the Abhidhamma which deals with conditional relations. 19th century.
[Presented by Gen. J.E.Halliday, 2 Feb., 1895.]
Or4886 – Palm leaf manuscript, 259 ff., numbered က-လဖ၊ 51 x 5 cm., 10 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese script. The leaves have red lacquered edges and are bound between thick
boards, bevelled, lacquered red on the sides. ဒုကနပါတ္ဇောတ္နသ ။ Copied in 1865.
Or4889 – Palm leaf manuscript, 75 ff., numbered က-ဆ၊ 49 x 6 cm., 10 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese script). Leaves gilded at the edges, between a pair of plain concave
bevelled red lacquered binding boards. မဟောဝငပါဌ။ Copied in 1873.
Or4891 – Palm leaf manuscript, 40 ff., numbered က-ဃီ၊ 49 x 6 cm., 11 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese script). Leaves lacquered and gilt the edges. (1) ဘကခူပါတ္လမောကခ (က-

ကောား) ၊

(2) ဘကခူနီပါတ္လမောကခ (ခ-လခ)၊ (3) ခုဒသ
ဒ ကခောပါဠ (ခဲ-လဂေါ်)၊ (4) မေသကခောပါဠ (ဂံ-ဃီ)။

Copied in 1863.
Or4929 – Paper codex, 448 ff., 13 x 22 cm., 25 lines per side, Roman script; in a green Museum
binding. Anguttara Nikāya, the 4th book of the Suttapitaka. 19th century.
Or4939 – Palm leaf manuscript, 253 ff., numbered က-ဖါ၊ 51 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per side. Pali and
Burmese. Leaves lacquered and gilt, between a pair of plain concave, red lacquered
binding boards. ဝနယသောရ။ Copied in 1834.
Or4940 – Palm leaf manuscript, 316 ff., numbered က-ရ၊ 48 x 6 cm., 10 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese script). Leaves lacquered and gilt at edges, between a pair of plain beveled
concave, red lacquered binding boards. တ္ကပဌောန။ Copied in 1871.
Or4949 – Board, lacquered and gilt, 16 ff., numbered က-ခ၊ 54 x 10 cm., 6 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese square script in dark brown lacquered); end folios decorated with devas;
with a pair of wooden binding boards, gilt and lacquered, edges moulded, with
designs of devas and birds in square panels. Kammavācā. 19th century. [Presented by
Mr H.E.Gregory, Oct. 1895.]
Or5017A&B – Palm leaf manuscript, 244 ff., numbered က-ပီ၊ 50 x 6 cm., 10 lines per side, Pali
and Burmese. Leaves lacquered and gilt at the edges, between a pair of plain bevelled
binding boards. With a braided binder, 390 x 2.8 cm., woven in red, blue and white
with a continuous diamond pattern, but no text. (A) ဋီကောလက ောပါဌ (က-စံ)
(B) ဘကခူဝဘဂဂကထော (စောား-ပီ)။ Copied in 1859.
Or5018 – Palm leaf manuscript, 240 ff., numbered က-နောား ၊ 53 x 6.5 cm., 10 lines per side, Pali
and Burmese scripts. Leaves lacquered and gilt at edges, between a pair of red
lacquered bevelled boards. ဝသုဒမဂဂ
ဓ နသ ။ 19th century
Or5044 – Palm leaf manuscript, 291 ff., numbered ဒ ဲ-လဃွော၊ 50 x 5 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali
and Burmese scripts. Leaves lacquered and gilt at the edges, between a pair of plain
bevelled red lacquered binding boards. အောခ တ္နသ ။ ကတ္နသ ။ ဥဏောဒနသ ။ Copied
in
1770.
Or5045 – Board, lacquered and gilt, 10 ff., numbered က-လကော၊ 51 x 10 cm., 6 lines per side,
Pali (Burmese square script) in dark brown lacquer. End leaves decorated with devas
in panels; with a pair of wooden binding boards, gilt and lacquered outside with devas
and birds in panels. Samodhāna parivāsa kammavāca. 19th century.
Or5046 – Boards, lacquered and gilt, 10 ff., numbered ခ-လခါ၊ 50 x 10.5 cm., 6 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese square script) in dark brown lacquer. End leaves decorated with devas in
panels; with a pair of binding boards, moulded, gilt and lacquered outside, with birds
and leaf scrolls in panels. Kammavācā. 19th century.
Or5047 – Boards, lacquered and gilt, 5 ff., 54 x 10 cm., 9 lines per side, Pali (Burmese square
script. Bhikkhū and Bhikkhūnī pātimokkha. 19th century.
Or5048 – Palm leaf manuscript, 19 ff., numbered လင-ဆ၊ 48 x 5 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese scripts. Incomplete at end.ဓမမသတ္။ 19th century.
Or5049 – Palm leaf manuscript, 1 ff., 52 x 5.5 cm., 7 lines of writing in black ink, between red
and black margin lines, Pali (Burmese square script). Bhikkhū pārājika. 19th century.

Or5050 – Folding book (Black), 16 ff., 37 x 16 cm., 11 lines per side, Pali and Burmese scripts.
Catalogue books belonging to Nyaung Yan Prince sent by James A. Colbeck. A good
selection of Burmese religious books.
Or5051 – Folding book (Cream), 88 ff., 42 x 14.5 cm., 12 lines per side, Pali and Burmese
scripts. ပရမတ္တပဓသောရက မား။ စတ္လစတ္သကန္စပုငား။ ြနယင
ဲ့ ။ ပနားရညခငလေားပုရပုက။
Or5054 – Palm leaf manuscript, 8 ff., numbered လကော-ခု၊ 47 x 6 cm., 5 lines per side. Pali
(Burmese script). Kammavācā. Copied in 1791.
Or5264 - Silk paper, 67 ff., 34 x 54 cm., 21 lines per side, Shan script, in black ink.
အဘဓမမောဓါတ္ုကထောဝငဋီကော။ A commentary on the Dhatu katha, the third book of
the
Abhidhamma. Dated 1870.
Or5339 – Palm leaf manuscript, 183 ff., numbered က-လတ္၊ 49 x 6 cm., 10 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese scripts. Leaves lacquered and gilt at edges. ကခဂ ါဂဏ္ဍ။ Copied in 1831.
[Presented by Mrs Younghusband, 13 May, 1898.]
Or5340 A & Β - Maunggan gold leaf: (A) 25.3 x 3.2 cm., 3 lines inscribed on one side only in
Pali (B) 33 x 3.4 cm., 3 lines in Pali.
Or5436 – Palm leaf manuscript, 253 ff., numbered က-လြ၊ 48 x 6 cm., 10 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese script). Leaves gilded over red lacquer at the edges, between a pair of plain
concave-bevelled binding boards, gilded over red lacquer; with a braided binder,
175 x 3 cm., Burmese text in white on red, with blue and white border.
ပါစတ္အဌကထောပါဌ (က-လစော)၊ ဝနညားမဟောဝါအဌကထောပါဌ (စံ-ဎါ)၊
စဠဝါအဌကထောပါဌ

(ဎ-လဒ)၊ ပရဝါအဌကထောပါဌ (ဒဲ- ဖါား)၊ ဘကခူနီပါစတ္အဌကထော (ြ-လဘ)။

Copied in 1869.
Or 5484 - Palm leaf manuscript, 226 ff., numbered ဂု-ဖ၊ 50.5 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines per side,
Burmese script. Leaves lacquered and gilt at edges, between a pair of plain bevelled
brown lacquered binding boards. ဝနညားသမဂဂ ဟ (Vinaya sangaha, a treatise on
monastic discipline by Sariputa). 19th century.
Or5510A - Palm leaf manuscript, 79 ff., 52 x 6 cm., 7 lines per side, Pali (Burmese square
script). Leaves lacquered red at the edges, between a pair of plain concave bevelled,
red lacquered binding boards. Manoratha-pūrāni , Buddhaghosa’s commentary on the
ʾAnguttara-nikāya; fragments as follows: စတ္ုကဂဂုတ္တရအဌကထော၊ 24 ff., numbered
က-

က၊ လကော၊ ခဲ၊ ဂဲ၊ ဃော-ဃု၊ လဃ၊ ဃံ၊ ငါ၊ လစော၊ ဆဲ၊ ဆံ၊ ေ၊ ေ၊ ဋ၊ ဋ၊ လဋော၊ ဌံ၊ ဌောား။
ပဉ္စဂဂုတ္တရအဌကထော ၊ 1 folio (က) only, ဆဌဂုတ္တရအဌကထော၊ 50 ff., numbered က-ဂါား၊

ဃ၊

ဃီ၊ လဃ-ဃံ၊ င၊ ငါ၊ ငီ၊ ငု၊ ငဲ၊ လငါ-ငါား။ သတ္တဂဂတ္
ု တ ရအဌကထော၊ လဃ၊ လဃော- ဃံ။ သံပ ငပါဌ၊

1 folio

(ခု) only, 19th century.

Or5510B- Palm leaf manuscript, 119 ff., numbered က၊ က-ကု၊ လက-လကော၊ ကောား၊ ခ၊

ခ-ခ၊

ခါား၊ ဂ၊ ဂ၊ လဂ၊ ဂံ၊ ဃ၊ ဃ-ဃီ၊ င-င၊ ငု-ငဲ၊ ငံ၊ စ၊ စု၊ လစ၊ စံ၊ ေ၊ ေောား၊ ည၊ ညီ၊ ည -လဌော၊ ဌံ၊ ဌောား၊ လဍော၊ ဎ-ဎု၊
လဎ-လဎါ၊

ဎံ-ဏ၊ လဏ၊ ဏံ၊ တ္ော၊ တ္ီ၊ လတ္ော-တ္ောား၊ ထု၊ ထဲ၊ ဒါ၊ ဒီ၊ ဒု-ဓ၊ ဓဲ-န၊ လန၊ နဲ။ 52 x 6

cm., 6 lines
Buddhaghosa’s

per side, Pali (Burmese square script). Samanta pāsādīkā,

commentary on the Vinaya-piṭaka, section dealing with Mahāvagga,

fragments. ဝနညားမဟောဝါအဌကထော။ 19th century.

Or5516 – Palm leaf manuscript, 565 ff., numbered က-က ီ၊ 53 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese scripts. Leaves gilt and lacquered at edges, the gold outside; between a pair
of plain bevelled binding boards, lacquered red and black. With Bamboo & cloth
wrapper, 65 x 52 cm. သဒဒါကကီား။ Copied in 1829.
Or5606 – Palm leaf manuscript, 141 ff., numbered က-လဌော၊ 48 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese script). Leaves gilt and lacquered at edges, the gold outside, between a pair
of plain wooden binding boards. သုတ္ပါလထယ ပါဠလတ္ော။ Copied in 1819.
Or5678 – Palm leaf manuscript, 204 ff., 48 x 6 cm., 10 lines per side, Pali and Burmese scripts.
Leaves gilt at edges with narrow band of red lacquer at centre; between a pair of plain
concave bevelled red lacquered binding boards. (1) ဘကခူ နီပါတ္လမောကခ (က-ခ)၊ (2)
ခုဒသ
ဒ ကခော၊ မေသကခော (ခီ-ဂဲ)၊ (3) အဘဓောန (က-ကော)၊ (4) ဋီကောလက ော (ငု-ထု)၊ (5)
ပါရမီဒပ
ီ နီ (ထ-ထောား)။ 19th century.
Or5680 – Palm leaf manuscript, 178 ff., numbered က-ဏံ၊ 49 x 5 cm., 9 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges and are bound between thick boards,
gilded on the sides. (1) ပကဏ္ကပုစေော။ Copied in 1857 (2) ပါရောယနဝတ္တ ။
Copied in 1858.
Or5681 – Palm leaf manuscript, 219 ff., numbered က-ြောား၊ 49.5 x 6 cm., 10 lines per side, Pali
and Burmese scripts. Leaves gilt and lacquered at edges, gold outside, between
roughly bevelled plain binding boards. (1) သန္တကပပ၊ (2) နောမကပပ၊ (3) ကရကကပပ။
Copied in 1838.
Or5682A-B – Palm leaf manuscript, 271 ff., numbered က-ဘ၊ 48 x 6 cm., 10 lines per side, Pali
and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and are bound
between thick red lacquered boards. (A) စဠဝါအဌကထော (က-လဎါ)၊ Copied in 1869.
(B) ဂဠ နပ ံနသ (လဎေါ်-ဘ)၊ Copied in 1869.
Or5699 – Palm leaf manuscript, 498 ff., numbered က-ေူ၊ 50 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese. Leaves gilt and lacquered at the edges, the gold outside, with a leaf scroll
pattern in two wide borders of red on the gold; between a pair of bevelled
wooden binding boards, gilt, with a red lacquered pattern of leaf scrolls.
ပဌောနနဿယ။ Copied in 1790.
Or5754 – Palm leaf manuscript, 36 ff., numbered ဃု-ဆ (two leaves missing), 49 x 5 cm., 8 lines
per side, Burmese script. ဧသုကောရီမငားကကီားလတ္ောထွကခမား။ Copied in 1834.
Or5755 – Palm leaf manuscript, 6 ff., numbered ခါ-လခ၊ 48 x 6 cm., 8 lines per side, Burmese
script. သီဟုလအောင ခငားရစပါား။ Copied in 1860.
Or5756 – Palm leaf manuscript, 26 ff., numbered က-ဂါ၊ 50 x 5 cm., 7 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese scripts. မဟောနမကောယ။ Copied in 1834.
Or5757 – Folding book (Natural white), 70 ff., 47 x 18 cm., with painted illustrations on 66
sides, captions in Burmese script. The end papers are embossed. Coloured drawings
of account of Buddha’s life containing twenty scenes including the performing of
miracles and spending the rainy season or Buddhist Lent at various places.

ဧကောဒသမရငပလဏ္ဍောေတ္နခုား ပဟနအစပုပပါရံုလက ောငားန္ှုကဝါဆဟ
ု နအဆံားု ။ 19th
century.
Or5843 - Palm leaf manuscript, two fragments of the text, giving an account of the religious
relics of Thaton: (a) 88 ff., 49 x 5 cm., 7 lines per side, Mon script. Leaves with gilt
and lacquered edges; (b) 69 ff., 47 x 5 cm., 6-7 lines per side, Mon script.Between a
pair of red lacquered boards. Vam Dhat. 19th century.
Or6451A – Palm leaf manuscript, 160 ff., various numberings, 47 x 5 cm., 9 lines per side, Pali
and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and are bound
between bevelled boards, with gilding and red lacquering on the sides; in a cloth and
bamboo wrapper. (1) က-ဂ ။အဌမဟောပရတ္။ Copied in 1874. (2) ဟောား-အောား။
ပရတ္ကကီားအနက။ incomplete at end. (3) ေု-သ။ ရငသောရပုတ္တရော နြဗောနခါဏ။ (4) က-ခီ။
နမကောရ။ Copied in 1874. (5) ယီ-လယော။ မဂဂေသုတ္။ Copied in 1874. (6) ယံ-ရော။
လအောင ခငားရစပါား။ (7) ရ-လရ။ Burmese verse ရငားမောတ္က တ္။ (8) ေ-ေီ။ ပရတ္ကကီား။
(9) က-ဃဲ။ သုဝဏ္သ ဏဇောတ္။ Copied in 1861. (10) ရဲ-ရောား။ ပရတ္တပါဠ။
Or6451B – Palm leaf manuscript, 47 ff., numbered က-ဃံ၊ 51 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side,
Pali and Burmese scripts. သုဝဏ္သောမဇောတ္။ Copied in 1850.
Or6451C – Palm leaf manuscript, 48 ff., numbered ဂ-ဆော၊ 47.5 x 6 cm., 10 lines per
side, Burmese script. The leaves have red lacquered edges. လနမဇောတ္နသ ။
Copied in 1860.
Or6451D – Palm leaf manuscript, 120 ff., numbered က-ဋ၊ 52 x 6 cm., 8 lines per
side, Burmese script. The leaves have red lacquered edges and are bound
between plain wooden boards, lacquered red on the sides. ခုဒသ
ဒ ကခောနသ ။
Copied in 1821.
Or6451E – Palm leaf manuscript, 66 ff., numbered က-လစ၊ 50 x 5 cm., 9 lines per side, Burmese
script. The leaves have red lacquered edges. ဓမမပဒဝတ္တ ။ Copied in 1868.
Or6451F – Palm leaf manuscript, 44 ff., numbered က-ဃ၊ 51 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side, Burmese
script. The edges of the leaves are gilded. လတ္မနသ ။ Copied in 1850.
Or6452A – Palm leaf manuscript, 63 ff., numbered ငါ-ညီ၊ 50 x 6.5 cm., 12 lines per side,
Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges. ရောဇြေဓမမသတ္
(Law code), compiled by ရောဇြေလက ောထင။ Copied in 1878.
Or6452B(1) – Palm leaf manuscript, 63 ff., numbered က-လငါ၊ 59.5 x 6.5 cm., 9 lines per side,
Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have red lacquered edges. In a cloth and bamboo
wrapper. Inscriptions (mostly from Pagan) လရားေကထကကလက ောကစောမ ောား၊ with 6
leaves of later လမောကွနားကမပညား။
Or6452B(2) – (a) Paper copies in original and modern scripts of Nanda Pagoda stone inscription
(နန္ဒဘရ
ု ောားလက ောကစော), (b) Myinkaba Kyaung inscription ( မငားကပါလက ောငားေှူလတ္ော

မလသောလက ောကစော), (c) Indapaccaya paya inscriptions (ဣန္ဒယပစစယော
ဘုရောားလက ောကစော), (d) Khemanga Thamaing inscription (လခမဂဂသမုငားလက ောကစော)
original and translation, (e) Tankyi paya inscription (တ္နားကကီားဘုရောားလက ောကစော)
original and translation, (f) Memo Old Pagan. Dated 1888.
Or6452(3a) – Folding book (Black), 12 ff., 40 x 15 cm., with writing on 10 sides, varying
number of lines, Burmese script. Pagan inscription. Has note in English: “U Han
dama of Than leyet Kyoung – Min Kin Tike Nyoung U (police Lines) . Copied the
inscriptions for me 10/8/88”.
Or6452(3b) - Folding book (Black), 16 ff., 44 x 14 cm., with writing on 17 sides, 10 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. Pagan inscription.
Or6452 (3c) – Folding book (Black), 12 ff., 42 x 15 cm., with writing on 16 sides, 13 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. Pagan inscription.
Or6453A – Palm leaf manuscript, 255 ff., tied into seven parts numbered as follows : part 1, 28
ff., numbered လမ-လရော၊ part 2, 37 ff., numbered ရံ-သံ၊ part 3, 35 ff., numbered လငေါ်-ဇဲ၊
part 4, 37 ff., numbered လဓ-လဖ၊ part 5, 36 ff., numbered

လဖ-မ၊ part 6, 33 ff.,

numbered လညော-ဍ ၊ part 7, 49 ff., numbered ဍူ-တ္ု။ မဟောရောဇဝင (The first seven
parts of U Kula’s Great Chronicle.) Copied in 1845.
Or6453B – Palm leaf manuscript, 372 ff., numbered က-ဟောား၊ tied into twelve parts,
48 x 6 cm., 10 lines per side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges and are bound between thick wooden boards gilded and
lacquered red on the sides; in a cloth and bamboo wrapper. မဟောရောဇဝင။
Or6453C - Palm leaf manuscript, 30 ff., numbered စ-ဇ၊ 9 lines per side, Burmese script. The
leaves have red lacquered edges. အလမားလတ္ောလ ဖ (Questions and Answers on many
points). Copied in 1786.
Or6453D – Palm leaf manuscript, 63 ff., numbered က-စ၊ 41 x 6.5 cm., 10 lines per side,
Burmese script. ရခုငရောဇပံု။ Copied in 1883.
Or6454A – Palm leaf manuscript, 126 ff., numbered က-ဋ ၊ 47 x 5.5 cm., 10 lines per side, Pali
and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges and are bound between wooden
boards, bevelled, lacquered red and gilded on sides. ဓမမပဒ။ Copied in 1856.
Or6454B – Palm leaf manuscript, 189 ff., 49 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines per side, pali and
Burmese. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges, with a
geometric design in the red section, and are bound between boards with
gilding and red lacquering on the sides. (1) ff. 1-116, numbered က-ညဲ၊
အဘဓမမတ္ထသမဂဂဟ။
ဘကခူနီပါတ္လမောက။

Copied in 1846. (2) ff. 117-189, numbered

Copied in 1846.

Or6455A – Palm leaf manuscript, 137 ff., numbered in three parts. 47 x 5.5 cm., 10 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese. The leaves have gilt and red lacquered edges and are bound
between red lacquered concave boards. Three parts of Kaccayana’s Grammar: -(1)
က-ဃ။ သန္ဓနသ ။ (2) ဍီ-တ္ဲ။ ကောရကနသ ။ (3) လတ္ော-ပါ။ သမောသနသ ။ Copied in 1879
Or6455 B – Palm leaf manuscript, 309 ff., numbered က-ယဲ၊ 50 x 6 cm., 10 lines per side, Pali
and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and are bound

between wooden boards gilded and red lacquered on the sides. (1) က-ဇ။ တ္ဒဓတ္နသ ။
မငလတ္ောငမ။ (2)ဇီ-တ္။ အောခ တ္နသ ။ (3) တ္ီ-ဖဲ။ ကပနသ ။ (4) ဖါ-ယဲ။ အုပဏမနသ ။
Copied in 1869.
Or6456A – Palm leaf manuscript, 181 ff., numbered က-တ္၊ 47 x 5.5 cm., 10 lines per side,
Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges
and are bound between thick boards, with gilding and red lacquering on
the sides. ဓမမမောေော။ Copied in 1866.
Or6456B – Palm leaf manuscript, 203 ff., numbered က-ထောား၊ 50 x 6 cm., 10 lines per side,
Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges, and are bound
between thick wooden boards, gilded and lacquered red on sides. ဝန စေယရောသီ။
Copied in 1867.
Or6457A – Palm leaf manuscript, 122 ff., numbered ဆဲ-လထော၊ 49 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali
and Burmese scripts. The leaves have red lacquered edges and are bound between
thick plain wooden boards; in cloth and bamboo wrapper. ကခဂ ါဝတ္ရဏီဂဏ္ဌ။Copied
in 1853.
Or6457Β – Palm leaf manuscript, 334 ff., numbered က-ေောား၊ 46 x 5.5 cm., 10 lines per side,
Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and are bound
between red lacquered wooden boards, bevelled and concave. ပါစတ္အဌကထော၊
ဘကခူနီပါစတ္အဌကထော၊ မဟောဝါအဌကထော၊ စဠဝါအဌကထော၊ ပရဝါအဌကထော။ Copied
in 1878.
Or6458A – Palm leaf manuscript, 303 ff., numbered က-ယီ၊ 48 x 5.5 cm., 11 lines per

side, Pali

and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilt and red lacquered edges and are bound
between red lacquered boards, bevelled and concave. (1) ဝသုဒမဂဂ
ဓ နသ (က-မီ)။ (2)
အေကဂောပါဌ (မု-ယ)။ Copied in 1878.
Or6458B – Palm leaf manuscript, 368 ff., numbered က-ဟဲ၊ 50 x 6 cm., 10 lines per side, Pali
and Burmese. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered boards
with gilding on the sides. ပါရောဇးကံပါဠလတ္ောနသ နံက ယ။ Copied in 1852.
Or6459A – Palm leaf manuscript, 175 ff., numbered in three parts, 9 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese. The leaves have red lacquered edges and are bound between wooden
boards lacquered red on the sides. (1) က-ဆ။ ဘရဒါတ္ဇောတ္နသ ။ (2)က-ဃု။
စန္ဒကုမမောရဇောတ္နသ ။ (3) က-စ။ နောရဒဇောတ္နသ ။ Copied in 1856.
Or6459B – Palm leaf manuscript, 394 ff., numbered in four parts, 49 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side.
Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and are
bound between black lacquered wooden boards with red and gold on sides. (1) က-ဆု။
နောရဒဇောတ္နသ ။ Copied in 1868. (2) က-ဃော။ စန္ဒကုမမောဇောတ္နသ ။ Copied in 1868. (3)
ဆ-လဏော။ ဝဓရဇောတ္နသ ။ (4) ဏံ-လသော။ လဝဿန္တရောဇောတ္နသ ။ Copied in 1869.
Or6460 – Palm leaf manuscript, 132 ff., numbered in two parts, 46 x 5.5 cm., 10 lines per side,
Pali and Burmese. The leaves have red lacquered edges and are bound between red

lacquered binding boards, bevelled. (1) န။ထဲ-မု။ လဖေါ်။ ပထပရဏီ။ (2) လထော-ြု။
သတ္ပဒသပုစေောအလ ဖ။ 19th century. [Presented by M. Macdonald, October 11, 1902.]
Or6546 – Palm leaf manuscript, 241 ff., numbered က-ပ၊ 50 x 5.5 cm., 7 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese script). Leaves gilded and lacquered, with two inner margins patterned, and
titles written across the gilding; between a pair of plain lacquered binding boards.
စရယပဋက ပါဠ၊ အဌကထော။ Copied in 1765.
Or6589 – Palm leaf manuscript, 238 ff., numbered က-လနော၊ 50 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese script). Leaves lacquered and gilt at edges between a pair of plain wooden
binding boards. စဌ ဝဂဂ။ Copied in 1805. [Presented by E.W.Bates Esq.,9 July,
1904.]
Or6616(6) - Palm leaf manuscript, 152 ff., numbered က-ဍဲ၊ 48 x 5 cm., 10 lines per side,
Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and are bound
between bevelled, red lacquered binding boards. မဏရတ္နောပံု။ Copied in 1857.
Or6617 – Palm leaf manuscript, 6 ff., numbered ဂီ-လဂါ၊ 50 x 5 cm., 9 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese script). ဧကကခရလကောသပါဌ။ 19th century.
Or6705 – Palm leaf manuscript, 371 ff., numbered က-ဠ၊ 6 lines per side, Pali (Burmese square
script in black ink). Leaves gilt at the edges, between a pair of moulded binding
boards, gilt, with patterns in red lacquer leaf-scolls outside, and titles within.

ဥပရပဏ္သပါဠလတ္ော left hand side of က and ဠ၊ မန္တလေား ဘဝရငမငားတ္ရောား
ကကီားဘုရောားလကောငားမှုလတ္ော။ right hand side မဟောလေောကမောရဇနလစတ္ီလတ္ော
ကကီားဒါယကော အသ ငဘဝရငရတ္နောပံုမမ ြို့တ္ညနနားတ္ညအသ င မငားတ္ရောားကကီား
လကောငားမှုလတ္းေား။ 19th century.
Or6720A– Palm leaf manuscript, 203 ff., numbered က-ထောား၊ 52 x 7 cm., 8 lines per
side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and
are bound between red lacquered boards with gilding on side. (1)
ရခုငရောဇဝင (က-ထ)။ (2) ရခုငမငားသမီားဧခ ငား (ထီ-ထော)ဲ့ ။ Copied in 1847.
[Presented by executors of the late General H. Hopkinson, C.S.I.]
Or6720B – Palm leaf manuscript, 22 ff., numbered က-လခေါ်၊ 49 x 6 cm .,
8 lines per side, Burmese script. ရမားမြဲကျွနားတ္ညသညအ ခငားအရော။ Copied
in 1847. [Presented by executors of the late General H. Hopkinson, C.S.I.]
Or6755 – Folding book (Black), 42 x 16 cm., of 15 folds, writing on 28 sides, 12 lines
per side, Burmese script. Side A. Letter from monk U Thusitta (ဦားသုစတ္တ)
to the Taingda Min gyi (တ္ုငားတ္ောမငားကကီား) giving his predictions for the
years 1881-1885. Side B. (1) Letter from Maha Wizitarama
(မဟောဝဇတ္ောရောမ) to Taingda Min gyi (တ္ုငားတ္ောမငားကကီား) giving advice to
how the King should avert certain portents that the Kingdom is
endangered. (2) From the Thathanabaing to Queen Supayalat's mother
expressing his concern at dissensions in the royal family which would
cause weakness to the Kingdom. Late 19th century. (There are some notes
in English and separate sheets of paper with English translation made by
Taw Sein Ko, dated October 30, 1889). [Presented by Lt.Col. Allan
Chaplin, Wimbledon.]
Or6777 – Folding book (Cream), 7 ff., 39.5 x 8 cm., 5-6 lines per side, Shan script.
Black lacquered covers. A Buddhist tract. Early 19th century.
Or6779 – Folding book (Cream), 51 x 20 cm., 30 ff. with pictures painted across the
folds, and a single line of Burmese text below. The end covers are yellow,
with drawings of Chinthe and lotuses in red, in panels.Coloured parabaik
of scenes of Court life, such as a durbar, boat race etc.
Or6811 - Palm leaf manuscript, 101 ff., numbered က-ေ၊ 51 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side,
Burmese script. Leaves with red lacquered edges. Cariya pitaka, with
Burmese Nissaya. Pali and Burmese. Copied in 1852.
Or6819 – Palm leaf manuscript, 221 ff., numbered က-လဓ၊ 49.5 x 6 cm., 9 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. Leaves lacquered red at edges; between a
pair of plain wooden binding boards. ကခဂ ါဝတ္ရဏီ။ Copied in 1803.
Or7856 - Silk paper, 62 ff., 31.5 x 54 cm., 26 lines per side, Shan script in black.
[Caw Sun Tāng Saming. A history of the Shwe Dagon pagoda in
Rangoon.] 19th century. [Presented by Chas. Poland, esq., 24 May, 1913.]
Or8203 – Shan folding book, 29 ff., 29 x 10 cm., 8 lines per side, Shan script in black
ink between double rules. A magical text with diagram. A work on Magic
and divination.19th century.

Or8204 – Palm leaf manuscript, 282 ff., numbered က-ဘီ၊ 52 x 6.5 cm., 9 lines per
side, Pali (Burmese script). Leaves lacquered and gilt at edges, between a
pair of plain wooden binding boards. 4 parts as follows:
(၁)ပါစတ္တရအဌကထော၊က-ဆ၊
(၂)မဟောဝဂဂအဌကထော၊ဆော-လဎ၊
(၃)စဠဝဂဂအဌကထော၊ဎံ-ဓဲ၊
(၄)ပရဝါရအဌကထော၊လဓါ-ဘ ။ Copied in 1810.
Or8684 – Palm leaf manuscript, 8 ff., numbered က-ကဲ၊ 49 x 6 cm., 10 lines per side.,
Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges. Brief
history – a short historical and geographical account of Burma, with
mention of various legends. Incomplete at end. 19th century.
Or 9657 - Palm leaf manuscript, 206 ff., 48 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines per side, Burmese
script. The leaves have gilded edges. မနနနားမဟောရောဇဝငလတ္ောကကီား၊ Glass
Palace Chronicle. Copied in 1851.
Or 9770 - Unbleached paper, 1 folio, 41 x 45 cm., with 5 to 8 lines text in Shan script
in black ink. An astrological drawing. In the centre is depicted in red,
yellow and black, a deva, mounted on a bull, with two attendant females.
Round them are birds, heraldic animals and magic squares. Found at
Katha, Shan States in 1893.
Or10900 - Silk paper, 53 ff., Shan script in black ink. Paramat Tika. A philosophical
commentary on parts of the Buddhist scriptures. 19th century. [Presented
by Mr J. McCrorie, 13 Oct, 1928.]
Or11094 - Palm leaf manuscript, 295 ff., numbered က-လမ၊ 49 x 6 cm., 9 lines per
side, Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have lacquered and gilt, between a
pair of plain wooden binding boards. Two commentaries on the
nettipakarana, an exegetical work on the Pitakas attributed to Maha
kaccana. (1) လနတ္တယအဌကထော၊ က-ဆံ (2) လနတ္တဝဘောဝနီ၊ ဆောား-လမ၊ Copied
in 1785. [Presented by Brig. C.A.Fisher, DSO, 8 June, 1929.]
Or11245 - Palm leaf manuscript, 292 ff, numbered က-မ၊ (lacks ဂု၊ လဒ၊ ဖူ), 47.5 x 5.5
cm., 10 lines per side, Burmese script. Leaves lacquered and gilt, between
a pair of plain concave bevelled, red lacquered binding boards.
မဓုရရသဝါဟီဏ။ Copied in 1881.
Or11583 - Palm leaf manuscript, 198 ff., numbered က-ဇ ောား၊ 50.5 x 6.5 cm., 9 lines
per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. Leaves lacquered and gilt at edges,
between a pair of plain wooden binding boards. Imperfect at the
beginning. မေပဏ္ောသနသ ။ Copied in 1780.
Or11716 - Palm leaf manuscript, 221 ff., numbered က-ဓု၊ 46 x 4.5 cm.,
9 lines per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. Leaves lacquered and gilt at
edges, between a pair of plain concave bevelled, red lacquered binding
boards. သုတ္သီေကခောနနဿ ။ Copied in 1882

Or11720 - Palm leaf manuscript, 56 ff., numbered က-ငဲ၊ 46 x 5 cm., 9 lines per side,
Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and
are bound between red lacquered boards. 1. လေောကနီတ္က မား ( Book of
proverbs pertaining to everyday life); 2. သုတ္စညန္ငဝ
ဲ့ ဘတ္သွယ 3.
သန္ဓပါဌ၊ 4. နောမပါဌ။ Copied in 1884.
Or11752 - Palm leaf manuscript, 281 ff., numbered in four parts, 51.5 x 6 cm., 10
lines per side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between thick plain boards, gilded and lacquered on
sides.1. သဒဒါနသ ၊ 2. နောမနသ ၊ 3. ကောရကနသ ၊ 4. သမောသနသ ၊ Burmese
nissayas compiled by အဂဂဓမမေကဂောရ (နနားလက ောငားဆရောလတ္ော), Copied in
1848.
Or11767 - Thin board, lacquered black, with red margins decorated with yellow leaf
pattern. 60 ff., 54 x 10 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali (Burmese small square
script) painted in yellow. Between a pair of gilt and lacquered binding
boards with flower and leaf designs, and a red and cream braided binder,
260 x 2.4 cm., with Burmese text woven in. Tipitaka commentaries
including:
သတ္တတ္နပါတ္ဇောတ္အဌကထော၊တ္ကနပါတ္ဇောတ္အဌကထော၊ဧကနပါတ္ဇောတ္
အဌကထော၊လတ္ဂပလန္တောဒအဌကထော၊လတ္ရသကဏီဋက
ီ ော၊သတ္တနပါတ္ဇောတ္အ
ဌကထော၊သောရတ္တဒီပနီဋက
ီ ော၊အပဒါန၊ပုတ္ဝုတ္အဌကထော၊ဝနယဝနစေယအဌက
ထော၊ဧကနပါတ္။ 19th century.
Or11768 - Palm leaf manuscript, 234 ff., numbered က-န္၊ 50.5 x 6.5 cm., 10 lines per
side, Burmese script. Leaves with edges lacquered and gilt, between a pair
of plain wood concave bevelled, red lacquered binding boards. With a
binder, braided, 335 x 3 cm, cream on blue with Burmese text.
အသီတ္နပါတ္နသ ၊ Copied in 1848.
Or11769 - Boards lacquered and gilt, 16 ff., numbered က-ခါ းား၊ 56 x 13 cm., 6 lines
per side, Pali (Burmese square script in dark brown lacquer). End leaves
decorated with devas and scrolled penels; with a pair of matching wooden
binding boards, Kammavācā. 19th century.
Or11775 - Palm leaf manuscript, 108 ff., numbered က-ညီ၊ 52 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per
side, Burmese script. Burmese script. ဓမမဝေောသ၊ Law code. Copied in
1769. [Gift from Brig. J.A.Sinton, Sepe. 10, 1945.]
Or11806 - Palm leaf manuscript, 30 ff., numbered က-ဂဲ၊ 49 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side,
Burmese script. ဓါတ္ုရသက မား။ Medical treatise. Copied in 1865.
Or11807 - Palm leaf manuscript, 266 ff., numbered က-ြ၊ 50 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between thick boards, gilded and red lacquered on

sides. လဝသန္တရောဇောတ္လတ္ော . Burmese nissaya compiled by Gunalankara.
Copied in 1814.
Or11808 - Palm leaf manuscript, 313 ff., numbered က-ရ ၊ 49 x 5 cm., 8 lines per side,
Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and are
bound between plain boards, gilded and lacquered on sides.
မလဟောသထောဇောတ္။ Copied in 1814.
Or11809 - Board, lacquered and gilt, 16 ff., 50 x 10.5 cm., 6 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese square script). End leaves decorateddevas and scrolled panels,
between a pair of wooden binding boards, lacquered red inside, and
moulded, lacquered and gilt with devas, with a red cloth wrapper and a
roughly made yellow and black plain binder. Kammavācā. 19th century.
Or11810 - Palm leaf manuscript, 203 ff., numbered က-ထဲ၊ 52.5 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines per
side, Pali (Burmese script). Leaves lacquered and gilt between a pair of
plain bevelled wooden binding boards; with a leaf divider 35 x 3.5 cm. of
palm, with inscription, and a cloth and rough binding band. Katha vatthu
of the Abhidhamma pitaka. Copied in 1869.
Or11812 - Palm leaf manuscript, 333 ff., numbered က-လေော၊ 10 lines per side, Pali
and Burmese scripts. Leaves lacquered and gilt at edges, between a pair of
plain concave-bevelled, red lacquered binding boards.
အဘဓမမတ္ထဝဘောဝနော။ Sumangalasami’s commentary on the
Abhidhammattasangaha, with Burmese nissaya. Copied in 1881.
Or11829 - Palm leaf manuscript, 300 ff., numbered က-မော၊ 51 x 6 cm., 12 lines per
side, Pali (Burmese script). Leaves gilt at the edges, between a pair of
plain concave bevelled, red lacquered binding boards. အဌသောေန
န္ငသလမောဟဝ
လနောဒနီ။ Copied in 1883.
ဲ့
Or11848 - Palm leaf manuscript, 159 ff., numbered ဆု-န္၊ လြော-လြော၊ 48.5 x 5 cm., 9
lines per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. Leaves red lacquered and gilt
between a pair of plain bevelled brown lacquered binding boards. With a
braided binder, 165 x 3 cm. သတ္တအဂဂုတ္တရပါဠလတ္ောနသ 19th century.
Or11898 - Palm leaf manuscript, 237 ff., numbered က-လနော၊ 49.9 x 5.5 cm, 9 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. Leaves lacquered and gilt at the edges,
between a pair of plain wooden bevelled binding boards. ပရဝါရ (Monastic
rules). Copied in 1854.
Or11936 - Palm leaf manuscript, 17 ff., numbered က-ခ၊ 52 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per side,
Pali (Burmese script). ဘကခူနီပါတ္လမောကခ။ Copied in 1838.
Or11937 - Palm leaf manuscript, 57 ff., numbered လထော-ဖ၊ 51 x 6 cm., 9 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges. ဓါတ္ုရသ။ Copied in1822.
Or11938 - Boards, lacquered and gilt, 13 ff., numbered ခ-ဂ၊ 55 x 10.5 cm., 6 lines per
side, Pali (Burmese square script). With decorated end leaves and a pair of

moulded bevelled binding boards, red lacquered inside, lacquered and gilt
outside with gryphons and lotuses in roundels. Kammavaca I-III. 19th
century.
Or11987 - Palm leaf manuscript, 245 ff., က-ဂဲ၊ က-လဒါ၊ 50.5 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side,
Pali and Burmese scripts. Leaves lacquered and gilt at the edges; between
a pair of plain bevelled red-lacquered binding boards. သလခဂပဝဏ္နောပါဌ
(က-ဂဲ)။ သလခဂပဝဏ္နောနသ (က-လဒါ)။ Copied in 1788 .
Or11988 - Palm leaf , lacquered and gilt, 11 ff., numbered က-ကောား၊ 54 x 9 cm., 5 lines
per side, Pali (Burmese square script) in dark brown lacquer. End leaves
decorated, between a pair of binding boards, lacquered dark red inside,
outside bevelled, lacquered and gilt, with formal lotus patterns in roundels.
Kammavācā. 18th or 19th century
Or12008 - Palm leaf manuscript, 377 ff., numbered က-ေု၊ 51 x 6.5 cm., 10 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. Leaves lacquered and gilt at the edges
between a pair of plain wooden binding boards. Nine historical and
hagiological works, relating to Sinhalese Buddhism. Copied in 1859.
[Presented by Mrs. J. Stonehouse, 6 Nov., 1950.]
Or12010A - Boards, lacquered and gilt, 16 ff., 50.5 x 10.5 cm., 6 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese square script) in dark brown lacquer. Between a pair of bevelled
binding boards, red inside, lacquered and gilt outside, with devas in panels.
Kammavācā. 18th or 19th century.
Or12010B - Palm leaf manuscript, lacquered and gilt. 10 ff., 55 x 11 cm., 6 lines per
side, Pali (Burmese square script) in black lacquer. End leaves have
Buddhas in panels. Between a pair of bevelled binding boards, dark red
inside, outside lacquered and gilt with birds in roundels. Kammavācā. 18th
or 19th century.
Or12010C - Palm leaf manuscript, lacquered and gilt, 10 ff., 55 x 11 cm., 6 lines per
side, Pali (Burmese square script) in black lacquer, the end leaves
decorated with Buddhas in panels. Kammavācā. 18th or 19th century.
Or12010D - Palm leaf manuscript, lacquered and gilt, 15 ff., 54 x 8.5 cm., 4 lines per
side, Pali (Burmese square script) in black lacquer. End leaves decorated
with leaf patterns in roundels; between a pair of bevelled binding boards
lacquered red inside; lacquered and gilt outside: one board with birds and
lotuses in roundels, the other with lotuses in octagonal panels.
Kammavācā. 18th or 19th century.
Or12010E - Palm leaf manuscript, red lacquered , 15 ff., 54 x 9 cm., 5 lines per side,
Pali (Burmese square script) in black lacquer. Between a pair of bevelled
binding boards, red inside, lacquered and gilt outside with lotuses in
roundels. Kammavācā. 18th or 19th century.
Or12010F - Ivory, white, with margins and end leaves lacquered and gilt, 5 ff., 55 x
9.5 cm., 5 lines per side, Pali (Burmese square script) in black lacquer.
Outer leaves have lotuses in roundels. The boards margins of the
beginning and end leaves have square maṇḍala patterns in panels.
Kammavācā. 18th or 19th century.
Or12010G - Palm leaf manuscript, silvered, 8 ff., 53 x 8 cm., 4 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese square script) in black lacquer. Outer leaves and inner margins

lacquered and gilt, with lotuses in roundels. Bhikkhū pātimokkha. 18th or
19th century.
Or12010H - Ivory, white, 5 ff., 54.5 x 8 cm., 4 lines per side, Pali (Burmese square
script) in black lacquer. Outer leaves and inner margins lacquered and gilt,
eith birds and lotuses in octagonal panels. Upasampāda Kammavācā. 18th
or 19th century.
Or12010I - Palm leaf manuscript, silvered, 8 ff., 53 x 8 cm., 7 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese round script) in black lacquer. Outer leaves lacquered red and
with silver roundels, inner leaves with margin panels with lotuses in
roundels.Upasampāda Kammavācā. 18th or 19th century.
Or12010J - Palm leaf manuscript, silvered, 6 ff., 53 x 8 cm., 7 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese round script) in black lacquer. Outer leaves and inner margins
silver with black lacquered designs of lotuses in roundels.
Dhammacakka pavattana sutta. 18th or 19th century.
Or12010K - Ivory, white, 14 ff., 54.5 x 8 cm., 5 lines per side, Pali (Burmese square
script) in black lacquer. Outer leaves lacquered and gilt with lotuses in
roundels. Inner margins with geometrio designs in panels. တ္ကပဌောနန္င ဲ့
ဓမမသဂဂန။ီ 18th or 19th century.
Or12013 – Folding book (Cream), 16 ff., 47 x 53 cm., Pageant of King Mindon,
King Mindon leaving his palace on a visit to the Kyauktawgyi Buddha
Image in Mandalay in 1865, with a running text of 4 lines of Burmese
below.
Or12014- Folding book (Cream), 47 x 17 cm., 23 folds. 51 Burmese military flags in
colour. Some of the pennants are in plain colours. With each flag or group
there is a short description of from 4 to 8 lines. 19th century.
Or12024 - Palm leaf manuscript, 346 ff., numbered က-လဝါ၊ incomplete at end, 48 x
6 cm., 9 lines per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. With a single plain
bevelled wooden binding board. Vinaya text, with Burmese nissaya. 19th
century.
Or12038 - Palm leaf manuscipt, 50 ff., numbered ဇ-ဌ၊ 48 x 6.5 cm., 11 lines per side,
Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges.
ကနလတ္ောမငားလက ောငားလမတ္တောစော ။ Copied in1868.
Or12040 - Folding book, 142 ff., 40 x 17 cm., 8 lines per side. The title page has three
lines text in gilt letters, Burmese and Shan, enclosed between double black
rules. The end covers are embossed, gilded and inlaid with glass
decorations. ြုဒါဓ န္ုဿတ္။ Copied in 1886.
Or12051 - Palm leaf manuscript, 34 ff., numbered လသော-အဲ၊ 50 x 5 cm., 8 lines per
side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and
are bound between bevelled boards ornamented with panels of creatures
and birds in red on a gilded background. ကခဂ ါဝတ္ရနီ။ Copied in 1759.
Or12168 - Palm leaf manuscript, 58ff., 50 x 7 cm., 10 lines per side, Burmese script.
There are inscribed pictures running vertically through the manuscript.
Description of Heaven and Hell. Side A – 29 ff., Heavens, ယောမောဘံ။ု Side
B – 29 ff., The tortures of the damned, ငရဲဘ။ံု 18th-19th centuries.

Or12210 - A wooden box, 62 x 18 x 15 cm., with hinged lid. The outside lacquered
red, with decorated panels at the sides, gilt, beaded and with mirrors, with
crudely painted devas, unside lacquered red. Container for Or12210,
Jataka commentary. 19th century.
Or12210A - Palm leaf manuscript, 329 ff., numbered က-ေု၊ 51 x 6 cm., 9 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts, the leaves gilded at the edges between a
pair of plain gilt and lacquered bevelled binding boards.
စတ္ုကနပါတ္ဇောတ္ကအဌကထောနဿယ။ A collection of Jatakas with
Burmese interpretation. Copied in 1805.
Or12210B - Palm leaf manuscript, 3 ff., numbered ခ ဲ-လခ ော၊ 50 x 7 cm., 10 lines
preside, Pali and Burmese scripts. Dhammopadesa, instruction in the
Buddhist religion: a fragment from the end of the work, Pali, with
Burmese commentary.
Or12211 - Palm leaf manuscript, 36 ff., numbered ဖော-မ၊ 47 x 5.5 cm., 10 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between bevelled boards lacquered red.
ဥပါတ္သန္တနသ ၊ On averting misfortunes. Copied in 1894.
Or12447 - Palm leaf manuscript, 264 ff., က-လဖါ၊ 50 x 6 cm. , 9 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese script). Leaves lacquered red at edges between a pair of plain
bevelled binding boards. Cullavagga, the second part of the Khandhaka, on
monastic discipline, from the Vinaya pitaka. Copied in 1856.
Or12448 - Palm leaf manuscript, 55 ff., numbered လသ-ခ ၊ 47 x 6 cm., 11 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. Leaves gilt at the edges, between a pair of
plain concave bevelled, red lacquered binding boards.
သမဂဂ ဟနသ ကမမဌောနားပုငား၊ Copied in 1844.
Or12469 - Two horoscopes, each consisting of a single palm leaf stitched to another
to make a thick surface, 21 x 6 cm., 7 lines on one side and astrological
chart on the other. Burmese script. (1) Horoscope of မန္ငား၊ Ma Hnin,
dated 1848. (2) Horoscope drawn up by ဦားသုဝဏ္၊ U Thuwunna, dated
1875.
Or12526 - Blue European paper, in full leather binding, 24 x 11 cm., 167 ff.,
containing place name lists, English script. Index to the transliteration
tables of Burmese place names. Compiled by L.D.Barnett. This is an index
to the printed tables. For the original tables, see Tables for the
Transliteration of Burmese into English, (Rangoon, 1896) at 14302.k.4 (1)
Or12584 - Silk paper, 21 ff., 30 x 46 cm., 20 lines per side, Shan script in black ink.
Sewn at the top in original cloth wrapper. Nippanna tikha hau. A discourse
on Nibbana. Copied in 1893.
Or12585 - Silk paper, 21 ff., 34 x 47 cm., 20 lines per side, Shan script in black ink.
The title page, f.1 has a crude ink drawing at the foot, of the Buddha seated
on a lotus throne in Bhumiphasamudra. Nippanna tikha hau cawa khau. A
discourse on Nibbana. Copied in 1895.
Or12624 - Palm leaf manuscript, 387 ff., numbered က-ဥ၊ 50.5 x 6 cm., 8 lines per
side, Pali (Burmese script). Leaves lacquered and gilt between plain

bevelled, lacquered and gilt binding boards. Visuddhimagga,
Buddhaghosa’s compendium of Buddhist doctrine.Copied in 1783.
Or12642 - Palm leaf manuscript, 361 ff., numbered က-ဟ၊ 49 x 5.5. cm., 10 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges and are
bound between red lacquered binding boards. သရယသဒဓ န္တက မား, Treatise
on astrology. 19th century.
Or12643 - Palm leaf manuscript, 133 ff., numberedက-ထ၊ 47 X 5.5. cm., 10 lines per
side, Pali (Burmese script). Leaves lacquered and gilt, between a pair of
plain concave bevelled, red lacquered binding boards. 1. နရုတ္တသဂဂဟ၊ a
grammatical work. 2. ခုဒက
ဒ ဋီကောသစ၊ Summary of the Vinaya, with
commentary. 19th century.
Or12644 - Palm leaf manuscript, 110 ff., numbered က-ည၊ 53 x 7 cm., 11 lines per
side, Pali (Burmese script). Leaves lacquered and gilt, between a pair of
plain bevelled, red and black lacquered binding boards.
လထရီပတ္န္ငလထရီ
အဌကထော။ Copied in 1779.
ဲ့
Or12645 - Palm leaf manuscript, 250 ff., 50 x 6 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese scripts. The leaves are gilt and lacquered at the edges, between a
pair of plain binding boards, a square cloth wrapper, and an outer wrapper
of bamboo and cloth and braided panels, and a braided binder, red blue
and white without text. Vinaya texts – ဝနညားမတ္စု (က-င) ၊ ပါတ္လမောကခပါဠ
(က-ခါား)၊ ပါတ္လမောကခနသ (ဂ-ဆ)၊ ဝနညား(လဆ-တ္ု)၊ Copied in 1856.
Or12646 - Folding book (Black), 17ff., with writing on 39 sides, 14 lines per side,
Burmese script. Astrology and alchemy. Contains some diagrams and
cabalistic squares. 1884.
Or12662 - Palm leaf manuscript, 199 ff., numbered ကော-ထဲ၊ 11 per side, Pali
(Burmese square script). Leaves with edges gilded; between a pair of red
lacquered wooden binding boards. ဇောတ္က၊ ဧကနပါတ္။ 19the century.
Or12726 - Palm leaf manuscript, 140 ff., numbered က-လဌ၊ 46 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. Leaves gilt over red lacquer, between a pair
of heavy binding boards. 1. ခုဒသ
ဒ ကခနဿယ၊ Summary of the Vinaya, with
Burmese gloss. 2. ခုဒသ
ဒ ကခ၊ Copied in 1882.
Or12727 - Palm leaf manuscript, 205 ff., numbered က-ဒ၊ 50 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side,
Pali and Burmese scripts. Leaves lacquered and gilt between a pair of red
lacquered binding boards. အဘဓောနပဒပကောနဿယ။ Copied in 1827.
Or12728 - Palm leaf manuscript, 217 ff., numbered စံ-ဘံ၊ 50.5 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per
side, Pali (Burmese script). Leaves lacquered red, between plain binding
boards. ကစစောယနဝါကရနနဿယ။ Kaccāyana’s grammar of Pali, noun
section with Burmese interpretation. 19th century.

Or12729 - Palm leaf manuscript, 128 ff., numbered ဂ-ဍံ၊ 52 x 7.5 cm., 6 lines per side,
Pali (Burmese script). ဓမမပဒအဌကထော။ 19th century.
Or12730 - Palm leaf manuscript, 44 ff., numbered က-ဃဲ၊ 51 x 6 cm., 6 lines per side,
Pali (Burmese script). စတ္ုကနပါတ္။ Text incomplete at the end. 18th or
19th century.
Or12731- Folding book (Black), 21 ff., 42 x 14 cm., approx. 10 lines of writing in
white steatite on 42 sides, 37 cm. long, Pali and Burmese scripts. Covers
of the parabaik are lacquered in red. Notebook. Miscellaneous wrtings
made or copied down by a monk in the late 19th century. Contents include
the Buddhist Ordination Ritual, the Last Instructions of the Buddha before
his death; some works are in verse.
Or12742 - Palm leaf manuscript, 275 ff., numbered က-ြံ၊ 50 .5 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. Leaves lacquered and gilt, between a pair
of plain binding boards, lacquered red and black. မဟောဝဂဂ။ Rules for the
monastic order – from the Vinaya-pitaka. Copied in 1771.
Or12811 – Shan paper, 18 ff., 34 x 50 cm., 30 lines per side, 28 cm long Shan script
in black ink. Sewn at the top in original cloth wrapper. Cataka-kamongrhwai-sa-sui. A Jataka tale. Copied in 1856.
Or12891 - Board, lacquered and gilt, 13 ff., numbered ခ-ဂ၊ 53 x 13 cm., 6 lines per
side, Pali (Burmese square script) in dark brown lacquer. End leaves
handsomely decorated, with devas in panels, between a pair of binding
boards, moulded at the edges, lacquered and gilt, with devas, small lions
and foliage in panels, inside and out. Kammavācā . 19th century.
Or12892 - Palm leaf manuscript, 216 ff., numbered က-န၊ 50.5 x 5 cm., 8 lines per
side, 43 cm. long, Pali (Burmese script). Leaves lacquered and gilt, with
leaf borders traced in red over the inner edges of the gilt; between a pair of
plain binding boards, lacquered black and red. သုမဂဂေဝေောသန။
Sumangala-vilasini, Buddhaghosa’s commentary on the Digh-nikaya,
covering the suttas of the Mahavagga, suttas 14-23. Copied in 1771.
Or13033 - Palm leaf manuscript, 204 ff., numbered ကု-ဒဲ၊ lacking ဂု၊ လဂ၊ လဂါ၊ 48 x
5.5.cm., 10 lines per side, Burmese script. Leaves lacquered and gilt,
gilding heavy, between a pair of plain concave-bevelled, red-lacquered
binding boards. (1) ကစစောယနဝါကရန၊ (2) အဘဓမမောသဂဂဟဂဏ္ဍသစ။
Copied in 1895.
Or13098 - Palm leaf manuscript, 224 ff., numbered က- လဓါ၊ 50.5 x 6 cm., 9 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. Leaves lacquered and gilt, between a pair
of plain wooden binding boards. ဝဘဂဂ။ Copied in 1831.
Or13104 - Palm leaf manuscript, lacquered and gilt, 22 ff., numbered က-လခါ၊ 54.5 x 8
cm., 5 lines per side, Pali (Burmese square script) in dark brown lacquer.
End leaves decorated in lacquer and gilt with geometrical designs in panels
and roundels; between a pair of bevelled red lacquered binding boards,
with much rubbed remains of lotus designs in panels. Samodhana-

parivasa-kammavaca, Acts of probation and penance for a monk, followed
by Abbhana Kammavācā. 18th century.
Or13115 - Thin brass plates, lacquered and gilt, 10 ff., 47 x 9 cm., 6 lines per side, 45
cm. long, Burmese square script, in dark brown lacquered end leaves devas
and birds in panels, between a pair of moulded wooden binding boards,
lacquered red inside, lacquered and gilt outside with devas and birds in
panels. Kammavācā 1-3. 19th century.
Or13116 - Palm leaf manuscript, 173 ff., numbered ဒ-က ူ၊ (incomplete), 49.5 x 6.5
cm., 10 lines per side , Pali and Burmese scripts. Leaves lacquered and
gilt, between a pair of plain, concave bevelled, gilded binding boards. (1)
Pacittiya of the Vinaya-pitaka, with Burmese nissaya, ka-bau; colophon f.
bam is missing. (2) Cullavagga of the Vinaya pitaka, with Burmese
nissaya. Copied in1848.
Or13167 - Palm leaf manuscript, 195 ff., numbered ကော-ထီ၊ imperfect at end, 50 x 6
cm., 9 lines per side, Pali (Burmese script). Leaves lacquered and gilt,
between a pair of plain wooden binding boards. The mss. contains:
သမန္တောပါသောဒကောယဝနယသံဝဏ္ောယဘကခ ဝဘဂဂဝဏ္နော(ကော-ဇ)၊
ကခဂ ါဝတ္ရဏီ(လဇ-ထီ) ။(incomplete at the end). 19th century. [Presented by
the Dragon School, Oxford, 30 December, 1968.]
Or13175 - Palm leaf manuscript, 236 ff., numbered က-လန၊ 48 x 6 cm., 10 lines per
side, Pali (Burmese script). Leaves gilded, between a pair of plain
concave-bevelled, red lacquered binding boards. The mss. contains:
သန္ဓန္ ောသပါဌ (က-လဂေါ်)၊နောမန္ ောသပါဌ(ဂံ-ဇောား)၊ကောရကန္ ောသပါဌ(ေဋောား)၊သမောသန္ ောသပါဌ(ဋ-ဌောား)၊တ္ဒဓတ္န္ ောသပါဌ(ဍ-ဎါ)၊အောခ တ္န္ ောသပါဌ(ဎလတ္)၊ကတ္န္ ောသပါဌ(တ္ဲ-ဒါား)၊ဥဏဒန္ ောသပါဌ(ဓံ-လန)။ Copied in 1879.
Or13207 - Silk paper, 22 ff., 29 x 48 cm., 20 lines per side, Shan script, cursive hand
in black ink. Sewn at the top into original cloth wrapper, with yellow and
purple cotton plaited binder. Sutta-Nippanā. A treatise on Nibbāna. 19th
century.
Or13280 - Palm leaf manuscript, 88 ff., numbered က-ဇီ ၊ 47 x6 cm., 9 lines per side,
Burmese script. A manual of Buddhist moral instruction. With red
lacquered boards. 19th century.
Or13281- Palm leaf manuscript, 256 ff., numbered က-ဖ၊ 50 x 6 cm., 10 lines per
side, Pali (Burmese script). Leaves lacquered and gilt, between a pair of
plain concavebevelled, red lacquered binding boards.
ပရဝါဝမတ္ဝလနောဒနီဋက
ီ ော ပါဌ။ Copied in 1867.
Or13282 - Palm leaf manuscript, 260 ff., numbered က-လဒါ၊ က-ေံ ၊ 50 x 6 cm., 9 lines
per side, Pali (Burmese script). Leaves lacquered and gilt, between a pair
of plain, concave-bevelled, red lacquered binding boards. (1) Sumangalavilāsinī, Buddhaghosa’s commentary on the Dīgha-nikāya, part I:
Sīlakkhanda atthakathā. Copied in 1836 (2) Sumangala-vilāsinī, part II –
Pātheyya atthakatha. Copied 1837.

Or13291 - Folding book (Cream), 41 x 17 cm., 30 folds, with decorated end covers.
The Mandalay Court on country circuit. Six scenes in water colour,
enclosed in yellow panels, with short descriptions of them in Burmese
below: (1) A royal procession, (ff. 1-6), (2) Ceremonial first ploughing (ff,
7-12), (3) A royal entertainment, with dancers and musicians, before a
temporary pavilion, (ff. 13-18), (4) Catching elephants, (ff.19-24), (5)
Another royal entertainment – Burmese football, played with a light ball
of basketware, (ff.25-28), (6) Cock-fighting. (ff.29-30). Mid 19th century.
Or13293 - Folding book (Cream), 39 x 14 cm., 24 folds, with decorated end covers.
Scenes from the life of a Burmese prince. 3 scenes in watercolour, in a
single yellow border, with short descriptions in Shan and Burmese below.
(1) Visiting a monastery: monks are fed, while prince and princess in a
pavilion are entertained with music, dancing and juggling (1-10). (2) a
royal procession (11-16). (3) The bringing home of a white elephant by
Shans to the royal palace (17-24). Painting in Mandalay style, but inferior
in execution. Shan and Burmese. 19th century.
Or13299 - Palm leaf, gilt and red lacquered, 54.5 x 10.5 cm., 14 folios, numbered
က-ခါ ၊ 4 lines per side, Pali (Burmese square script) in black lacquer. End
leaves with 6 roundels with lotuses, and similar flanking roundels on inner
leading leaves; between bevelled binding boards, lacquered and gilt, with 8
roundels with lotuses; with braided binder, red, white and yellow. Bhikkhū
pātimokkha, I - III, with pavāranā. 19th century. [Bequesthed to the
Department by Mrs I.C.Hemsley, and received March, 1971.]
Or13307 - European paper, single folio, 43 x 34 cm., with text and a map in black
and red ink, Burmese script. လရွှေဘမု မ ြို့ ကကီားပံု၊ (Map of Shwe bho town).
Gives measurements, building, names of gates. A description of the
founding of the town is given above the map. A table in left-hand column
lists the kings of the Konbaung dynasty adding with Thi baw, and gives
the numbers of years that each reigned. Map drawn by Maung Htu, retired
Township Officer.
Or13340 - Folding book (Cream), 141 folds, 40 x 18 cm., inscribed on both sides, 10
lines per side, 34 cm. long, Shan script, with gilt end covers. A discourse
on Buddhist doctrine and religious law. 19th century.
Or13372 - Palm leaf manuscript, 226 ff., numbered က-လဓါ၊ 50 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. တ္ကနပါတ္ဇောတ္၊ Jataka tale in Pali with
Burmese commentary. This section includes stories with three verses, and
forms Jātaka nos. 251 – 300. 19th century.
Or13374 - Palm leaf manuscript, 65 ff., numbered က -စု၊ 49 x 5.5. cm., 7 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. Bound between plain wooden boards on
which is inscribed the title. ပါရမီခနားပ ြို့ ေကဂော ၊ Discourse on the ten
perfections of the Buddha. Copied by U Uttama, in 1805.
Or13474 - Yunnanese Shan Buddhist text. Incomplete Shan silk paper, 16 ff. Each
sheet is doubled along the right hand edge and written on one side only,
with 19 lines per side, 29 cm. long. 19th century.
Or13501(A-B) - Palm leaf manuscript, 53 x 5 cm., 6 lines per side, Mon script.
Leaves lacquered and gilt at the edges. (A) Dhammacakka pavatthana

sutta, numbered 1-6. (B) Fragment of another Mon Buddhist text,
numbered 7-25, incomplete at the beginning and end. 19th century.
Or13534 - Folding book (Cream), 59 ff., 39 x 18 cm., with painted illustrations,
captions in Burmese script; also miscellaneous notes and sketches on some
of the reverse folds. Plain red covers; the paper worn at the edges and
some paint flaking. Scenes from the Life of the Buddha. Seven scenes
depicting the later years of the Buddha’s life. 19th century.
Or13538 - Folding book (Cream), 137 ff., 41 x 18 cm., with painted illustrations on
136 sides, 2-6 lines of explanatory text in Burmese script in yellow panels
under the tableaux; the covers are embossed and gilded, with the title in
ink on the lower cover. Scenes from the Jataka stories, from Panca nipata.
Illustrations of 21 Jātaka stories, from the Manikundala Jātaka (F. 351) to
the Dīghītikosala Jātaka (F. 371). Mandalay period 1857–1886.
Or13578 - Palm leaf manuscript, 402 ff., numbered in two parts, 48 x 5 cm., 8 lines
per side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded & red lacquered edges
and are bound between a pair of bevelled binding boards, lacquered black.
Some leaves are split and damaged. (1) Parivāra Pāli, က-ဓီ (2) Parivāra
nissya, က -တ္ော (lacks စု). Pali text with Burmese gloss compiled by a
learned monk, Jabhu Dhaja in 1751. Copied in 1787.
Or13579 - Palm leaf manuscript, 147 ff., numbered ဆ-ဓါား၊ [lacks ဓ-ဓု], 50 x 5 cm.,
9 lines per side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded & red lacquered
edges and are bound between bevelled binding boards, decorated with a
black & red scroll design on an orange ground. The text is in two parts: (1)
အောယတ္နယမုက (ဆီ-ဒဲ)၊ (2) သစစယမုက (လဒါ-ဒါား)၊ Both texts in Pali with a
Burmese nissaya complied by နန္ဒလမဓါ Nandamedha and based on the
interpretation of Taung Bila Hsaya daw လတ္ောငဘီေောဆရောလတ္ော၊ 19th
century.
Or13580 - Palm leaf manuscript, 58 ff., numbered ေ-ဒံ၊ 50 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per side,
Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges.
ရတ္နောကရဝတ္တ . Parts 16 & 17 of a text relating to incidents from the
Buddha’s life. Complied by a learned monk, Saddhammalankara. Copied
in 1833.
Or13594- Palm leaf manuscript, 185 ff., numbered က -တ္ု၊ 52 x 6 cm., 11 lines per
side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and
are bound between unmatching wooden boards, one lacquered on sides.
Some leaves broken & damaged. The text is in four sections: (1) ff. 1–55 :
ပတ္တဝလဂဂါ (3rd section of Parivara). (2) ff. 56-98: ဘကခူနီဝဘဂးဂ. Second
section of the Sutta Vibhanga of the Vinayapitaka. (3) ff. 99-184: မဟောဝဂဂ
(section of VP giving rules for the Buddhist order). (4) f. 185: စဠဝဂဂ .
Opening leaf only. Copied in 1854-55. [Gift of K.E.J.Henderson, January
1975.]
Or13656 - Palm leaf manuscript, 127 ff., numbered က-လတ္၊ 50 x 6 cm., 9 lines per
side, 43 cm., long, 1.9 chars. Per cm., Burmese script. The leaves have

gilded and red lacquered edges, bound between binding boards, gilded and
lacquered. Some leaves split. စဠဓမမလဒသနောေကဂောရ . Buddhist preaching
and instruction text, partly in verse, of extracts from various works;
compiled by သီရမောေော. Copied in 1817. [Gift of Mrs. Doris Fardon,
April, 1975.]
Or13681 - Folding book (Cream), 53 x 20 cm., of 36 folds, with painted scenes on 34
sides, explanatory text in yellow border underneath, Burmese script; red
leather covers with a tooled design; the paper worn at edges and some
paint flaking. Gilded title on the cover:
ပဌမ၁၂၁၅ခုန္စကစ၍အရပရပေှူလတ္ောမသညအေှူလတ္ောပံုဘရ
ု ော: Depictions
of Royal donations at various places beginning in the year 1215, [part 1].
Scenes of seven merit making ceremonies performed in the years B.E.
1215-1219 (1853-57). The donations were probably made by Queen
Tharasein whose name appears on a paper label stuck on the back cover of
the manuscript; she was a queen of Mindon (ruled 1853-78 A.D.). 19th
century.
Or13714 - Palm leaf manuscript, 32 ff., numbered က-ဂဲ၊ 49 x 5 cm., 9 lines per side,
Burmese script. Leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges.
တ္ပငလရွှေထားီ သမုငားရောဇဝင (History of reign of King Tabin Shwe hti).
Copied in 1865.
Or13754 - Shan paper manuscript, 52 ff., 32 x 49 cm. average of 25 lines per side,
text in ink in Shan script. The pages are sewn together at the top, and many
are worn and damaged. Floral decoration in ink in margins of outer first
folio. The text is incomplete at the end. Buddhist text. Late 18th century or
early 19 th century.
Or13765 - Palm leaf manuscript, 12 ff., 52 x 9 cm., 5 lines per side, Pali (Burmese
square script). The leaves are gilded and lacquered with a decoration on
the opening and closing leaves of hamsa birds, and are bound between a
pair of binding boards, decorated with geometric patterns and roundels.
The leaves are badly worn at the edges. Kammavācā. Late 18th century or
early 19 century. [Gift of Rev. Hugh Wake, November 1976.]
Or13766 - Palm leaf manuscript, 7 ff., 44 x 9 cm., 6 lines per side, Pali (Burmese
script). The leaves are silvered and the text in black with decorations of
hamsa and deva on the opening and closing leaves, between a pair of
binding boards, silvered with geometric decorations in red. Kammavācā.
Late 18th or early 19th century. [Gift of Rev. Hugh Wake, November
1976.]
Or13821 - Palm leaf manuscript, 121 ff., 51 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese scripts. The leaves have lacquered and gilded edges and are
bound between plain wooden covers. ခုဒသ
ဒ ကခော။ Copied in 1768.
Or13824 - Folding book (Natural white), 140 ff., 43 x 18 cm. with painted
illustrations. Captions in black ink in Shan script. The story of a Shan
merchant and ruler. Late 19th century.
Or13874 - Palm leaf manuscript, 80 ff., 52 x 5 cm., 8 lines per side. Pali (Burmese
script). The leaves have red lacquered edges. Buddhist text (incomplete at
beginning and end). 19th century.

Or13896 - Boards gilded and lacquered, 16 ff., 56 x 12 cm. Outer sides of first and
last leaves with an unsual and fine decoration in gold and red of scenes
from the Buddha’s life; marging of inner leaves decorated with deva;
between wooden gilded and red binding boards decorated on inside with
hamsa and deva, and on outside with panels of deva and foliage.
Kammavācā. 19th century.
Or13901 - Palm leaf manuscript, 328 ff., numbered က-လရော၊ 49 x 5.5 cm., 11 lines per
side. Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between red lacquered binding boards.
ဋီကောလက ောနသ သစ (လနရငားမ) ၊ Copied in 1904.
Or13915 – Paper folding book (Cream), 24 ff., 51 x 21 cm. Flora, fauna, spirit, etc.
Illustrations include spirit, plants, a Buddhist monastery, zodiac figures, an
elephant goring a tiger. Burmese script. 19th century.
Or13916 – Paper folding book (Cream), 26 ff., 55 x 21 cm. Burmese elephant treatise.
Illustrated on 24 folds with four sets of elephants per opening; Burmese
captions in ink. 19th century.
Or13943 - Palm leaf manuscript, 16 ff., numbered က-ခီ၊ 56 x 12 cm., 6 lines per side,
Pali (Burmese square script). The leaves have gilded and lacquered edges
and are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards decorated with
figures of deities. Kammavācā. 19th century.
Or13947 - Palm leaf manuscript. Contains the text of two as follows:
A. ဓမမပဒ၊ Pali text with Burmese nissaya, ff 1- 114, numbered လထော-ရော၊
45 x 5 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have red
lacquered and gilded edges. Copied in 1878. B. သဒဒါနီတ္သုတ္စဉ၊ on ff.
115 – 140, numbered က-ဂ၊ Copies in 1888.
Or14004 - Folding book (Cream), Buddhist cosmology, 53 x 20 cm., 59 folds with
coloured illustrations of Buddhist heavens and hells and text in Burmese
script on 55 folds; end covers of red leather with fooled flower designs.
19th century.
Or14005 - Folding book (Cream), 75 folds. With coloured illustrations on 67 folds.,
43 x 16 cm. Depicting royal barges and boats. 19th century.
Or14006 - Folding book (Cream), 52 x 20 cm., 37 folds with coloured illustrations of
modes of horsemanship and captions in black ink in Burmese script on 19
folds. 19th century.
Or14007 - Shan folding book, 272 ff., 43 x 17 cm., 8-11 lines per side in black ink.
Text in Shan script. Elaborate gilt and studded covers, gilded at the edges.
19th century.
Or14008 - Ivory manuscript, 18 ff., numbered က-ခ, 54 x 9 cm., 4 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese square script). Kammāvācā. 19th century.
Or14031 - Folding book (Cream), 21 ff., 41 x 19 cm., with illustrations. One side
only. One line of explanatory in Burmese script. Contains six scences on
20 sides: dramatic performance, elephant catching, elephant taming, boat
races, military procession, and a puppet show, with pencil drawings on
reverse side of folds. Rites and ceremonies. Folio 9 bears the legend:
Maung Tsa, painter. 19th century.

Or14043 - Palm leaf manuscript, 172 ff., 51 x 6.5 cm., 9 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and are
bound between wooden binding boards decorated in gold and black with
roundels and birds. Contains three texts: - 1. အဘဓမမတ္သဂဂဟ , numbered.
က-ဂ၊ Pali text. 2. အဘဓမမတ္သဂဂဟနသ , numbered က-လေော၊ Pali and
Burmese text. 3. သဒဒါရစလစောငတ္ွဲ, numbered က-စော၊ Pali and Burmese
text., 19th century.
Or14049 - Folding book (Natural white), 72 ff., 41 x 18 cm., 11 lines per side, Text in
Shan script with black ink on white paper. Gilt and lacquered binding
covers. ဓမမဒပ
ီ နီ။ Dated 1872.
Or14050 - Palm leaf manuscript, Two palm leaf manuscripts with two Jataka texts:(1) သုဝဏ္သောမဇောတ္ ၊ ff. 1-38ff., leaves measure 50 x 6.5 cm., 10 lines
per side, 39 cm. long. Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered. Copied in 1881. (2) လနမဇောတ္နဿယ၊ ff. 39 – 91, leaves
measure 49 x 5.5. cm., 9 lines per side, 41 cm. long, leaves damaged at
edges and some portions of text missing, incomplete at end. Pali with
Burmese nissaya. 19th century.
Or14051 - Palm leaf manuscript, 143 ff., numbered က-ထ၊ (lacks ကော-ခ၊ ည ၊ ငါား-ဍီ၊
ည ) ၊ 51 x 6.5 cm., 10 lines per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves
have gilded and lacquered edges and are bound between wooden binding
boards, with gilded and red lacquered on sides. အဘဓမမတ္တသမဂဂ ဟ (က ဇော)၊ သမဝနစေယ (ဇ-ညီ)၊ ကထနဝနစေယ (ဍ -ထ). 19th century. (The last two
texts were compiled in 1638 AD by Taung-bi-la hsaya daw and are
explanations and decisions on monastic boundary stones and robes).
Or14052 - Palm leaf manuscript, 258 ff., 46 x 5 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and are
bound between wooden binding boards. မန္ုဝဏ္နောဓမမသတ္၊ Part 1-7 & 910, a law code compiled in 1764. Copied in 1854.
Or14053 - Palm leaf manuscript, 243 ff., numbered က-ပ၊ 49 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side,
Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges. A literary
work on verse from the အဘဓမမောသဂဂဟ၊ Pali with Burmese nissaya.
Copied in 1788.
Or14178 - Folding book (Cream), 33 ff., 53 x 22 cm., with painted scenes on 16 sides
of Ramayana with brief captions in Burmese in pencil below, no
explanatory text, paper covers painted in red, yellow and green with floral
borders and prancing lions, the paper worn at the edges and some paint
flaking. 19th century.
Or14196 - European ruled paper, 51 ff., 18 x 23 cm., with entries in ink & pencil in
Burmese & English. Copies of Burmese petitions & court cases of late 19th
century with English translation & note on vocabulary. Late 19th century.
Or14197 – Folding book (Cream), Scenes from the life of the Buddha, 28 ff., 51 x 20
cm., with painted scenes on yellow background on 14 sides, with text
underneath in blank ink, Burmese script, with red leather covers, with

tooled design and inscription on one cover in gilded Burmese script
identifying the contents. Some flaking of paint is apparent. The scenes
depicted are of Prince Siddharthe seeing the last of four signs, the
announcement of his son Rahula; and Prince Siddhartha’ departure from
the palace. This is part four in a series illustrating scenes from the life of
the Buddha. 19th century.
Or14220 - Folding book (Cream), 26 ff., 51 x 30 cm., with painted and gilded scenes
on 12 sides & pencil drawings on 6 sides, text in black ink. Burmese script
beneath scenes, with tooled brown leather covers, each with inscription in
gilded. Burmese script identifying the contents and giving the Burmese
Era date 1225 (1863 A.D.). Some folds torn, and painting on inside folds
damaged and rubbed in places. Six Jatakas are depicted from J. 79
(Kharasara Jakata ) to J. 84 (Atthassadvara Jataka). 19th century.
Or14297 - Folding book (Cream), 52 ff, 49 x 19 cm., with coloured illustrations. The
Burmese text is written in ink in a yellow border running across the bottom
of the pages. Scenes from the life of Buddha, Part 1. Mid 19th century.
Or14298 - Folding book (Cream), 25 ff., 48 x 18 cm., with coloured illustrations. Text
in Burmese, 2-5 lines of Burmese text below each picture. Scenes from the
life of Buddha, Part 2. Mid 19th century.
Or14401 - Palm leaf manuscript, 166 ff., 51 x 7 cm., Pali text in Burmese script, red
and black painted binding boards. သုတ္ပါလထယ ဝါဋကော၊ commentary on
Pātheya section of the Dighanikāya. Copied in 1784.
Or14402 - Palm leaf, gilded and lacquered, 9 ff., 53 x 9.5 cm., Pali (Burmese square
script). Decoration of hamsa on cover leaves. Kammavācā. 19th century.
Or14405 - Folding book (Cream), 81 ff., 41 x 18 cm., part 4 of illustrated life of
Buddha with text of Malalingāra vatthu in ink below scenes. Scene
depicted begin with the story of his physician Jivaka, include the Buddha’s
defeat of the heretics, his performance of the twin miracles, and end with
scenes from various rainy seasons spent by the Buddha. The covers are
gilded with a raised decoration and the title as:
မောေောေကဂောရဇောတ္လတ္ောစတ္ုတ္ထဆုဖုရော၊ c1875.
Or14445 - Palm leaf manuscript, 16 ff., numbered ka-khā, 61 x 16 cm., 6 lines per
side, 57 long, Pali text in lacquer in Burmese square script. Leaves gilded
and decorated in red lacquer, with deva and kinnara on outer leaves and
inner margins, between wooden binding boards, lacquered and gilded with
design rubbed. Kammavācā. 19th century.
Or14527 - Two illustrated sheets (Mulberry paper). (1). 51 x 32 cm. Shan text. Shan
talismanic chart. (2). 30 x 54 cm. Heaven and hell. Pali (Burmese script).
19th century.
Or14530 - Folding book (Cream), 34 ff., 31 x 12 cm. Fortune telling book.
Illustrated. Shan script. 19th century.
Or14532 - Folding book (Cream), 34 ff., 42 x 16 cm., with divination, illustrations in
Thai style and 6-7 lines of text and captions below in black ink, Mon
script. Fortune telling. 19th century.
Or14534 - Folding book (Cream), 139 ff., 41 x 17.5 cm.,with Shan script in blank ink,
8 lines of text per side with some Pali and Burmese and a Burmese
colophon f. 136-7. Copied 1893. Black lacquered cover, with gilding.
ဓမမရောသီ။

Or14535 – Folding book (Cream), 10 ff., 32 x 26 cm., mulberry paper with Shan and
Pali text., fully illustrated with line drawings and diagrams. Fortune
telling book. 19th century.
Or14541 -Yunnanese Shan book. 73 ff., 50 x 33 cm., 18 lines per page. Late 19th
century.
Or14550 - Folding book (Cream), 78 ff., 39 x 13 cm., with colour illustrations on 27
openings, Burmese text and some English notes in ink. Scenes of the
Burmese heavens and hells. Early 19th century.
Or14551 - Folding book (Cream), 39 ff., 41 x 19 cm., with coloured illustrations on
20 openings, covers decorated in maroon and pink. Scenes include a royal
procession, cock fighting, polo, cane ball game, javelin throwing, elephant
taming, elephant fighting, blessing ceremony, capturing of white elephant.
c1870-1890.
Or14553 - Folding book (Cream), 29 ff., 51 x 21 cm., with colour illustrations and
Burmese text in black ink. Cover illustrated with red lacquer and gilded
foliage. Life of Buddha, part 9, illustrated on 12 openings with scenes
from Yasa joining monkhood, defeat of heretics and the serpent king.
Or14570 - Paper folding book (Cream), 20 ff., 22 x 43 cm., with coloured
illustrations. Scenes include royal princes polo playing, elephant taming,
military games, etc. An unusual feature is captions referring to named
historical persons. Manuscript incomplete at beginning. Court
entertainments. 19th century.
Or14666 - Folding book (Cream), 34 ff., 40 x 18 cm., coloured illustrations of a
method of divination with explanation in Burmese. The covers are
lacquered in black. One side is illustrations with notes about birth years.
The other side is about Burmese traditional medicine with tables and
charm. 19th century.
Or14667 – Folding book, 30ff., 20 x 10 cm. with drawings of deities (nats), men,
animals including tigers, lions, birds, etc. & square boxes (numerical
diagrams). Wooden binding board covers. Instructions for tattooing, with
descriptions of the virtues thereby acquired. 19th century.
Or14668 - Folding book (Cream), 29 folds. 34 x 14 cm. Text in Shan and numerical
diagrams with drawing in blank ink on both sides. The covers of the
folding book are lacquered in black and gilded. 19th century.
Or14669 - Folding book (Cream), 22 ff., 38.5 x 11 cm., Burmese text with coloured
diagrams on 21 sides. Pencil diagrams on f. 22. The covers of the parabaik
are lacquered in black. Prescriptions for candle making for
magical/astrological purposes. 19th century.
Or14678 - Shan Maingkaing paper of Shan syllabaries, 4 ff., 34 x 29 cm.
Or14679 - Shan Maingkaing paper of Shan syllabaries, 4 ff., 28 x 34 cm.
Or14680 - Shan Maingkaing paper of Shan syllabaries, 5 ff., 32 x 25 cm., Astrology
(description of months) in Shan script.
Or14681 - Shan Maingkaing paper of Shan religious text, 8 ff., 34 x 49 cm., 22 lines
per side, Shan script.
Or14682 - Shan painting scroll, 65 x 117 cm., coloured painting of Buddhist monk,
pagoda, guards of lion, monastery on Shan Maingkaing paper. No text.
Or14683 - Shan painting scroll, 65 x 117 cm., coloured painting of Buddhist monk,
pagoda, guards of lions, monastery, serpants on Shan Maingkaing paper.
No text.
Or14684 - Seven painted sheets, coloured illustrations of hell scenes, 150 x 74 cm.

Or14725 - Folding book with black and red illustrations and diagrams. Black
lacquered covers. 44 ff., 39 x 18 cm. Amulets and traditional medicine.
19th century.
Or14726 - Folding book (Cream), 34 ff., 41 x 18 cm., Burmese script. Finely painted
folk style colour scenes. Fortune telling manual. Predictions for those born
in years 1820 – 1890. 19th century.
Or14753 - Folding book (Cream), 5 ff., 41 x 18.5 cm., no text. Painted on 3 openings
with a royal procession. Covers painted in dark green with yellow, white
and red lines in oblong pattern. Burmese court scenes. 1885-1900.
Or14798 - Talismans cloth, 39 x 43 cm., with cabalistic diagrams and Shan
inscriptions in black ink.
Or14823 - Folding books (Cream), 37 ff., 43 x 17 cm. Scenes from the lives of
previous Buddha and Gotama Buddha. 19th century.
Or14870 - Folding book (Cream), 63 ff., 39 x 17 cm., illustrated fortune telling
manual, Burmese script with some tables, diagrams.
Side A- The main sequence has 4 illustrations per side, including
depictions of colonial period buildings, followed by a series of scenes from
the life of Buddha. Side B – Traditional medicine and prescription of
candle making for magical purpose. Black lacquered covers. Late 19
century.
Or14885 – Folding book (Cream), 23 ff., 40.5 x 17 cm., coloured illustrations of
cabalistic design and text in Burmese. Burmese treatise on necromancy.
19th century.
Or14953 - Folding book (Cream), 16 ff., 38 x 7.5 cm., 5 lines per side, Khun script in
black ink. Black and red lacquered covers. Punnakasetthi. Dated 1889.
Or14957 – Folding book (Cream), 15 ff., 40 x 18 cm., elaborate raised covers,
decorted in gold and glass mirror.
မပုခကလတ္ောတ္ငဧခ ငားန္ငေ
ဲ့ ားတ္ောားေွှေဲခ ငားစံု (Royal cradle songs and
lullabies)။ 19th century.
Or14958 - Folding book (Cream), 10 ff., 45.5 x 18.5 cm. Burmese divination manual.
Coloured illustrations of methods of divination with explanations. 19th
century.
Or14963 - Folding book (Cream), 12 ff., 41 x 18 cm., with scenes of British
deposition of King Thibaw (Dec. 1885). Court scenes. 19th century.
Or14964 - Folding book (Cream), 15 ff., 40 x 18 cm., illustrated in colour with text
and captions in black ink. Burmese script with illustrations (include men,
women, and animals in colour). The covers of the parabaik are lacquered
in black. Fortune teller’s wisdom/ A work on astrology. Some later date
calculations added in pencil and biro. Date on the cover 1280 B.E. [=1918
A.D.]
Or14965 - Folding book (Cream), 24 ff., 48 x 16 cm., illustrated on both sides with
Burmese and Pali text. Coloured illustrations and captions in black ink.
Cosmology text depicting Buddhist heavens and hells. Early 19th century.
Or14966 - Folding book (Cream), 55 ff., 24 x 9.3. cm., 10 lines per side. Burmese
script, very fine writing in black ink. Magical and cabalistic text; text and
line illustrations of magical squares, numerical tables, diagrams, and
illustrations include animals, nats. Side A – Burmese traditional medicine.
Side B – tattoo patterns, instructions and descriptions of preventing evils
and weapons. Late 19th century.

Or14967 - Folding book (Cream), 10 ff., 33 x 13 cm. Burmese script with numerical
tables, diagrams and illustrations (in red and black ink). The covers are
lacquered in black. Instructions of using the numerical tables (muntra) to
get charm. 19th century.
Or15021 - Folding book (Cream), 30 ff., 45 x 18 cm., coloured illustrated. Scenes of
court festivals associated with certain months. Late 19th century.
Or15086 - Palm leaf manuscript, 324 ff., numbered က-ရော၊ 53 x 5 cm., 7 lines per
side, Pali (Burmese square script), leaves gilded at edges with gilded
wooden binding boards with floral design. Supplementary leaves
unnumbered. ပါရောဇကဏပါဠလတ္ောပါဌ (Monastic rules of Theravada
Buddhism). 19th century.
Or15202 - Palm leaf manuscript, 143 ff., numbered ဒဲ-လသော၊ 51 x 6 cm., 11 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges and are
bound between a pair of gilded wooden binding boards, decorated with
inset mirror work and coloured glass. Contents: စတ္တယမုကပါဌလတ္ော၊
ဓမမယမုကပါဌလတ္ော၊ ဓါတ္ုယမုကပါဌလတ္ော၊ ဉောနန္ဒယယမုကပါဌလတ္ော။ 19th
century. [Donated by Mrs Mary Isabel Trafford Smith, 1995.]
Or15203 - Gold & silver tribute flowers. 19th century
Or15204 - Burmese Royal letters. All letters are illuminated with floral borders; the
letters from the British with coloured floral patterns, and the Burmese
documents with gold patterns. (A) Letter from Queen Victoria to the King
of Burmah. Dated 1871, 53 x 42 cm. (B) Letter from W. Gladstone to the
King of Burmah. Dated 1871, 53.5 x 43 cm. (C) Royal order (King
Mindon), Burmese 14 June 1872, 45 x 34 cm. (D) Royal order (King
Mindon), 21 February 1877, 42 x 32 cm. (E) Gladstone’s letter. Dated
1871, 15 x 29 cm. (F) Envelope, 15 x 29 cm.
Or15241 - Folding book (Cream), 76 ff., illustrations on ff. 1-37; text on ff 38 – 76.
Coloured illustrations on one side and Burmese text on the other. Jataka
scenes including Suvannasama, King of Bhiriyakkha and Vessantara. Text
is about Buddha’s first sermon (Dhammacakra), heaven, Himavanta, etc.
Mandalay. Colophon 1895.
Or15270 – Folding book (Cream), 20 ff., 31.5 x 13.5 cm. Coloured illustrations of a
method of divination with explanations in Burmese. 19th century.
Or15271 – Folding book (Cream), 26 ff., 29.5 x 10 cm. The illustrations in black and
red. A few lines of Burmese script, followed by numerical diagrams. Black
lacquered covers. Magical text. 19th century.
Or15281 - Folding book (Cream), 36 ff., 39 x 18 cm., Side A – Illustrated fortune
telling with magical diagrams, Side B - traditional medicine. Early 20th
century.
Or15282 - Folding book with gilded edges, 65 ff., 41 x 18 cm., Burmese text on the
528 metta and Shan religious text, with ornate gold & mirrored covers,
copied 1886.
Or15283 - Palm leaf manuscript, 25 ff, 53 x 6.8 cm. Incited palm leaf, vertically
strung, double sided. Illustrated heavens and hells, cosmology with text in
Burmese and Pali. With cloth wrapper. 19th century.
Or15284 - Folding book, with illustrations in black and red of heavens and hells.
16ff., 36 x 16 cm., 20 lines per side. 19th century.

Or15671a - Folding book (Black), 18 ff., 37 x 12 cm., tattoo folding book with tables,
drawings and instructions. Text in white steatite pencil. Animal drawings
with Pali devotions. Lacquered covers. 19th century.
Or15671b - Folding book (Black), 24 ff., 17 x 8.5 cm., tattoo folding book with
drawings. Text in white steatite pencil. Pali (Burmese script). Illustrations
include deities and animals. 19th century.
Or15671c - Folding book (Black), 12 ff., 18 x 6 cm., Tattoo folding book with
drawings in a good style of deities, men, animals, etc. Text in white
steatite pencil. Pali (Burmese script). Lacquered covers. 19th century.
Or15671d - Folding book (Black), 32 ff., 12 x 5 cm., Small tattoo folding book with
tables, drawings which are for protection against all evil things. Some
notes are about Burmese traditional medicine. Animal drawings with Pali
devotions. Text in white steatite pencil. Plain wooden binding boards. Pali
& Burmese. 19th century.
Or15671e -Tattoo wood print block. Standing figure from Burmese mythology, idea
of power and protection. 19th century.
Or15671f - Tattoo wood print block. Standing figure from Burmese mythology and
Powerful tiger. 19th century.
Or15672 - Mulberry bark astrology book, 60 ff., 28 x 25 cm., Illustrations of magic
square boxes with symbols and text of tattoo instructions on Shan paper in
black ink. 17-20 lines on each page. 19th century.
Or15673 - Talismanic jacket, Shan style silk jacket with hand painted talismanic
symbols and signs, square boxes with Burmese and Pali (Burmese script)
and numbers and drawings of Buddha and his disciples. [1930?]
Or15674 - Talismanic suit, Shan style silk jacket and trousers with hand painted
talismanic symbols and signs with Burmese and Pali (Burmese script) and
drawings of a Buddhist monk, a sphinx on jacket and lions, tigers on
trousers. [1930?]
Or15675 - Cotton cloth with coloured illustrations. 110 x 86 cm. Buddha seated in
Bhumiphassa mudra in the middle circle. The other two circles
surrounding the Buddha are filled with monk, deva, lion, horse and naga.
Also contains Buddhist sermons. 19th century.
Or15779 - Palm leaf manuscript, 78 ff., numbered ကု-ဎီ၊ 47 x 5 cm. , 10 lines per
side. Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and
are bound between lacquered binding boards. မောေောေကဂောရ။ Incomplete.
Copied in 1860.
Or15780 - Palm leaf manuscript, 106 ff., numbered က-ညူ၊ 51 x 6.5 cm. , 10 lines per
side. Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges.
Lacks covers. မဟောလဝသန္တရောဇောတ္၊ Copied in 1840.
Or15781 - Palm leaf manuscript, 113 ff., numbered က-ညံ၊ 46 x 5 cm., 8 lines per
side. Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between thick binding boards. ကခဂ ါပါဌ။ Copied in
1847. [Presented by Mr L. Meredith of the Union Jack Club, 16 July,
1947.]
Or15782 - Palm leaf manuscript, 120 ff., numbered က-လည၊ 48 x 5 cm., 8 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered

edges and are bound between wooden covers. Sangruil Pali to & Sangruil
nisya. Copied in 1880.
Or15783 - Palm leaf manuscript, 53 ff., numbered က-န္ု၊ 48 x 5.2 cm., 9 lines per side.
Pali & Burmese., Wooden covers. လနမယဇောတ္။ Copied in 1838. [Donated
by Mrs Zena Andrews.]
Or15784 - Palm leaf manuscript, 69 ff., numbered စ-လဋော၊ 48.5 x 6 cm.,11 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges.
လပထလကောပလဒသပါဌ။ Copied in 1865.
Or15785 - Palm leaf manuscript, 49 ff., numbered က-စ၊ 24 x 5 cm., 8 lines per side,
Burmese script. မဟောနန္ဒောကွနခ ောက မား။ 19th century.
Or15786 - Palm leaf manuscript, 50 ff., numbered က-စော၊ 24 x 5 cm., 9 lines per side,
Pali (Burmese script). The leaves are bound between wooden binding
boards. အသတ္ဓါတ္က မား။ Copied in 1892.
Or15787 - Palm leaf manuscript, 18 ff., numbered က-ခ၊ 25 x 5 cm., 8 lines per side,
Burmese script. The leaves are bound between wooden binding boards.
မန္ုဓမမသတ္အလမွခနား။ 19th century.
Or15788 - Palm leaf manuscript, 247 ff., numbered က-လပ၊ 50 x 5 cm., 8 lines per
side,. Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between wooden bindinding boards. မဟောဝါနဿယ၊၊
အပုငား၁။ 19th century.
Or15795 - Palm leaf manuscript, 245 ff., numbered က-ပ၊ 51 x 6.2 cm., 10 lines per
side. Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have red lacquered edges and
bound between a pair of rough wooden binding boards. အပါဒါနနသ ၊
Contents – ြုဒအ
ဓ ပါဒါန၊ ပလစစကြုဒအ
ဓ ပါဒါန၊ လထရအပါဒါန။ Copi ed in
1886. [UCLR]
Or15796 - Palm leaf manuscript, 143 ff., numbered က-ထံ၊ 41 x 6 cm., 12 lines per
side. Pali and Burmese scrips. The leaves have gilded edges. Lacks
binding boards. ကခဂ ါဂဏ္ဍ(လခ ောငားလကောကဆရောလတ္ော)။ Copied in 1895.
[UCLR]
Or15797 - Palm leaf manuscript, 277 ff., numbered က-ြ၊ 49.5 x 6.4 cm., 11 lines per
side. Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and bound between red lacquered covers. အဌသောေနဂဏ္ဍ။ Copied
in 1892. [UCLR]
Or15798 - Palm leaf manuscript, 199 ff., numbered က-ထ၊ 49 x 5.5 cm., 10 lines per
side. Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have red lacquered edges and
bound between red lacquered binding boards. Contents :
သုတ္လပါငားနဿယ(က-လညော)၊ ဝဇယသုတ္(က-က)၊

ကောယဝနစေန္ဒယသုတ္(က-လခ)၊ ဒွတ္တသကောယကမမဌောန(ခဲ-ခါား)၊
အနတ္တေကခဏသုတ္(ဂ-ဂါ)၊အောဒတ္တသုတ္(ဂါား)၊ အပရဟောနယသုတ္(ဃောလဃော)၊ ဓမမစကကော(ငဲ-စ)၊ အနမတ္ဂဂသတ္
ု (စီ-ဆံ)၊ ဆဒသောဘောဝသုတ္(ဆောား-ဇော)၊
လမတ္တောနသံသသုတ္(ဇ)၊ မဟောရောဂုလေောဝါဒသုတ္(လဇ-ေ)၊
စဠရောဟုလေောဝါဒသုတ္(ေီ -ေူ)၊ အဘဏ ရောဟုလေောဝါဒသုတ္နသ (လေ)၊
အဂဂခလန္ဒောပမသုတ္နသ (ေဲ -လညော)၊ ကပပဝဏ္နော(ညံ- ထ)။ Copied in 1869.
[UCLR]
Or15799 - Palm leaf manuscript, 246 ff., numbered က-ပ၊ 50 x 5 cm., 9 lines per
side. Burmese and Pali scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between lacquered and gilded thick wooden binding
boards. ပါရောဇကနပါဠလတ္ော(ဦားဝါယမ)။ Copied in 1853. [UCLR]
Or15800 - Palm leaf manuscript, 275 ff., numbered က-ဘ၊ု 48 x 6 cm., 11 lines per
side, Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between red lacquered binding boards.
သုစတ္တောေကဂောရပါဠနဿယ(ရငဥတ္တမေကဂောရ)။ Copied in 1891. [UCLR]
Or15801 - Palm leaf manuscript, 242 ff., numbered က-န၊ 51 x 5 cm., 12 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between red lacquered binding boards.
ဋီကောလက ောနဿယ။ Copied in 1886. [UCLR]
Or15802 - Palm leaf manuscript, 278 ff., numbered က-ဘီ၊ 49 x 6 cm., 11 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards.
ကမမဌောနားဒီပနီတ္တ္ယပင
ု ား။ 19th century. [UCLR]
Or15803 - Palm leaf manuscript, 127 ff., numbered က-ဋီ၊ 11 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese script). The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and
bound between wooden binding boards. Contains 4 items.
(၁) ဓါတ္ုကထောပါဠလတ္ော(က-ဃ)၊
(၂) ပစစေောတ္စပညောတ္(ဃော-ဆော) ၊
(၃) သုစတ္တောေကဂော(ဆီ-လေော) ၊
(၄) သခဂ ါပဝဏောပါဠ (လေော-ဌီ ) ။
Copied in 1813. [SPG donation, on cover. ]
Or15804 - Palm leaf manuscript, 161 ff., numbered က-ဎု၊ 48 x 6 cm., 10 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between red lacquered binding boards.
Contains 4 parts.

(၁)နောမသုတ္တမောေောဂဏ္ဍu (က-ဃ)၊
(၂)ကောရဏသုတ္တဂဏဂန္တသတ္တပုဒမပစစညားသောမသသုတ္တမောေော (ဃီ-ဆု)၊
(၃)အခ ောတ္သုတ္တမောေော (ဆ-ဋူ)၊
(၄)ကတ္သုတ္တမောေော (လဋ-ဎု)။
19th century. [UCLR]
Or15948 - Hanging cloth, 122.5 x 117.5 cm., Burmese religious painting cloth.
Buddhist saint (Rhan Sivali) seated in the middle surrounding with eight
planets. Contains cabalistic squares, Buddhist praying words in Pali
(Burmese script). 19th century.
Or15949 - Two palm leaf manuscript belts. (Woven wrapping ribbons). 410 cm. and
420 cm. long with Burmese text.
Or15950 - Three sheets of Shan paper. (1) 26 x 25.5 cm., Shan alchemy formulas with
illustrations of naga (serpent); (2) 45 x 42.5 cm., Shan amulet with
illustrations of men and women; (3) 47.5 x 34.5 cm., illustrations of
worship Shin Sivali Thera and Shin Upagote Thera with Shan text.
Or15951 - Writing tool in bamboo cover. Iron stylus (ကညစ).
Or15952 - Palm leaf manuscript, 63 ff., 14 x 5 cm., 100 year calendar with sign of the
zodiac. Burmese script. The leaves are bound between wooden binding
boards. Pali and Burmese scripts. 19th century.
Or15985 - Palm leaf manuscript, 303 ff., numbered က-မောား၊ 47 x 5 cm., 9 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and lacquered edges
and are bound between a pair of plain wooden binding boards.
သလမောဂဏ္ဍ(လရွှေလတ္ောငဆရောလတ္ော)၊ Copied in 1838. [UCLR]
Or15986 - Palm leaf manuscript, 125 ff., numbered ဆ-ထု၊ 53 x 5.6 cm., 10 lines per
side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded edges, and are bound between
red lacquered boards.
သောသနောေကဂောက မား(မဟောရောဇသကကဂန)န္ငအတ္ု
ေ ဖတ္ထံားု ၊ Copied in
ဲ့
1868. [UCLR]
Or15987 - Palm leaf manuscript, 321 ff., numbered က-လခ ၊ 48 x 5 cm., 10 lines per
side, Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges, and are bound between a pair of red lacquered boards.
အဘဓမမတ္တဒီပနီ၊ Copied in 1902. [UCLR]
Or15988 - Palm leaf manuscript, 305 ff., လဆ-ဠံ၊ 49.5 x 5.8 cm., 10 lines per side,
Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges, and
are bound between red lacquered binding boards.
ဝစတ္တလဒသနော(ရငမုနန္ဒလဃောသ)၊ 10 vols. Copied in 1831. [UCLR]
Or15989 - Palm leaf manuscript, 194 ff., numbered က-ေဲ၊ 49.8 x 5.8 cm., 10 lines
per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges, and are bound between plain wooden binding boards.
ပကဏ္ပုတ္တ(၅)ပုငားန္ငကညဒီ
ပနီ။ Copied in 1872. [UCLR]
ဲ့

Or15990 - Palm leaf manuscript, 268 ff., numbered က-ပါ၊ 52 x 6 cm., 11 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges, and are bound between red lacquered binding boards.
ဝနယသမဟဝနစေ။ Incomplete at end. No date found. 19th century. [UCLR]
Or15991 - Palm leaf manuscript, 223 ff., numbered က-ဓ၊ 50 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side,
Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges,
and are bound between a pair of plain, thick wooden binding boards.
Contains 3 items - မဂဂါမဂဂပတ္ပဒါ (က-လပါ)၊ဲ့ စတ္တနဂဂဟ (လပေါ်-လတ္)၊
ဓရဂုမဘောကထော (ထဲ-ဓ) ။ Copied in 1874. [UCLR]
Or15992 - Palm leaf manuscript, 53 ff., numbered က-ငု၊ 49 x 5 cm., 11 lines per
side, 5 cm. margin, 39 cm. long, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have
gilded and red lacquered edges. No covers. The leaves are frayed and f. 29
is damaged. ပါရမီဒပ
ီ နီ။ Copied in 1873. [UCLR]
Or15993 - Palm leaf manuscript, 258 ff., numbered က-ဖု၊ 48.5 x 6 cm., 10 lines per
side, 4 cm. margin, 40.5 cm. long, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves
have gilded edges and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding
boards. Contents: ြဟုသတ္
ု ပါဠ၊ ြဟုသတ္
ု ဒီပနီနသ ၊ ြဟုသတ္
ု နသ ။ 19th
century. [UCLR]
Or15994 - Palm leaf manuscript, 244 ff., numbered ဃ-ဖံ၊ 52 x 6 cm., 10 lines per
side, 5 cm. margin, 42 cm. long, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves are
soiled and many split and damaged, some leaves are broken off and some
portion missing. အဘဓမမတ္တသမဂ ဟနဿယ၊။19th century. [UCLR]
Or16011 - Palm leaf manuscript, 235 ff., numbered က-လန၊ 53 x 6 cm., 11 limes per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges. Corner at
front cover and first few folios are damaged. The leaves are bound
between a pair of red lacquered binding boards.
သဂါထောဝဂဂသယ
ံ ုတ္ပါဠလတ္ော(လေောကမနကငားဆရောလတ္ော) ။ Copied in 1927.
[UCLR]
Or16012 - Palm leaf manuscript, 312 ff., numbered က-ယောား၊ 50.5 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines
per side, 5 cm. margin, 40.5 cm. long, Pali and Burmese scripts. The
leaves are bound between a pair of plain wooden binding boards.
ဋီကောဒွါရနဿယ(ဆံထ
ု ောားဆရောလတ္ော)။ Copied in 1761. [UCLR]
Or16013 - Palm leaf manuscript, 272 ff., numbered က-လြော၊ 49.5 x 5 cm., 8 lines per
side, Burmese and Pali scripts. The leaves have red lacquered edges and
are bound between a pair of plain wooden binding boards. အဠသောေနသ ။
Copied in 1803.
Or16014 - Palm leaf manuscript, 239 ff., numbered က-န၊ 52.5 x 7 cm., 12 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered

edges and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards.
အဘဓါနဋီကောနသ (ဦားပညောသောမ)။ Copied in 1894.
Or16015 - Palm leaf manuscript, 197 ff., numbered က-ထ၊ 49 x 6 cm., 11 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges and are
bound between plain wooden binding boards. သဒဒါငယနသ (ဦားဝါယမ)။
Copied in 1850. [UCLR]
Or16016 - Palm leaf manuscript, 237 ff., numbered က-လနော၊ 49 x 5 cm., 10 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges and red
lacquered edges and are bound between a pair of gilded and red lacquered
binding boards. ဝနညားသမဂ ဟနသ ။ Copied in 1865. [UCLR]
Or16017 - Palm leaf manuscript, 250 ff., numbered က-ဝ၊ 49.5 x 5 cm., 11 lines per
side, Burmese and Pali scripts. The leaves have gilded edges and are
bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards. ဝဇီရောြုဒကောန
ဓ
သ
(ဦားဉောဏ)။ Copied in 1926. [UCLR]
Or16018 Palm leaf manuscript, 278 ff., numbered က-ြ၊ 48 x 5.5 cm., Pali and
Burmese scripts. The leaves have red lacquered edges, and are bound
between a pair of red lacquered binding boards. မန္ုဝဏ္နော။ Copied in
1864. [UCLR]
Or16019 - Palm leaf manuscript, 302 ff., numbered က-လနော၊ 52 x 5.8 cm., 10 lines
per side, Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have gilded edges and are
bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards.
အဘဓမမောဝတ္ောရဋီကော(လတ္ောငခွငဆရောလတ္ော)။ Copied in 1897. [UCLR]
Or16020 - Palm leaf manuscript, 296 ff., numbered က-ယ၊ 10 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese) script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and are
bound between thick wooden binding boards, with gilding and red
lacquering on the sides. ဧကောဒသ၊ ဒွါဒသ၊ လတ္ရသ၊
ပကဏ္ကနပါတ္ဇောတ္နသ ။ Copied in 1926. [UCLR]
Or16021 - Palm leaf manuscript, 176 ff., 47.5 x 5.8 cm., numbered က-ဎါား၊ 10 lines
per side, Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of thick wooden binding boards, with
gilding and red lacquering on the sides. ဂဠ န ပနနဿယ ။ Copied in 1856.
[UCLR]
Or16022 - Palm leaf manuscript, 171 ff., 51 x 6 cm., numbered ဋီ-အော၊ 12 lines per
side, Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between red lacquered binding boards. Some leaves
are soiled and many split. မဇစမပဏ္ဍောသဋီကောပါဠ ၊ ဥပရပဏ္ဍောသဋီကောပါဠ။
Copied in 1802. [UCLR]

Or16023 - Palm leaf manuscript, 307 ff., 47.5 x 5 cm., numbered က-ယ၊ 9 lines per
side, 4.5 cm. margin, 38.5 cm. long, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves
have red lacquered and gilded edges and are bound between red lacquered
binding boards. ဓါတ္ုမောေောနသ ။ Copied in 1881. [UCLR]
Or16024 - Palm leaf manuscript, 307 ff., 50.5 x 6.5 cm., numberd က-မီ၊ 12 lines per
side, 5 cm. margin, 40.5 cm. long, Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have
gilded edges and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding
boards. သန္ဓရပသဒဓဇောကု၊ နောမရပသဒဓဇောကု၊ ကောရကရပသဒဓဇောကု၊
သမောသရပသ ဒဓဇောကု၊ တ္ဒွတ္ရပသဒဓဇောကု ၊ အောခ တ္ရပသဒဓဇောကု၊
ကတ္ရပသဒဓဇောကု၊ သဒဓ ရပသဒဓဇ ဋီကော၊ သမောသရပသဒဓဋီကော၊
တ္ဒွတ္ရပသဒဓဋီကော၊ အဥခ ောတ္ရပသဒဓဋီကော ၊ အောခ ောတ္ရပသဒဓဋီကော၊
ကတ္ရပသဒဓဋီကော၊ သဒဓတ္တလဘဒစန္တောဒီပနီ၊ သမမန္စ
ဒ န္တောဋီကော။ Copied in 1884.
[UCLR]
Or16025 - Folding book (Black), 17 folds, 44.5 x 17 cm., Text in Burmese script in
white steatite pencil. Mostly too rubbed to read. One side only. Law book.
20th century.
Or16026 - Folding book (Black), 38 folds, 44 x 17 cm., Text in Burmese script in
white steatite pencil. Written on both sides. ဓမမသတ္အတ္ုလကောက။ 19th
century.
Or16027 - Folding book (Black), 19ff., 15 x 40 cm. Written with white steatite
pencil. Poetries on one side and statements of Headman (မမ ြို့သကကီား) on
another side. 19th century.
Or16028 - Palm leaf manuscript, 104 ff., numbered က-လေော၊ 50 x 6 cm., 8 lines per
side, 4 cm. margin, Burmese and Pali scripts. The leaves have gilded
leaves and are bound between red lacquered binding boards.
ပဿဒလက ောငားဆရောလတ္ော၏အနောဂတ္ဝငပါဠလတ္ောန၊သ ။ Copied in 1803.
Or16029 - Palm leaf manuscript, 197 ff., numbered က-တ္ု၊ 52 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have red lacquered edges and
are bound between wooden binding bo ards. အဘဓါနနသ ။ Copied in
1844.
Or16030 - Palm leaf manuscript, 60 ff., numbered က-စီ၊ 50 x 6 cm., 10 lines per side,
5 cm. margin, Burmese and Pali scripts. The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges and are bound between wooden binding boards.
ဓမမပဒဝတ္တ နသ ။ 19th century.
Or16052 - Shell manuscript, closed dimensions 23 x 25 x 6 cm.; folios 19 x 21 cm.
Burmese petition from the people of Myeik addressed to the British
Governor of Burma, printed on two silk leaves mounted on metal frames,
bound within an oyster – type shell, adorned with decorative silver wires
resembling butterfly antennae. Copied in 1907. Restricted.

Or16078 - Ivory manuscript, 36 ff, က-ဂါား၊ 53 x 8 cm., 5 lines per side, Pali (Burmese
script). Black lacquered text, red lacquered with ivory decoration binding
boards. Kammavācā. [Received from Doris Duke Foundation, 8.12.2004.]
Or16079 - Shan folding book, 286 ff., un numbered, 40 x 17 cm., gilded edges and
covers have flowerer borders and panels, embossed, gilded and with inlaid
glass decoration. သခဂ ါရဘောဇနီက မား။ Copied in 1916. [Received from
Doris Duke Foundation, 8.12.2004.]
Or16080 - Binding board with ivory decoration. 59 x 6.5 cm. [Received from Doris
Duke Foundation, 8.12.2004.]
Or16103 - Palm leaf manuscript, 133 ff, ဓု-သဲ၊ 48 x 6 cm., 10 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and are
bound between red lacquered wooden binding boards. သလခဂပဝဏ္နောနသ ။
Copied in 1905. [UCLR]
Or16104 - Palm leaf manuscript, 160 ff., လဋ-လတ္ော၊ 47 x 5 cm., 10 lines per side, Pali
and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges and are bound between
thick binding boards with red lacquering on sides. စဠဝါပါဠလတ္ောနဿယ။
Copied in 1876. [UCLR]
Or16105 - Palm leaf manuscript, 85 ff., ညော-ထ၊ 50 x 6.5 cm., 10 lines per side,
Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and are
bound between red lacquered binding boards. ကမဘောဦားက မား။ Copied in
1888. [UCLR]
Or16106 - Palm leaf manuscript, 218 ff., က-ဓဲ၊ 47 x 5 cm., 10 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges and are bound between red
lacquered binding boards. ဝနောယောသောရဂဏ္ဍဝဋီကောက မား၊ Copied in 1898.
[UCLR]
Or16107 - Palm leaf manuscript, 142 ff., စဲ-လဒ၊ 48 x 5.5 cm., 10 lines per side, Pali
and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges and are bound between
red lacquered binding boards. ြုဒဝ
ဓ ငပါဠလတ္ောနဿယ။ Copied in 1866.
[UCLR]
Or16108 - Palm leaf manuscript, 209 ff., ညဲ-ရောား၊ 48 x 5.5 cm., 10 -11 lines per side,
Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges
and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards.
ဝပတ္လနောဒနီဋက
ီ ောနသ ။ Copied in 1884. [UCLR]
Or16109 - Palm leaf manuscript, 154 ff., ေူ-ဖု၊ 47 x 5.5. cm., 10 lines per side, Pali
and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges, and
are bound between a pair of lacquered binding boards.
သမဂ ဟဂဏသစ(ဘုရောားကကီားဆရောလတ္ော)။ Copied in 1884. [UCLR]
Or16110 - Palm leaf manuscript, 146 ff., ဓါား - ဏီ၊ 51 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per side,
Burmese and Pali scripts. Wooden binding boards. ခုဒသ
ဒ ကခောနသ ။ Copied
in [186-?]. [UCLR]

Or16111 - Palm leaf manuscript, 35 ff., က- လဂါ၊ 48 x 5.5 cm., 10 lines per side,
Burmese and Pali scripts. No binding boards. Pali and Burmese scripts.
နြဗောနေမား ပဝနစေယ။ Copied in 1892. [UCLR]
Or16112 - Palm leaf manuscript, 65 ff., ဒ-ြ၊ 48 x 5.5 cm., 10 lines per side, 4.5 cm.,
Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges.
No covers. ဓလမမောပလဒသ (ဓမမသကကဂန)။ Copied in 1874. [UCLR]
Or16134 - Silver document case, 78 cm. long, decorated with bands of mythical
animals, lotus leaves and geometric designs, with an inscription in
Burmese script as ဓညဝတ္ီမမ ြို့ဝနမငားမမံုရွောသကကီားဦားထွနားအောားတ္ောဝနလက မွနလသောလကကောငခ
ဲ့ ီားမ င ဲ့
ေုက
သည ။ Dated 1907.
Or16135 - Palm leaf manuscript, 372 ff., က-လအော၊ 49 x 5 cm., 7 lines per side, Pali
and Burmese. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and are
bound between black and red lacquered binding boards.
အဘဓမမောကထောဝတ္တ နသ က မား။ Copied in 1850.
Or16136 - Boards, lacquered and gilt, 16 ff., က-ဃ၊ 51 x 12 cm., 6 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese square script) in dark brown lacquer. End leaves decorated with
devas; with a pair of wooden binding boards, gilt and lacquered outside
with floral motif and lions in panels. Kammavācā. 19th century.
Or16137 - Shan scroll with painted wrapping, Shan script on maikhaing paper, 27 ff.,
46 x 30 cm. Shan Buddhist work. Late 19th century.
Or16138 - Palm leaf manuscript, 44 ff., က-လဃ၊ 24 x 6 cm., 10 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges and are bound between red
lacquered and gilded binding boards. ဂုဏလတ္ောပါဠအနက ၊ဓမမစကကောနသ ၊
အနတ္တေကခဏသုတ္။ Late 19th century.
Or16139 - Palm leaf manuscript, 141 ff., ေ - ယ၊ 49 x 6 cm., 11 lines per side, Pali
and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges and are bound between
red lacquered binding boards. Contains 4 items – (၁) သမမ န္တောစတ္တနသ ၊ (၂)
ဋီကောလက ောပါဠ¨ ၊ (၃) ရပလြဒပကောသနီနသ ၊ (၄) နရုတ္တသဂဂဟနသ ။
Copied in 1850 & 1860.
Or16149 - Palm leaf manuscript, 152 ff., လဃော-ထဲ၊ 49 x 5 cm., 9 lines per side, Pali
and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and
are bound between wooden binding boards, with red lacquering and
gilding on sides. ဓါတ္ုကထောနသ သစ၊ မောတ္ကောနသ ။ Copied in 1853 and
1867.
Or16150 - Palm leaf manuscript, 75 ff., ခ-လဇ၊ 48 x 5 cm., 9 lines per side, Burmese
script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and between

wooden binding boards, with red lacquering on sides. ပါတ္လမောကခနသ ၊
အရယောေကဂောရလရားသည ။ Copied in 1890.
Or16151 - Palm leaf manuscript, 60 ff., က-ငါား၊ 49 x 5 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali and
Burmese scripts. The leaves have red lacquered edges and are bound
between wooden binding boards. မဟောဇနကဇောတ္က။ Copied in 1768.
Or16152 - Palm leaf manuscript, 224 ff., ေောား-ေောား၊ 50 x 4.5 cm., 7 lines per side,
Burmese and Pali scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges
and are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards, with gilding and
red lacquering on sides. မလဟောသဓဇောတ္။ Copied in1850.
Or16153 - Folding book (white), 14ff., 55 x 26.5 cm. Text in Burmese of magical
observances with the drawings of twelve months cycle on five
folds.လယောဂယကတ္ောက မားထွကစစခ ီလသောအခါစုဘရ
ု ောား။ 19th century.
Or16154 - Folding book (white), 19ff., 53 x 21 cm. Amulets with instructions and
chronology of the kings of Burma. ရောဇဝငပုရပုက။ 19th century.
Or16155 - Palm leaf manuscript, 70 ff., ဃော-ေံ ၊ 51 x 6.5 cm., 10 lines per side, Pali
and Burmese scripts. Lacks binding boards. ဝနညားမတ္စုဦားပုညစော။ 19th
century. [UCLR]
Or16156 - Palm leaf manuscript, 69 ff., က-လစော၊ 49 x 5.5 cm., 7 lines per side,
Burmese and Pali scripts. လနမဇောတ္နသ ။ Copied in 1880. [UCLR]
Or16157 - Palm leaf manuscript, 49 ff., စော-ည၊ 51 x 6.5 cm., 11 lines per side, Pali
script. The leaves have gilded edges. Lacks binding boards.
ကဝသောရဋီကော။ Copied in 1884. [UCLR]
Or16158 - Palm leaf manuscript, 250 ff., က-လပ၊ 49 x 5.5 cm., 10 lines per side, Pali
and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges and are bound between
a pair of red lacquered binding boards. အရငအရယောေကဂောရ၏သုတ္မဟော
ဝါနသ ။ Copied in 1908. [UCLR]
Or16193 - Palm leaf manuscript, 341 ff., က- လဝါ၊ 49.5 x 5 cm., 10 lines per side, Pali
and Burmese scripts. The leaves have red lacquered and gilded edges and
are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards. မေပဏ္သပါဠလတ္ော၊
Copied in 1871.
Or16194 - Palm leaf manuscript, 298 ff., က-ရော၊ 50 x 5 cm., 10 lines per side. Pali and
Burmese scripts. The leaves have red lacquered edges and are bound
between a pair of thick wooden binding boards. မဏကုဏ္ေဝတ္တ (၉)
တ္ွဲ။ Copied in1839. [UCLR]
Or16195 - Palm leaf manuscript, 295 ff., 49 x 5.5 cm., numbered က-မ၊ 49 x 5.5 cm.,
8 lines per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red

lacquered edges and are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards.
ယသဝဋ္ဋနဝတ္တ (၈)တ္ွဲ ။ 19th century. [UCLR]
Or16196 - Palm leaf manuscript, 35 ff., က-ဂံ၊ 48.5 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines per side,
Burmese script. The leaves have gilded edges and cover on one side only.
ပရမောရဟဆုလတ္ောငား။ Copied in 1773.
Or16197 - Palm leaf manuscript, 46 ff., numbered ဏော-လဒေါ်၊ 49 x 7 cm., 9 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges. No covers.
စောဂတ္ဒီပနီပါဠ။ Copied in 1857.
Or16198 - Palm leaf manuscript, 197 ff., numbered က-လဋ၊ 50 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between wooden binding boards.
အဘဓမမတ္တသမဂဂဟက မား၊(စတ္ပုငား၊ လစတ္သကပုငား၊
ပကဏောပုငား၊ပစစညားပင
ု ားစသညဲ့အဘဓမမောသမဂဂဟက မား ဖစသည) ။ 19th
century.
Or16199 - Palm leaf manuscript, 166 ff., numbered က-ဏ၊ 48.5 x 5.5 cm., 9
lines per side, Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges and are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards.
ပဋသမဘဒါမဂပါဠလတ္ော။ 1758.
Or16200 - Palm leaf manuscript, 278 ff., numbered က-ရဲ၊ 49.5 x 6 cm., 11 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges and are
bound between a pair of red lacquered wooden binding boards.
ပါရောဇကဏအဌကထောနသ ။ Copied in 1923. [UCLR]
Or16201 - Palm leaf manuscript, 260 ff., numbered က-ဖဲ၊ 49.5 x 6 cm., 11 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have red lacquered edges and
are bound between a pair of thick wooden binding boards with red
lacquering on the sides. သဒဒနတ္
ီ ဓါတ္ုမောေောနသ ။ Copied in 1863. [UCLR]
Or16202 - Palm leaf manuscript, 218 ff., numbered က-ဓါ၊ 50.5 x 6.5 cm., 11 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of thick wooden red lacquered binding
boards. သုတ္မဟောဝါအဌကထောနသ ၊။Copied in 1912. [UCLR]
Or16221 - Palm leaf manuscript, 104 ff., numbered က-စ၊ က-လဃ၊ 48 x 5.5 cm., 9
lines per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges and are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards.
အညောဏလဘဒနီ (က-စ)၊ ကမမဌောနဒီပနီ (က-လဃ)။ Copied in 1861 and 1870.
[UCLR]
Or16222 - Palm leaf manuscript, 252 ff., numbered က-ပါား၊ 49.5 x 4 cm., 10 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards with red

lacquered and gilded on the sides. လတ္ရသကဏဋီကောနသ ၊ ပဌမထုပ၊
Copied in 1864. [UCLR]
Or16223 - Palm leaf manuscript, 205 ff., numbered ဂ-ဘော၊ 49.5 x 6.5 cm., 12 lines
per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding
boards. နယမုခဒီပနီပါဌ ၊သံဝဏ္နောယဒီပနီပါဌ၊ ရပကောဒပကောသနီပါဌ ၊
အကခရောလဘဒနီပါဌ ၊ ဓါတ္ုလခဒပကောသနီပါဌ ၊ သောသနမေပါဌ ၊
ဧကခရောပကောသနသ ၊ ရပကဒပကပကောသနီနသ ' နယမဒီပနီနသ ၊
သံဝဏ္နောယဒီပနီနသ ၊ ဂန္ဓသရနနသ
၊ကမမောယနသောရနသ ၊ဝါစလကောပလဒသနသ ၊ ဧကကခရဋီကောပါဌ။ Copied in
1876. [UCLR]
Or16224 - Palm leaf manuscript, 150 ff., numbered က-လဌ၊ 47.5 x 5 cm., 10 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards.
ဋီကောလက ောနသ ။19th century. [UCLR]
Or16225 - Palm leaf manuscript, 224 ff., numbered က-လဒါ၊ 49.5 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards with gilding
and red lacquering on the sides. အလဖဂဂ သောရဒီပဏီဋက
ီ ောနံ၊ Copied in
1841.
Or16226 - Palm leaf manuscript, 117 ff., numbered က -ဒ, 51 x 6.5 cm., 11 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards,
ပါရောဇကဏပါဠလတ္ောနသ (က-ညီ)၊ ပါစတ္ပါဠလတ္ောနသ (ည -ဏီ)၊
ဘကခ နီပါဠလတ္ောနသ (ဏု-ဒ)

' Copied in 1879. [UCLR donation.]

Or16227 - Palm leaf manuscript, 316 ff., numbered က-ယီ၊ 47.5 x 5 cm., 9 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of thick wooden binding boards with
gilding and red lacquering on the sides. အဘဓါနဋီကောနသ ၊ Copied in
1913. [UCLR]
Or16228 - Palm leaf manuscript, 250 ff., numbered က-လနော၊ 47 x 5 cm., 9 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards,
သန္ဒနသ (က-လဂ)၊နောမနသ (လဂါ -ဌောား)၊ ကောရကနသ (ဍ-ထ)၊ သမောသနသ
(တ္ော-လနော)၊ Copied in 1888. [UCLR]
Or16229 - Palm leaf manuscript, 176 ff., numbered က-ေဲ၊ 48 x 6 cm., 10 lines per
side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges.
ဧကနပါတ္ဇောတ္ဝတ္တ ၊ Copied in 1899. [UCLR]

Or16230 - Palm leaf manuscript, 426 ff., numbered က-လခ ၊ 52 x 6.5 cm., 12 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of plain wooden binding boards,
ဝသုဒမဂ
ဓ နသ ၊ ပထမထုပ၊ဒုတ္ယထုပ၊ တ္တ္ယထုပ၊ Copied in 1882.
[UCLR]
Or16241 - Palm leaf manuscript, 354 ff., numbered က-သ၊ 48.5 x 6 cm., 10 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards,
ဋီကောလက ောနသ ၊ 19th century. [UCLR]
Or16242 - Palm leaf manuscript, 99 ff., numbered က-ေောား၊ 49.5 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines per
side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges.
Lacks binding boards, ဝဓရဇောတ္လတ္ော၊ Copied in 1863. [UCLR]
Or16243 - Palm leaf manuscript, 302 ff., numbered စဲ-လသော၊ဲ့ 49 x 7 cm., 12 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges and are
bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards, မေယမုက (စဲ-ဇု )၊
ကန္ဓယမုက (ဇ-လညဲ့) ၊ အောယတ္နယမုကအရလကောက (လည-ဎဲ)၊
သစစယမုကအရလကောက (လဎါ-ဒ
ဲ့ )၊ သခဂ ါရယမုကအရလကောက (လဒ-ပဲ)၊
အန္ုသယ ယမုကအရလကောက (လပါ-ြံ)၊ စတ္တယမုကအရလကောက (ြါား-မ)၊ ဓမမ
ယမုကအရလကောက (မီ-ယောား)၊ ဣနန္ဒ ယယမုကအရလကောက (ရ-လသော)ဲ့ ၊ Copied
in 1890. [UCLR]
Or16244 - Palm leaf manuscript, 160 ff., numbered က-ဎ၊ 51 x 6 cm., 11 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards,
မေပဏ္ောသပါဠလတ္ောနသ ၊ Copied in 1917. [UCLR]
Or16245 - Palm leaf manuscript, 11 ff., 2 parts, numbered က-က၊ က-ကု၊ 49 x 5 cm., 7
- 8 lines per side, Burmese script. Lacks binding boards,
စကလတ္ောရောသမုငား။ Copied in 1638.
Or16246 - Palm leaf manuscript, 305 ff., numbered က-ယု၊ 50 x 5 cm., 8 lines per
side, Pali (Burmese) script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards, with
gilding on the sides, စဠ ဝါနသ ၊ စဠ ဝါပါဌ၊ စဠဝါအဌကထော၊ Copied in
1712.
Or16247 - Palm leaf manuscript, 294 ff., numbered က-မ၊ 48.5 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges. Wooden
binding boards is on one side only, ဒုကန ပါတ္ဇောတ္နသ ။ Copied in 1790.
Or16248 - Palm leaf manuscript, 252 ff., numbered လပါ-ည ူ ၊ 50 x 6 cm., 8 lines per
side, Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have gilded and red lacquered

edges and are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards,
ဧကနပါတ္နဿယ။ Copied in 1773.
Or16249 - Palm leaf manuscript, 278 ff., numbered က-ဘ၊ 48 x 6 cm., 10 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have red lacquered edges and
are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards, with lacquering on
the sides, သုတ္သဂဂဟက မား။ Copied in 1860. [UCLR]
Or16250 - Palm leaf manuscript, 272 ff., numbered က-ြဲ၊ 48 x 5 cm., 8 lines per side,
Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and are
bound between a pair of wooden binding boards, with lacquering on the
sides, ရှု ဖွယ(၆)က မား - ဓလမမောသဓရှု ဖွယ (က-င) ၊ သနထရှု ဖွယ (င-ဇ)၊ အန္ုတ္တ
ရရှု ဖွယ (ဇု-လဌော)၊ ယထောဘတ္ရှု ဖွယ (လဌော-ဏော)၊ မဇုပကရှု ဖွယ (တ္-ဓ)၊
ဓမမပီယရှု ဖွယ (ဓါ-ြဲ)။ Copied in 1844. [UCLR]
Or16254 - Palm leaf manuscript, 107 ff., numbered က-ေံ ၊ 53.5 x 6 cm., 9 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. Lacks binding boards,
သောသနောေကဂောရစောတ္န။ Copied in 1875. [UCLR]
Or16255 - Palm leaf manuscript, 201 ff., numbered က-လထော၊ဲ့ 52 x 7 cm., 12 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges and are
bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards,
တ္ကပဌောနားအရလကောက။ Copied in 1917. [UCLR]
Or16256 - Palm leaf manuscript, 43 ff., numbered ဃံ-ဇု၊ 48 x 5.5 cm., 10 lines per
side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and
are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards, ပါရမီလတ္ောခနားပ ြို့။
Copied in 1872. [UCLR]
Or16257 - Palm leaf manuscript, 30 ff., numbered က-ဂ၊ 51 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side,
Burmese script. The leaves have red lacquered edges. Lacks binding
boards. ကဝေကခဏသတ္ပံုထား ။ Copied in 1852. [UCLR]
Or16258 - Palm leaf manuscript, 331 ff., numbered က-လေ၊ 50.5 x 5.5 cm., 11 lines
per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges and are bound between wooden binding boards, with
gilded and lacquered on the sides. ဧကဒသနပါတ္အဂဂုတ္တ ရပါဠလတ္ော
နသ သစ၊။ Copied in 1904. [UCLR]
Or16259 - Palm leaf manuscript, 295 ff., numbered က-လမ၊ 48.5 x 6 cm., 10 lines per
side, Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards,
ဋီကောဝနစေယ။ Copied in 1896. [UCLR]
Or16260 - Palm leaf manuscript, 75 ff., numbered က-ဆော၊ 47.5 x 5.5 cm., 10 lines
per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red

lacquered edges. Lacks binding boards, လေောကဒီပနပါဠ။ Copied in 1923.
[UCLR]
Or16261 - Palm leaf manuscript, 37 ff., numbered ထဲ-နဲ၊ 47.5 x 6 cm., 10 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges. Lacks binding boards, ဓါတ္ုဒပ
ီ နီပါဠနဿယ။ Copied in 1900.
[UCLR]
Or16262 - Palm leaf manuscript, 19 ff., numbered ဘဲ-ယော၊ 47 x 5.5 cm., 10 lines per
side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges.
Lacks binding boards, ပေပစောားဦားလဖ ော၏လရွှေနောားလတ္ောသွငားဧခ ငား။ Copied in
1900. [UCLR]
Or16263 - Palm leaf manuscript, 25 ff., numbered ဃော-စော၊ 48 x 5 cm., 9 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have red lacquered edges. Lacks
binding boards, ရောဇောနီတ္။ Copied in 1860. [UCLR]
Or16290 - Palm leaf manuscript, 377 ff., numbered က-ဠ ၊ 49.5 x 5 cm., 8 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have red lacquered edges and
are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards, ကခဂ ါနသ ၊ Copied in
1856. [UCLR]
Or16291- Palm leaf manuscript, 291 ff., numbered က-မောား၊ 50 x 6 cm., 11 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges and are
bound between a pair of wooden binding boards, with red lacquered and
gilded on the sides, မေယမုကနသ (က-ခါ)၊ ခန္ဓ ယမုကနသ (ခါ းား- ငါ )၊
ဓါတ္ု ယမုကအလကောက (ငီ-ေူ ) ' သစစယမုကအလကောက (ေူ-လဍ)၊ သ
ခဂ ါရယမုကအလကောက (ဍ-လတ္ော)၊ အန္ုသယယမုကအလကောက (လတ္ော- လဒါ)၊
စတ္တ ယမုကအလကောက (လဒေါ်-လဓေါ် )၊ ဓမမယမုကအလကောက (ဓံ-ပဲ)၊ ဣနန္ဒယ
ယမုကအလကောက (လပါ -မဲ)။ Copied in 1896. [UCLR]
Or16292 - Palm leaf manuscript, 312 ff., numbered က-ရ၊ 50 x 6 cm., 11 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges and are
bound between a pair of red lacquered boards, သံလဝဂဝတ္တ ဒီပနီ၊ ၉တ္ွဲ။
Copied in 1888. [UCLR]
Or16293 - Palm leaf manuscript, 335 ff., numbered က-ေံ၊ 49 x 5 cm., 10 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards, with red
lacquered on the sides. ပနကုဏ္ဍေ၊ ၉တ္ွဲ။ Copied in 1875. [UCLR]
Or16294 - Palm leaf manuscript, 256 ff., numbered က-ြောား၊ 51.5 x 6 cm., 12 lines per
side, Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards, with red
lacquered on the sides. သံယုတ္ဋီကော၊ ၅ပုငား - သံဂထါဝဂဂသယ
ံ ုတ္ဋီကောပါဌ (က-

လေ)၊ နဒါနသံယုတ္ဋီကောပါဌ (ေဲ -ဎဲ)၊ ခန္ဓောဝဂဂသယ
ံ ုတ္ဋီကောပါဌ (လဎါ-လတ္)၊
သဉောယတ္နသံယုတ္ဋီကောပါဌ (တ္ဲ-ဓ)၊ မဟောဝဂဂသယ
ံ ုတ္ဋီကော ((ဓါ-ြောား)။
Copied in 1900. [UCLR]
Or16295 - Palm leaf manuscript, 279 ff., numbered က-ဘ၊ 51 x 5 cm., 11 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards, with red
lacquered and gilded on the sides. မဟောဝါလထရသကဏဋီကောနသ (ကဏောား)၊စဠဝါလထရသကဏဋီကောနသ (ထ-လပါ)၊ဲ့ လထရသကဏ္ဍနသ (လပါ ဘ)။ Copied in 1901. [UCLR]
Or16296 - Palm leaf manuscript, 413 ff., numbered က-ခ ောား၊ 51 x 5.5 cm., 10 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards, with gilded
on the sides. သုတ္မဟောဝါအဠကထောနသ ။ Copied in 1878.
Or16297 - Palm leaf manuscript, 215 ff., numbered က-ဒံ၊ 51 x 6 cm., 11 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards.
လနထအဠကထောနသ ။ Copied in 1899. [UCLR]
Or16298 - Palm leaf manuscript, 290 ff., numbered ဒ-ဇ ံ၊ 49 x 5 cm., 9 lines per side,
Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges
and are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards, with red
lacquered and gilded on the sides. ဒုကနပါတ္နသ အဌကထော။ Copied in
1869. [UCLR]
Or16299 - Palm leaf manuscript, 186 ff., numbered က-တ္ဲ၊ 50 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards, with red
lacquered and gilded on the sides. ပညောကထောနက မား၇တ္ွဲ၊ ပထမတ္ွဲ (က-ခံ)၊
ဒုတ္ယတ္ွဲ (ခါား-လဃော)၊ တ္တ္ယတ္ွဲ (ဃံ-စ)၊ စတ္ုတ္ထတ္ွဲ (လစ-လဇ)၊ ပဉ္စမတ္ွဲ (ဇဲ ညီ)၊ ဆဌမတ္ွဲ (ည -ဌဲ)၊ သတ္တမတ္ွဲ (လဌော-တ္ဲ)။ Copied in 1868. [UCLR]
Or16300 - Palm leaf manuscript, 49 ff., numbered က-င၊ 48.5 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. ပါရမီလတ္ောခနားေကဂော။ Copied in 1887.
[UCLR]
Or16301 - Palm leaf manuscript, 195 ff., numbered က-ထ၊ 48 x 6 cm., 12 lines per
side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded edges and are bound between
a pair of red lacquered binding boards. သံဒ
ု ပဆရောလတ္ော၏ဂမဘီရတ္တလဒသနော။
Copied in 1888. [UCLR]
Or16302 - Palm leaf manuscript, 232 ff., numbered က-နီ၊ 47 x 5 cm., 10 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered

edges and are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards, with red
lacquered on sides. ဒါနပကောသနီတ္ရောားစော။ Copied in 1878. [UCLR]
Or16303 - Palm leaf manuscript, 51 ff., numbered က-င၊ 52.5 x 6 cm., 9 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. ဓမမရောသီတ္ရောားစော။ Copied in 1858.
[UCLR]
Or16304 - Palm leaf manuscript, 83 ff., numbered က-ဆံ၊ 52.5 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines per
side, Burmese script. ဓမမရောသီမဏမဉ္စူစော။ Copied in 1781. [UCLR]
Or16305 - Palm leaf manuscript, 59 ff., numbered ပီ-ယော၊ 47 x 6 cm., 10 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards.
ြုဒပ
ဓ တ္ပကောသနီ။ Copied in 1890. [UCLR]
Or16306 - Palm leaf manuscript, 73 ff., numbered တ္ီ-ဖ၊ 48.5 x 6 cm., 12 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards.
ဝဇီရသောရတ္တသဂဂဟနသ ။ 19th century. [UCLR]
Or16307 - Palm leaf manuscript, 125 ff., numbered က-ဍ၊ 48.5 x 6 cm., 12 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair wooden binding boards, with gilded
and red lacquered on the sides. ဥပရပဏ္ောသပါဠလတ္ောနဿယ။ Copied in
1851. [UCLR]
Or16308 - Palm leaf manuscript, 99 ff. , numbered က-ေောား၊ 49 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines per
side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and
are bound between a pair wooden binding boards, with gilded and red
lacquered on the sides. ပါရမီခဏားအလ ဖ။ Copied in 1858. [UCLR]
Or16309 - Palm leaf manuscript, 53 ff. , numbered ပ-ယု၊ 50 x 5 cm., 11 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards.
မေလမောဂဂေနနဿယ။ Copied in 1894. [UCLR]
Or16310 - Palm leaf manuscript, 35 ff. , numbered ဖ-မ၊ 48.5 x 5 cm., 11 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges. လဒသနကကမဒီပနီ။ Copied in 1888. [UCLR]
Or16311 - Palm leaf manuscript, 49 ff. , numbered န-ဘောား၊ 51 x 6.8 cm., 11 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges. အကခရောဝလသောဓနီ (လမောငားလထောငဆရောလတ္ော)။ Copied in 1899.
[UCLR]
Or16312 - Palm leaf manuscript, 32 ff. , numbered နံ-ဘ၊ 48 x 5.5 cm., 10 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges. သရဏဂုဏန္ငဂု
ဲ့ ဏလတ္ောအနက။ Copied in 1916. [UCLR]

Or16313 - Palm leaf manuscript, 53 ff. , numbered လပါ-ယ၊
50 x 5 cm., 11 lines per
ဲ့
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges. Contains two titles as follows:
(၁) သောသနဝံသ (လပါ-ြ)
ဲ့
(၂) သောသနသုဒဒီ
ဓ ပက (ြော-ယ)
Copied in 1899. [UCLR]
Or16314 - Palm leaf manuscript, 34 ff. , numbered က-လဂေါ်၊ 48 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have red lacquered edges.
လနတ္တဟောရတ္တဒီပနီ (ဆရောလတ္ောပုတ္)။ Copied in 1861. [UCLR]
Or16315 - Palm leaf manuscript, 55 ff. , numbered လခ-ဂု၊ ဘဲ-ေ၊ 49.5 x 6.2 cm., 11
lines per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges. Contains two titles as follows:
(၁) ကွောဒလမောဂဂေောနသုတ္အနက (လခ-ဂု)
(၂) ကွောဒလမောဂဂေောနနသ (ဘဲ-ေ)
Copied in 1893 and 1898. [UCLR]
Or16316 - Palm leaf manuscript, 133 ff., numbered ဆ-ဒ၊ 47 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges. The last folio is broken off and a portion is missing.
ဧကကခရလကောသဋီကောနဿယ ။ Copied in 1891. [UCLR]
Or16317 - Palm leaf manuscript, 35 ff., numbered ခ-လနော၊ 48.5 x 5.5 cm., 10 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges. ဥပါဒသန္တက မား။ Copied in 1868. [UCLR]
Or16318 - Palm leaf manuscript, 26 ff., numbered က-ဂါ၊ 48.5 x 6 cm., 11 lines per
side, Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges. မန္ုဿယလရွှေမ ဉားပါဠ၊ ပထမတ္ွဲ။ Copied in 1897. [UCLR]
Or16319 - Palm leaf manuscript, 71 ff., numbered ဒီ-ဘော၊ 48.5 x 5.5 cm., 10 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges.
ဝနညားကွနခ ော။ Copied in 188-?.[UCLR]
Or16320 - Palm leaf manuscript, 44 ff., numbered က-ဃဲ၊ 49.5 x 5 cm., 8 lines per
side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges.
ယထောဘတ္ရှု ဖွယ။ Copied in 1876. [UCLR]
Or16321 - Palm leaf manuscript, 87 ff., numbered စ-ဍောား၊ 50 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines per
side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges.
ကပပဝဏ္နောဝတ္တ ။ Copied in 1869. [UCLR]
Or16322 - Palm leaf manuscript, 32 ff., numbered က-ဂဲ၊ 49.5 x 5 cm., 9 lines per
side, Burmese script. နရသုခပ ြို့။ Copied in 1885. [UCLR]

Or16323 - Palm leaf manuscript, 70 ff., numbered က-လစော၊ 47 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines per
side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges.
လတ္ောငတ္ွငားလ ဖ။ Copied in 1877. [UCLR]
Or16324 - Palm leaf manuscript, 111 ff., numbered က-ညောား၊

49 x 5 cm., 7 lines per

side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and
are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards. မဟောဝငသံားု တ္ွဲ။
19th century. [UCLR]
Or16325 - Palm leaf manuscript, 98 ff., numbered ပ-ဝု၊ 48.5 x 6 cm., 11 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have red lacquered edges.
ဥပသကဝနစေယ ။ Copied in 1868. [UCLR]
Or16326 - Palm leaf manuscript, 27 ff. , numbered က-ဂ၊ 49 x 6 cm., 10 lines per
side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and
are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards.
လေောကဝဓလမောကွနား (နဝလဒား)။ Copied in 1873. [UCLR]
Or16327 - Palm leaf manuscript, 49 ff. , numbered က-ဃ၊ 47 x 5 cm., 8 lines per
side, Burmese script. The leaves are bound between a pair of wooden
binding boards. နရသုခက မား။ Copied in 1879. [UCLR]
Or16328 - Palm leaf manuscript, 69 ff., numbered ဍော-လတ္ော၊ 49 x 6 cm., 10 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges. သောသကထောနသ ။ Copied in 1887. [UCLR]
Or16329 - Palm leaf manuscript, 57 ff., numbered တ္ော-လြော၊ဲ့ 50 x 6.5 cm., 11 lines
per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges. ပရတ္ကကီားဋီကောနသ ။ Copied in 1899. [UCLR]
Or16332 - Palm leaf manuscript, 39 ff., numbered က-ဃ၊ 51.5 x 5.5 cm., 7 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. ပရမတ္တမဉ္ဇူ။ Copied in 1838. [UCLR]
Or16333 - Palm leaf manuscript, 16 ff., numbered ဘ-ဘ၊ 52 x 6.5 cm., 11 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges. ေကခဏောပကောသနီနဿယ။ Copied in 1902. [UCLR]
Or16334 - Palm leaf manuscript, 34 ff., numbered ဌံ-ဲ့ ဏဲ၊ 48.5 x 5.5 cm., 10 lines per
side, Burmese script. မဂဂေောသောရက မား။ Copied in 1842. [UCLR]
Or16335 - Palm leaf manuscript, 6 ff., numbered က-က၊ 48 x 5.5 cm., 10 lines per
side, Burmese script. ဝဋလတ္ော၁၂ခဏား။ Copied in 1845. [UCLR]
Or16336 - Palm leaf manuscript, 79 ff., numbered က-လဆ၊ ka-che, 50 x 5.5 cm., 7
lines per side, Burmese script. ဓမမရောသီတ္ရောားစော၊။ Copied in 1856.
[UCLR]

Or16337 - Palm leaf manuscript, 51 ff., numbered က-င၊ 50 x 6 cm., 10 lines per side,
Burmese script. The leaves have red lacquered edges and are bound
between red lacquered boards. ဝနစေယပကောသနီဓမမေကဂော။ Copied in
1888. [UCLR]
Or16338 - Palm leaf manuscript, 87 ff., numbered ဋောား- ဓါား၊ 50 x 6 cm., 10 lines per
side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges.
သမဂ ဟအရလကောက။ Copied in 188-?.[UCLR]
Or16339 - Palm leaf manuscript, 152 ff., numbered က-ဍဲ၊ြို့ 49 x 5 cm., 8 lines per side,
Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have red lacquered edges.
သုစကတ္လဒသနော။ Copied in 1875. [UCLR]
Or16340 - Palm leaf manuscript, 67 ff., numbered က-လစ၊ 47.5 x 5.3 cm., 8 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves are bound between wooden
binding boards, with red lacquered on the sides. သောရကထောက မား
(ခငကကီား ပညဲ့) ။ Copied in 1871. [UCLR]
Or16341 - Palm leaf manuscript, 56 ff., numbered ြ-ရဲ၊ 50.5 x 6 cm., 10 lines per
side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges.
မဟောမုနသမုငားပ ြို့ (ဦားန္ားု )၊ Copied in 1861. [UCLR]
Or16342 - Palm leaf manuscript, 14 ff., numbered လြော-ဲ့ ဘောား၊ 49.4 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines
per side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges.
ဩဝါဒထားပ ြို့။ Copied in 1909. [UCLR]
Or16343 - Palm leaf manuscript, 16 ff., numbered က-ခ၊ 49 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side,
Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have red lacquered edges.
မဟောနမကောရပါဌ။ Copied in 1838. [UCLR]
Or16344 - Palm leaf manuscript, 7 ff., numbered က-လက၊ 52 x 6.5 cm., 10 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. ဆြဗီသက မား။ Copied in 1922.
Or16345 - Palm leaf manuscript, 22 ff., numbered က- လခေါ်၊ 49.5 x 6.5 cm., 10 lines
per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. သမထေကခဏောက မား။ Copied in 1838.
[UCLR]
Or16346 - Palm leaf manuscript, 25 ff., numbered က-ဂ၊ 49 x 5.5 cm., 10 lines per
side, Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges.ဝသတ္ ဂါထောဝဏ္နော။ 19th century. [UCLR]
Or16347 - Palm leaf manuscript, 15 ff., numbered လနော- ဖါ၊ 53 x 6 cm., 10 lines per
side, Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have gilded edges. Contains two
titles as follows :
(၁) နယမုခဒီပကပါဌ (လနော-ပ)
(၂) နယမုခဒီပက နဿယ(ပါ-ဖါ)

Copied in 1919. [UCLR donation.]
Or16348 - Palm leaf manuscript, 28 ff., numbered ယံ- ဝါ၊ 49 x 5 cm., 10 lines per
side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges.
လေောကဝဓေကဂော။ Copied in 1921. [UCLR]
Or16349 - Palm leaf manuscript, 27 ff., numbered က-ဂ၊ 39.5 x 6 cm., 10 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges. အဍ္ဍသံခပဓမမေကဂော။ Copied in 1900.
Or16350 - Palm leaf manuscript, 53 ff., numbered ဍီ-လထ၊ 51.5 x 5 cm., 8 lines per
side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges.
တ္ထထံ က မား။19th century. [UCLR]
Or16351 - Palm leaf manuscript, 52 ff., numbered ဆ-ဋီ၊ 51x5.5 cm., ide, Pali
(Burmese script). The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges.
Incomplete at end. ပရမတ္တဝနစေယပါဌ။19th century. [UCLR]
Or16358 - Palm leaf manuscript, 195 ff., numbered က-ထု၊ 50 x 6 cm., 11 lines per
side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and
are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards. ဓမမဝုတ္တောေကဂောရ၉တ္ွဲ။ Copied in 1849. [UCLR]
Or16359 - Palm leaf manuscript, 91 ff., numbered က-လဘော၊ 49 x 6.5 cm., 12 lines
per side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges
and are bound between red lacquered binding boards. Contains three titles
as follows:
(၁) အောဒကပပက မား (က-လဇ)
(၂) လသောမနဿဝတ္တ (ဇဲ -လထော)
(၃) ကပပဝဏ္နောက မား (ထံ-လဘော)
Copied in 1906. [UCLR]
Or16360 - Palm leaf manuscript, 73 ff., numbered ဍ -လဓ၊ 49 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines per
side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and
are bound between a pair of binding boards, with gilded and red lacquered
on the sides. လနမဘံခ
ု နားပ . (ရငအဂဂသမောဓ)။ Copied in 1860. [UCLR]
Or16361 - Palm leaf manuscript, 178 ff., numbered ဇီ-ြ၊ 48 x 6 cm., 12 lines per
side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and
are bound between a pair of gilded and red lacquered binding boards.
ဂမဘီရတ္တလဒသနော (သီားေံုားဆရောလတ္ော)။ Copied in 1894. [UCLR]
Or16362 - Palm leaf manuscript, 22 ff., numbered လတ္ော-ဲ့ ဒဲ၊ 48 x 5.5 cm., 10 lines per
side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and
are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards.
ကြ ောသောရတ္တသတ္ပံုစော။ Copied in 1882. [UCLR]

Or16363 - Palm leaf manuscript, 69 ff., numbered က-လစော၊ 49 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges. လရစကက တ္ရောားစော။ Copied in 1917. [UCLR]
Or16364 - Palm leaf manuscript, 254 ff., numbered က-ပံ၊ 46 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding
boards.ဋီကောဒွါရနဿယ။ 19th century. [UCLR]
Or16365 - Palm leaf manuscript, 111 ff., numbered က-လဒ၊ 49 x 7 cm., 9 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards.
ဥဏောဒနသ ။ Copied in 1891. [UCLR]
Or16366 - Palm leaf manuscript, 245 ff., numbered က-ပု၊ 50 x 6 cm., 11 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards.
မဏသောရမဉ္စူနသ ။ Copied in 1906. [UCLR]
Or16367 - Palm leaf manuscript, 304 ff., numbered က-ယီ၊ 49 x 6 cm., 11 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges and are
bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards. ဋီကောလက ောနသ ။
Copied in 1896. [UCLR]
Or16370 - Silver leaf, 1 ff., 48 x 6 cm., 20 lines, Pali (Burmese script). Buddhist
work. 19th century.
Or16371 - Folding book (Black), of 11 folds, 40 x 12 cm., with writing in white
steatite pencil, written on Side A – သစစောလေားပါား၊ Side B – ပတ္စစသမုပါဒ၊
Pali and Burmese scripts, with embossed and gilded covers. 19th century.
Or16372 - Folding book (Cream), 30 ff., 45 x 17 cm., with astrological coloured
illustrations and years in black ink. Together with illustrated stories, no
text. 19th century.
Or16373 - Silvered palm leaf manuscript, 6 ff., 52.5 x 7.5 cm., 7 lines per side, 49 cm.
long, Pali and Burmese scripts. The outer sides of the first and last leaves
have 6 roundels and flower patterns, the margins of the opening and
closing leaves are decorated with roundels and lower patterns between a
pair of black lacquered binding boards. Bikkhu – Pātimokkha, 19th
century.
Or16376 - Palm leaf manuscript, 302 ff., numbered က-ယောား၊ 51 x 6 cm., 12 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards, with
gilding on the sides. သီေကခံအဌကထောနသ ၊ ပထမထုပ(က-ဎါ)
န္ငဒု
ဲ့ တ္ယထုပ(ဎ-ယောား)။ Copied in 1895. [UCLR]
Or16377 - Palm leaf manuscript, 88 ff., numbered တ္-ြီ၊ 50 x 6 cm., 10 lines per side,
Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges

and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards.
လေောကဒီပဏီပါဌနဿယ။ Copied in 1872. [UCLR]
Or16378 - Palm leaf manuscript, 63 ff., numbered က-ဆ၊ 50.5 x 6 cm., 11 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges. လဒသနောသဂဂဟတ္ရောားစော။ Copied in 1863. [UCLR]
Or16379 - Palm leaf manuscript, 70 ff., numbered က-လစော၊ 50 x 6 cm., 11 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges. အကခရောဝလသောဓနီ။ Copied in 1882. [UCLR]
Or16380 - Palm leaf manuscript, 78 ff., numbered က-ဆ၊

50 x 6 cm., 10 lines per

side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges.
လနမဝတ္တ (ဦားဩဘောသ)။ Copied in 1872. [UCLR]
Or16381 - Palm leaf manuscript, 55 ff., numbered က-လင၊ 50 x 6 cm., 10 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges. ဝီထေကရု ားက မား (လတ္ောငတ္ွငားကကီားဆရောလတ္ောဉောဏေကဂောရ)။ 19th
century. [UCLR]
Or16382 - Palm leaf manuscript, 119 ff., numbered က-ညံ၊ 50 x 6.5 cm., 10 lines per
side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges.
သောသနောေကဂောရ (မဟောဓမမသကကဂန)။ Copied in 1840. [UCLR]
Or16383 - Palm leaf manuscript, 52 ff., numbered ဇော-ဌူ၊ 50 x 5.5 cm., 10 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges. ဓမမနတ္
ီ နသ ။ 19th century. [UCLR]
Or16384 - Palm leaf manuscript, 43 ff., numbered က-လဃ၊ 48 x 5.5 cm., 10 lines per
side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges.
ဆုလတ္ောငားခနားပ ြို့ ။ Copied in 1865. [UCLR]
Or16385 - Palm leaf manuscript, 73 ff., numbered ဋောား-ထောား၊ 55 x 6.5 cm., 10 lines
per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges. အန္ုသန္ဓကကပဒီပနီ။ Copied in 1908. [UCLR]
Or16432 - Palm leaf manuscript, 64 ff., numbered ဓု-ဘဲ၊ 51 x 6.5 cm., 11 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges.
ပဋကတ္သမုငား။ Copied in 1908. [UCLR]
Or16433 - Palm leaf manuscript, 50 ff., numbered က-ငါ၊ 52.5 x 7.5 cm., 13 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges. ဆနားနသ သစ။ Copied in 1889. [UCLR]
Or16434 - Palm leaf manuscript, 26 ff., numbered ငါ-ဆောား၊ 48.5 x 5 cm., 9 lines per
side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges.
ဆုလတ္ောငားခနားေကဂော။ Copied in 1887. [UCLR]

Or16435 - Palm leaf manuscript, 129 ff., numbered လကော-ဲ့ ဌ ၊ 49 x 5.5 cm., 10 lines
per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have red lacquered edges
and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards. Wrap with
cotton cloth and manuscript ribbon. Contains 4 titles as follows:
(၁) ဝုတ္တလမောဂဂေောနပါဌ (လကော-ဲ့ ဃံ)
(၂) ကွောဒလမောဂဂေောနပါဌ (ဃောား-စ)
(၃) မေလမောဂဂေောနပါဌ (လစ-ဇု)
(၄) ကွောဒလမောဂဂေောနနသ (ဇ-ဌူ)
Copied in 1871. [UCLR]
Or16436 - Palm leaf manuscript, 27 ff., numbered က-ဘ၊ 50 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines per
side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and
are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards. တ္ထောဂတ္ုပပတ္တ။
Copied in 1835. [UCLR]
Or16437 - Palm leaf manuscript, 296 ff., numbered က-မဲ၊ 49 x 5.5 cm., 10 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards.
ကခဂ ါန သ (လယောမ)။ Copied in 1907. [UCLR]
Or16438 - Palm leaf manuscript, 21 ff., numbered က- လခါ၊ 47 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per
side, Burmese script. ရငမေဲမပ ြို့။ Copied in 1881. [UCLR]
Or16439 - Palm leaf manuscript, 309 ff., numbered က-လယော၊ 48 x 5 cm., 10 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards.
သဒဒနတ္
ီ ပဒမောေောနသ ။ Copied in 1906. [UCLR]
Or16440 - Palm leaf manuscript, 337 ff., numbered က-ဝ၊ 49 x 6 cm., 10 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards.
ပါတ္လမောကခပဒဝဏ္နောနသ ။ Copied in 1860. [UCLR]
Or16441 - Palm leaf manuscript, 179 ff., numbered က-လဏော၊ဲ့ 55 x 7 cm., 12 lines
per side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges
and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards.
ဓမမမောေော၊ ၅တ္ွဲ ပဌမတ္ွဲ (က-လဂ)
ဒုတ္ယတ္ွဲ (လဂါ-စ)
တ္တ္ယတ္ွဲ (စော-ဇော)
စတ္ုတ္ထတ္ွဲ (ညော-လဏော)ဲ့
Copied in 1882. [UCLR]
Or16443 - Folding book (Cream), 6 ff., 16 x 8 cm., with coloured illustrations of
deities and animals, numerical diagrams with Pali and Burmese

inscriptions of montras/charms. The covers are gilded and red lacquered,
with embossed depictions of flowers. 19th century.
Or16444 - Brass tattooing implement. Approximately 40 centimetres long, three
separate components: a style, tube and weight in flowered design wooden
case. 19th century.
Or16448 - Folding book (Cream), 13 ff., 17 x 40 cm., both sides with text and
illustrations. Prescription for candle making for magical/astrological
purposes with cabalistic magic squares, circles with Shan letters and
numbers, devas, men and animals. The covers of the folding book are
lacquered in black. 19th century.
Or16459 - Palm leaf manuscript, 155 ff., numbered က-ဍံ၊ 50.5 x 6 cm., 11 lines per
side, Burmese script. The leaves have red lacquered edges and are bound
between a pair of wooden binding boards with red lacquering on the sides.
ယသဝ နဝတ္ထ ။ Copied in 1854. [UCLR]
Or16460 - Palm leaf manuscript, 233 ff., numbered ေော-လေ၊ 47 x 5.5 cm., 10 lines
per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding
boards.သုတ္ပါလဌယ ပါဠလတ္ောနသ ။ Copied in 1894. [UCLR]
Or16461 - Palm leaf manuscript, 237 ff., numbered က-လနော၊ 51 x 6 cm., 11 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges and are
bound between a pair of gilded binding boards.
သုတ္တတ္ပါတ္အဌကထောနသ ၊ ပဌမထုပ။ Copied in 1897. [UCLR]
Or16462 - Palm leaf manuscript, 181 ff., numbered က-တ္၊

48 x 5.5 cm., 10 lines

per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have red lacquered edges
and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards.
(၁) ြောေောဝတ္ောရ ( မလတ္ောငဆရောလတ္ော) (က-ဂ)၊ (၂) ြောေောဝတ္ောရနသ မသစ၊
နောမအပုငားအ ခောား (က-ငါား)၊

(၃) ြောေောဝတ္ောရနသ မသစ၊

ကတ္အပုငားအ ခောား (စ-ညံ)၊

(၄) ြောေောဝတ္ောရနသ မသစ၊

ကောရကအပင
ု ားအ ခောား (ညောား - တ္)။ Copied in 1891. [UCLR]
Or16463 - Palm leaf manuscript, 255 ff., numbered က-ဖ၊

48 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines

per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges and are
bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards. သလမမောဂဏ္ဍ
(လရွှေလတ္ောငမ) ။ Copied in 1915. [UCLR]
Or16464 - Palm leaf manuscript, 271 ff., numbered က-မ၊ 38 x 5 cm., 9 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards, with
gildingn and red lacquering on the sides. ဝနယောေကဂောရနဿယ။ Copied in
1868. [UCLR]
Or16465 - Palm leaf manuscript, 145 ff., numbered

က-ဍ၊ 51 x 5 cm., 11 lines per

side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered

edges and are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards, with
gilding and red lacquering on the sides. အဘဓါနနဿယ
(လက ောလအောငစံထောားဆရောလတ္ော)။ Copied in 1867. [UCLR]
က-အီ၊

Or16466 - Palm leaf manuscript, 388 ff., numbered

48 x 5 cm., 8 lines

per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges and are
bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards.
အဘဓါနဋီကောနသ ။ Copied in 1862. [UCLR]
Or16467 - Palm leaf manuscript, 305 ff., numbered

က-ယု၊

48 x 6 cm., 11 lines

per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding
boards. သဒဒနတ္
ီ စတ္ုပဒနဿယ (ဆရောလတ္ောဦားပုတ္)။ Copied in 1896.
[UCLR]
Or16468 - Palm leaf manuscript, 162 ff., numbered

က-ဎ၊

48.5 x 5.5 cm., 9

lines per side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards, with
gilding and red lacquering on the sides. အန္ုလမောဒနောေကဂောရက မား၊
ပထမပုငား (က-လဆော)၊ ဒုတ္ယပုငား (လဆော-ဎ)။ Copied in 1889. [UCLR]
Or16469 - Palm leaf manuscript, 199 ff., numbered က-လထ၊ 49 x 6 cm., 11 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards.
Contains 8 parts as follows: (၁) သန္ဓပုဒစစသစ (က-ဂု)၊ (၂) နောမ
ပုဒစစသစ (ဂ-ဇ)၊ (၃) ကောရကပုဒစစသစ (ဇော-ညီ)၊

(၄) သမောသပုဒစစသစ

(ည -ဌ )၊ (၅) တ္ ဒဓတ္ပုဒစစသစ (ဌ -လဍ)၊ (၆) အောခ တ္ပုဒစစသစ (ဍဲ-လဏ)၊
(၇) ကတ္ပုဒစစသစ (ဏဲ-တ္ီ)၊ (၈) နယံဋက
ီ ောပါဌ (တ္ု-လထ)။ Copied in
1874. [UCLR]
Or16470 - Palm leaf manuscript, 301 ff., numbered က-ယ၊

59 x 5.5 cm., 10 lines

per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding
boards. Contains 5 parts as follows : (၁) သန္ဓနသ (က-ဃီ)၊ (၂) နောမနသ
(ဃ-တ္)၊

(၃) ကောရကနသ (တ္ော-ဓော)၊ (၄) သမောသနသ (ဓ-

ဖါား)၊

(၅)

သုတ္နက (ြ-ယ)။ Copied in (188- ). [UCLR]
Or16471 - Palm leaf manuscript, 228 ff., numbered

က-လန၊ 50 x 6 cm., 11 lines per

side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges and are
bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards.
သုတ္မဟောဝါအဌကထောနံ။ Copied in 1894. [UCLR]
Or16472 - Palm leaf manuscript, 258 ff., numbered က-ဖ၊

50.5 x 5.5 cm., 11 lines

per side, Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have gilded and red lacquered

edges and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards.
မဏဒီပ၊ အပုငား၁ (က-လေော)၊ အပုငား၂ (ေံ -ဖ)။ Copied in 1901.
Or16473 - Palm leaf manuscript, 246 ff., numbered

က-ပု၊ 48.5 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines

per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges and are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards.
တ္ကနပါဌဇောတ္နသ ။ Copied in 1852. [UCLR]
Or16474 - Palm leaf manuscript, 123 ff., numbered

ဆော-ထီ၊

48 x 5.5 cm., 9

lines per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges and are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards,
with gilding and red lacquering on the sides. ခုဒသ
ဒ ကခောဒီပဏီပါဌ (စောလေော)၊ ခုဒသ
ဒ ကခောဒီပဏီနသ

(ေံ -ထီ)။ Copied in 1842. [UCLR]

Or16475 - Palm leaf manuscript, 307 ff., numbered က-လရ၊ 52 x 6 cm., 12 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards, with
gilding and red lacquering on the sides. Contains 7 parts of
သန္ဓဉောသနသ သစ as follows : (၁)နောမညတ္နသ (လေော-ဌ)၊ (၂)
ကောရကညတ္နသ သစ (ဌော-ထံ)၊ (၃) သမောသဉောသနသ သစ (ထောား-ဘ)၊ (၄)
တ္ဒဓတ္ဉောသနသ သစ (ဘီ-ဘောား)၊ (၅) အောခ ောတ္ဉောသနသ သစ (မ-လမ)၊ (၆)
ကတ္ဉောသနသ သစ (မဲ-ယီ)၊ (၇) ဥဏောသညတ္နသ သစ (ယု-လရ)။
Copied in 1898-1899. [UCLR]
Or16476 - Palm leaf manuscript, 188 ff., numbered

လငါ-စု၊

50 x 5.5 cm., 9

lines per side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards, with
gilding and red lacquering on the sides. ပညောကထောန(၅)ပုငား၊ ပထမပုငား
(လငါ-စောား)၊ ဒုတ္ယပုငား (ဇ-ညီ)၊ တ္တ္ယပုငား (ည -လဌ)၊ စတ္ုတ္တပုငား (ဌဲ-ဏော)၊
ပဉ္စမပုငား (ဏ-ဓု)။ Copied in 1832. [UCLR]
Or16477 - Palm leaf manuscript, 115 ff., numbered

ရောား-ဃ ူား၊

46.5 x 5.5 cm.,

10 lines per side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded edges and are
bound between a pair of wooden binding boards, with gilding and red
lacquering on the sides. သောသနောေကဂောရ။ Copied in 1888. [UCLR]
Or16478 - Palm leaf manuscript, 64 ff., numbered က-စီ၊

48 x 5 cm., 7 – 9 lines

per side, Burmese script. ဓမမသောရ ဒီပနီန္စတ္ွဲ - ပဌမတ္ွဲ (က-ဃံ)၊ Copied in
1872, ဒုတ္ယတ္ွဲ (ဃောား-စီ)။ Copied in 1880. [UCLR]
Or16479 - Folding book (Cream), 72 ff., 39 x 17 cm., 10 lines per side, Shan script.
The covers of the folding book are red lacquered and gilded, with
decoration of roundels and leaves design. Side A – Shan Buddhist works;
Side B – Buddhist cosmology and philosophy. Late 19th century.

Or16480 - Folding book (Cream), 33 ff., 40 x 17 cm., Burmese text on both sides, 10
– 18 lines. The wooden covers of the folding book are red lacquered.
Side A – 6 ff., a manual of horse, with illustration. 100 things to know
about horses, their health, diseases and treatments, etc. of Burmese
traditional medicine.
Side B – 33 ff., Buddhist religious life and Buddhist giving. Late 19th
century.
Or16495 - Boards gilded and lacquered Kammavācā manuscript, 8 ff., numbered ကကဲ၊ 61 x 15 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali (Burmese script). Outer sides of first
and last leaves decorated with deva and naga, bound between a pair of
gilded and red lacquered wooden boards decorated with devas and small
lions. The lacquered surface is gilded and the design is painted in red
lacquer and the script applied in black lacquer. Kammavācā
(Upasampāda), made by Mg Chit Myaing of Neem’s Trees Quarter,
Mandalay. c1939.
Or16496 - Palm leaf manuscript, 75 ff., numbered က-လဇ၊ 24 x 5.5 cm., text in
Burmese, with some numerical diagrams and magic square boxes of
amulet, illustrations includes garuda, hamsa, naga, elephant, deva, etc.
19th century.
Or16497 - Palm leaf manuscript, 240 ff., numbered ပ-လန၊ 50 x 6 cm., 11 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges and are
bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards. သောလမောဂဏ္ဍက မား။
Copied in 1923. [UCLR]
Or16498 - Palm leaf manuscript, 161 ff., numbered

က-ဎု၊ 51 x 5.5 cm., 10 lines

per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding
boards. လနတ္တအဌကထောနသ ။ Copied in 1904. [UCLR]
Or16499 - Palm leaf manuscript, 144 ff., numbered

က-ဌောား၊

49 x 6 cm., 8 lines

per side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges
and are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards, with red
lacquering and gilding on the sides. အောဒကပပက မား။ 19th century. [UCLR]
Or16500 - Palm leaf manuscript, 173 ff., numbered က-ဏု၊

49 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines

per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges and are
bound between a pair of wooden binding boards, with gilding and red
lacquering on the sides.
ဓမမပကောသနီ(၈)တ္ွဲ၊ နရန္ဒောဘသီရသဒဓမမဓဇရောဇဂုရုလရားသည၊ ပထမတ္ွဲ (က-ခံ)၊
ဒုတ္ယတ္ွဲ (ခါား-ဃဲ)၊ တ္တ္ယတ္ွဲ (လဃော-ဲ့ လစ)၊
ဇ-ေောား)၊ ဆဌမတ္ွဲ (ည-ဋဲ)၊

စတ္ုတ္တတ္ွဲ (စဲ-ဇ)၊ ပဉ္စမတ္ွဲ (

သတ္တမတ္ွဲ (လဋော-ဍ )၊ အဌမတ္ွဲ (ဋူ-ဏု)။ Copied

in 1844. [UCLR]
Or16501 - Palm leaf manuscript, 310 ff., numbered

က-လယော၊

47.5 x 6 cm., 10

lines per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards.

ရပသဒဓသန္ဓနသ (၇)ပုငား(၁) သန္ဓရပသဒဓနသ (က-ဂါား)
(၂) ရပသဒဓနောမနသ (ဂ-ဇောား)
(၃) ရပသဒဓကောရကနသ (ေ-ဌ )
(၄) ရပသဒဓသမောတ္နသ (ဌူ-ဏ)
(၅) ရပသဒဓတ္ဒဓတ္နသ (ဏီ-ထ)
(၆)

ရပသဒဓအောခ ောတ္နသ (လထ-ပဲ)

(၇) ရပသဒဓ ကတ္ (လပါ-လယော)
Copied in 1844. [UCLR donation.]
.Or16502 - Palm leaf manuscript, 212 ff., numbered

က-ဒဲ၊

50 x 5 cm., 10 lines

per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges and are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards,
with red lacquering and gilding on the sides. အဂဂုတ္တ ရပါဠလတ္ောနသ (ဒု)
ထုပ။ Copied in 1903. [UCLR]
Or16503 - Palm leaf manuscript, 43 ff., numbered

လခ-စ၊

48.5 x 6 cm., 10 lines

per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges. ပရမတ္တဝမဂဟက မား။ Copied in 1891. [UCLR]
Or16504 - Palm leaf manuscript, 73 ff., numbered ဎု-နီ၊

51 x 6.5 cm., 11 lines

per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges. ဓမမ ဒဒါရပကောသနီက မား။ 19th century. [UCLR]
Or16505 - Palm leaf manuscript, 53 ff., numbered န္ု-လဘော၊

47.5 x 6 cm., 10 lines

per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges. ဓမမနတ္
ီ နသ ။ Copied in 1876. [UCLR]
Or16506 - Palm leaf manuscript, 285 ff., numbered

က-လဘော၊

46 x 5 cm., 10

lines per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding
boards.
ပရဝါပါဠလတ္ော (က-လဍော)၊ ပရဝါပါဠလတ္ောနသ (ဍံ-လဘော)။ Copied in 1893.
[UCLR]
Or16507 - Palm leaf manuscript, 61 ff., numbered ထ-ဖ၊ 50.5 x 6 cm., 10 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges. အဌကကမမဌောနား။ 19th century. [UCLR]
Or16508 - Palm leaf manuscript, 288 ff., numbered

က-ဘောား၊ 49 x 5.5 cm., 10

lines per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding
boards. မလဟောသထောဇောတ္နသ ။ Copied in 1910. [UCLR]

Or16509 - Palm leaf manuscript, 251 ff., numbered

က-ပံ၊ 49 x 7 cm., 12 lines per

side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges and are
bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards.
ပါဌဇောတ္ပါဠလတ္ောနသ ( ပညဆရောလတ္ောမ)။ Copied in 1902. [UCLR]
Or16510 - Palm leaf manuscript, 210 ff., numbered

က-ဒု၊ 0 x 6.5 cm., 13 lines

per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges and are
bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards. ဋီကောလက ောနသ
(လနရငားမ)။ Copied in 1838. [UCLR]
Or16511 - Palm leaf manuscript, 284 ff., numbered

က-ဘဲ၊

48.5 x 5.5 cm., 10

lines per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding
boards. သလမောဟဝလနောဒနီအဌကထောနဿယ။ Copied in 1921. [UCLR]
Or16512 - Palm leaf manuscript, 267 ff., numbered

က-ြ၊ 46 x 6 cm., 11 lines per

side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges and are
bound between a pair of wooden binding boards, with gilding and red
lacquering on the sides.
ဇနတ္တပကောသနီ (၆) တ္ွဲ ပ ဉ္စမတ္ွဲ (က-ဃ)၊ ဆဌမတ္ွဲ (ဃော-ဆီ)၊ သ

တ္တမတ္ွဲ (ဆီား-ညောား) ၊

အဌမတ္ွဲ (ဋ-ဏီ)၊ နဝမတ္ွဲ (ဏု-လဒေါ်)၊ ဒဿမတ္ွဲ (ဒံ-ဘီ) ။
Copied in 1902. [UCLR]
Or16513 - Palm leaf manuscript, 16 ff., numbered

ဃော-င၊

49.5 x 5.5 cm., 10

lines per side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges.
Contains two items :
(၁) ဆုမမစောသံလပါက (ဃော-ဃီ)
(၂) ပုလတ္တောဝါဒ (ဃ-င)
19th century. [UCLR]
Or16514 - Palm leaf manuscript, 11 ff., numbered

က-ကံ၊

49.5 x 5.5 cm., 9

lines per side, Burmese script. The leaves have red lacquered edges.
မောလတ္ောဝါဒ။ Copied in 1864. [UCLR]
Or16515 - Palm leaf manuscript, 38 ff., numbered

လပေါ်-ဘံ၊ 49.5 x 5.5 cm., 9

lines per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. ဆုလတ္ောငားခနားေကဂော၊ Copied in
1884.
Or16516 - Palm leaf manuscript, 33 ff., numbered

နံ-လြ၊

49 x 6 cm., 11 lines

per side, Burmese script. လရွှေဘန
ု ဒါနား။ Copied in 1911. [UCLR]

Or16521 - Palm leaf manuscript, 29 ff., numbered

ဓါား-ပု၊

49.5 x 6 cm., 9 lines

per side, Burmese script. အမနလတ္ော
ပနတ္မားန္ငဝ
ဲ့
ဲ့ နယလကောသေက မား။
Copied in 1896. [UCLR]
Or16522 - Palm leaf manuscript, 35 ff., numbered

ဌဲ-လဏ၊

48.5 x 5.5 cm., 10

lines per side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded edges. ဂီဟစောရတ္တ
(အတ္ုေဆရောလတ္ော)။ Copied in 1901. [UCLR]
Or16523 - Palm leaf manuscript, 152 ff., numbered

ပု-အောား၊

50 x 6.5 cm., 12

lines per side, Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges. အဘဓမမတ္တသဂဂဟဒီပဏီ။ Copied in 1895. [UCLR]
Or16524 - Palm leaf manuscript, 143 ff., numbered

ဆဲ-ဲ့ လဓ၊ 48.5 x 6 cm., 10

lines per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges.
Contains 3 Jatakas(၁) စန္ဒကုမောရဇောတ္နသ (ဆဲ-ဲ့ လည)
(၂) နောရဒဇောတ္နသ

(ညဲ-ဏော)

(၃) ဝဓရဇောတ္နသ

(ဏ-လဓ)

Copied in 1911. [UCLR donation.]
Or16525 - Palm leaf manuscript, 9 ff., numbered

က-လကော၊ဲ့

46.5 x 6 cm., 11

lines per side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges. မငားနနချွတ္ခနား။ 19th century. [UCLR]
Or16526 - Palm leaf manuscript, 35 ff., numbered

လစော-လေ၊

49 x 5.5 cm., 8

lines per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges. လဝါဒါနရှု ဖွယ။ 19th century. [UCLR]
Or16527 - Palm leaf manuscript, 9 ff., numbered

က-ကီ၊ 49.5 x 5.8 cm., 8 lines

per side, Burmese script. တ္ဆယဲ့န္စရောသီေားတ္ောား။ Copied in 1840.
[UCLR]
Or16528 - Palm leaf manuscript, 18 ff., numbered

က-ခ၊ 53 x 6.5 cm., 10 lines

per side, Burmese script. စငက
ဲ့ ားမငားလရွှေနောားလတ္ောသွငား။ Copied in 1861.
[UCLR]
Or16529 - Palm leaf manuscript, 20 ff., numbered

ဏောား-လထ၊ 50 x 6 cm., 11 lines

per side, Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges.
Contains 4 items as follows:
(၁) ဂန္ဓဌပါဌ (ဏောား-တ္ု)
(၂) ဧကကခရလကောသပါဌ (တ္-တ္ဲ)
(၃) သဒဒပါဒဝနစေယပါဌ

(လတ္ော-တ္ံ)

(၄) က မားနက (တ္ောား-လထ)
Copied in 1883. [UCLR]
Or16530 - Palm leaf manuscript, 28 ff., numbered

လြော-ယ၊

49.5 x 6 cm., 10

lines per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges.
ဂရုဘဏ္ဍဝနစေ ယ (အရယဝံဿဒဓမမဂုရု)။ Copied in 1898. [UCLR]
Or16531 - Palm leaf manuscript, 22 ff., numbered

ဌောား-လဎေါ်၊

49 x 6.5 cm., 11

lines per side, Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges. ြောေောဝတ္ောယပါဌ။ Copied in 1894. [UCLR]
Or16532 - Palm leaf manuscript, 27 ff., numbered

က-ဃ၊

48.5 x 5.5 cm., 9-10

lines per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges.
မေယမုကအရလကောက (လတ္ောငဘီေားဆရောလတ္ောအနန္တဓဇမဟောရောဇဂုရု)။
19th century.
Or16533 - Palm leaf manuscript, 48 ff., numbered

က-ဃောား၊ 48.5 x 5 cm., 8 lines

per ၊side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded edges. Red lacquered
cover at one side. ဓမမနတ္
ီ မတ္စု။ Copied in 1834.
Or16534 - Palm leaf manuscript, 181 ff., numbered

ဋ-ယ၊ 51.5 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines

per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges and are bound between a pair of gilded and red lacquered
binding boards. ဝသဒဓမဂစံု-၁။ 19th century.
Or16535 - Palm leaf manuscript, 185 ff., numbered

ယော-ဇ ဲ၊ 51.5 x 5.5 cm., 9

lines per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges and are bound between a pair of gilded and red lacquered
binding boards. ဝသဒဓမဂစံု -၂။ 19th century.
Or16536 - Palm leaf manuscript, 259 ff., numbered

ယု-တ္ ၊ 49 x 6 cm., 10 lines

per side, Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards, with
gilding and red lacquering on the sides.
Contains as follows:
(၁) တ္ဒဓတ္နသ (ယု-လဟ)
(၂) အောခ ောတ္နသ (လဟော-လင ော)
(၃) ကတ္နသ (င ံ-ဌ )
(၄) ဥဏောဒနသ (ဌ-တ္ )
Copied in 1829.
Or16537 - Palm leaf manuscript, 113 ff., numbered

က-သ၊ 52 x 6 cm., 10 lines

per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges and are
bound between a pair of gilded binding boards.
Contains as follows:
(၁) သီေကခနပါဠလတ္ောဂန္တ (က-ည )

(၂) သီေကခနအဌကထောဂန္တ (လည-သ)
Copied in 1800.
Or16538 - Palm leaf manuscript, 71 ff., numbered

က-စံ၊

47 x 5.5 cm., 10

lines per side, Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have gilded edges and are
bound between a pair of wooden binding boards, with red lacquering on
the sides.
လပဋလကောပလဒသပါဠ။ Copied in 1877.
Or16539 - Palm leaf manuscript, 133 ff., numbered

က-ဌ၊

48.5 x 5 cm., 7

lines per side, Burmese script. The leaves have red lacquered edges.
မလဟောဝတ္တ (၃)တ္ွဲပဌမတ္ွဲ (က-ဃီ)၊ ဒုတ္ယတ္ွဲ (ဃု-ဇော)၊ တ္တ္ယတ္ွဲ (ဇ-ဌ)
Or16540 - Palm leaf manuscript, 89 ff., numbered

က-ဇု၊

48 x 4.5 cm., 8 lines

per side, Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards.
လပဋလကောပလဒသပါဌ။ Copied in 1807.
Or16545 - Gilded and red lacquered palm leaf manuscript, 71 ff., numbered က-ဓောား
(lacks က၊ က၊ ခ), 54 x 10 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali (Burmese square
script) in black lacquer. Outer leaves have 4 roundels with lotus in square
shape panels. The leaves are bound between a pair of gilt and very thick
wooden covers, with four lotuses in roundels. Titleဘကခူပါစတ္အဌကထောပဌမထုပ၊ Left margin of folio (က) in Burmese
round script- ဘရပဝရသုဓမမမဟောရောဓရောအရငဘဝရငမငားတ္ရောားကကီားဘုရောား၊
သီရပဝရမဟောရောဇန္ဒောရတ္နောလဒဝီအရငမဖုရောားလခါငကကီား၂ပါားလကောငားမှုလတ္ော။
Dated 1852.
Or16546 - Folding book, 39 ff., 41 x 17.5 cm., text only on Shan paper, in Shan
script of Buddhist work. Contents: နရသီဟ၊ ရံသမ
ီ ုန၊ ဓမမသောမ၊ လဒဝသုဂတ္၊
ဓမမရောဇ၊ ရောမဘရ၊ အရမဂလတ္ရ၊ နရတ္တ။ Late 19th century.
Or16547 - Folding book, 68 ff., 39 x 17 cm., text only on Shan paper, text in Shan
script. ဓမမဒါနသဂဂဟသုတ္၊ Late 19th century.
Or16550 - Burmese embroidered wall hanging, 177 x 111 cm., made using couched
metallic thread, hand stitching, padding, sequins, beads and semi-precious
stones on Buddhist monk cotton robe background, with elaborately worked
scene from Ramayana epic. Late 19th century.
Or16561- Palm leaf manuscript, 276 ff., numbered က-ြောား၊
49.5 x 5.5 cm.,
10 lines per side, Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have gilded edges and
are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards. ပဋသမဘဒါအဌကထော။
Copied in 1841.
Or16562 - Palm leaf manuscript, 157 ff., numbered

က-ဎ၊

49.5 x 6 cm., 11

lines per side, Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have gilded and red

lacquered edges and are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards.
နဟောနလဒဒသအဌကထော။ Copied in 1840.
Or16563 - Palm leaf manuscript, 321 ff., 46.5 x 5.5 cm., 10 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese script). The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges and are
bound between a pair of red lacquered binding boards.
Contents include:
ကစစယောလဘဒပါဌ (က-လက)၊ ဂဏ္ဍအရဏပါဌ (ကဲ-လကော)၊ ကစစယနသောရပါဌ
(ကံ)၊ ဝစစဝါစကပါဌ (ကောား)၊ဂန္ဓဘရဏပါဌ၊ ဓမမဝါစဂပါဌ၊ ဧကကခရောပါဌ (ခ-ခ)၊
သဒဒတ္တလဘဒစန္တောပါဌ (ခဲ-ဃ)၊ သန္ဓပါဌ (ဃ-ဃ)၊ နောမပါဌ (လဃ-ငု)၊ ကောရကပါဌ
(လင-လငေါ်)၊ သပါဌ (ငံ-စ)၊ တ္ဒဓတ္ပါဌ (စု-စံ)၊ တ္ဒဓတ္ပအောခ ောတ္ပါဌ (စောား-ဆ)၊
ကတ္ပါဌ (ဆု-လဆော)၊ ဥဏတ္ပါဠလတ္ော (လဆော-ဇ)၊ သဒဒတ္တပါေန (ဇု-လေ)၊
ဆနပါဌ (ေဲ -ေောား)၊ အေကဂောပါဌ (ည-ညံ)၊ သံဝဏ္ောစစ (တ္ု-လတ္ော)၊
နညားလေားဆယ (လတ္ော-လထ)၊ ပုဒဆစ (န-ြောား)၊ သန္ဓ (ဘ-လရော)ဲ့ ၊ ဋီကောလက ောပါဌ
(က-စောား)
Copied in 1857.
Or16564 - Palm leaf manuscript, 40 ff., numbered က-ဃီ၊ 49 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side,
Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges.
လသသဝ ဇဇောက မား။ Copied in 1831.
Or16565 - Palm leaf manuscript, 127 ff., numbered

င-လဏော၊

50 x 4 cm.,

7 lines per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards. Incomplete
at beginning. ခုဒသ
ဒ က
ု ခဒပ
ီ နီ။ Copied in 1751.
Or16566 - Palm leaf manuscript, 55 ff., numbered

က-လင၊

49 x 5.5 cm.,

8 lines per side, Burmese script. Some leaves are damaged.
လရွှေ ပညဝငေကဂောဆနား၊ Lacks လဃ-ဃောား။
19th century.
Or16567- Palm leaf manuscript, 322 ff., numbered

က-လရော၊

50 x 6 cm.,

9 lines per side, Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have gilded edges and
are bound between a pair gilded binding boards.
ပဋသမဘဒါမဂအဌကထောပါဌ။
Copied in 1789.
Or16568 - Palm leaf manuscript, 20 ff., numbered က-ဂ၊

50.5 x 5.5 cm.,

8 lines per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges. ကမမဝါစောနဿယ ၊ Lacks ခီ၊လခ၊ခဲ၊လခါ၊လခေါ်
ဲ့ ။ Copied in
1775.
Or16569 - Palm leaf manuscript, 37 ff., numbered က-လင၊

49 x 6 cm.,

9 lines per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges. ပါတ္လမောံနသ ၊ Lacks က-က၊ ဃ-ဃောား၊ င-ငါ။Copied in
1834.

Or16570 - Palm leaf manuscript, 12 ff., numbered က-ကောား၊

46.5 x 5 cm.,

7 lines per side, Burmese script. အနစစကြ ော။ Copied in 1878.
Or16623 - Palm leaf manuscript, 325 ff., numbered က-ေ၊

49.5 x 5.5 cm.,

10 lines per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges. Red lacquered binding board at one side only.
သလမောနသ ။ Copied in 1922. [UCLR]
Or16624 - Palm leaf manuscript, 132 ff., numbered က-ဋောား၊

49x 5.5 cm.,

8 lines per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges and are bound between a pair of wooden binding boards
with red lacquered and gilded at sides. လဒသနောသဂဂဟ၊ Lacks
က၊ကု၊ကဲ၊ဂု၊ဂါ၊ဃ၊ဃော၊ဋီ။ Copied in 1761.
Or16625 - Palm leaf manuscript, 19 ff., numbered က-လခ၊ 48.5 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per
side. Burmese script. တ္ရောားစော။ 19th century.
Or16626 - Palm leaf manuscript, 4 ff., unnumbered,
48.5 x 5.5 cm.,
8-9 lines per side, Burmese script. Burmese poetical fragment (ရတ္ု)။
Copied in 1863.
Or16627 - Palm leaf manuscript, 35 ff., numbered

က-ဃ၊

25 x 5.5 cm.,

5-9 lines per side, Burmese script. The leaves are bound between a pair of
wooden binding boards. [Burmese traditional medicine] , Lacks က-က။
19th century.
Or16631 - Palm leaf manuscript, 68 ff., numbered

က-ဆော၊

47 x 5.5 cm., 10

lines per side, Burmese script. Binding board at one side only. ကပပဝဏ္နော၊
Lacks လကော၊ခ၊ဃံ၊ဃောား၊င၊င။ Copied in 1904. [UCLR]
Or16632 - Palm leaf manuscript, 63 ff., numbered

ဖံ -ရောား၊

50 x 5.5 cm., 8

lines per side, Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges. Lacks binding board, သောရတ္တဒီပနီ၊ ဆဌမတ္ွဲ။ 19th century.
Or16633 - Palm leaf manuscript, 63 ff., numbered

ေ-အောား၊

50 x 5.5 cm., 8

lines per side, Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges. Lacks binding board, သောရတ္တဒီပနီ၊ သ တ္တမတ္ွဲ။ 19th
century.
Or16634 - Palm leaf manuscript, 72 ff., numbered

က -ေောား၊

50 x 5.5 cm., 8

lines per side, Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges. Lacks binding board, သောရတ္တဒီပနီ၊ အဌမတ္ွဲ။ 19th
century.
Or16635 - Palm leaf manuscript, 95 ff., numbered

ဆ ူ-လဎ ော၊

50 x 5.5 cm., 8

lines per side, Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have gilded and red

lacquered edges. Lacks binding board, သောရတ္တဒီပနီ၊
century.
Or16636 - Palm leaf manuscript, 31 ff., numbered

နဝမတ္ွဲ။ 19th

က-လဂ၊

49 x 5.5 cm., 10

lines per side, Burmese script. Lacks binding board, မဟောရောဇဝံသ၊ Copied
in 1877.
Or16637 - Palm leaf manuscript, 108 ff., unnumbered, 48.5 x 6 cm., 9 lines per
side, Burmese script. Lacquered binding board at one side only,
မဟောရောဇဝင၅တ္ွဲ
( 5 odd parts of Mahārājavamsa), Copied in 1816 1831.
Or16638 - Palm leaf manuscript, 63 ff., numbered

ခီ-ဆ၊

49 x 6 cm., 9

lines per side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges. Lacks binding board, no title found [History of Burma], 19th
century.
Or16639 - Palm leaf manuscript, 30 ff., numbered က-ဂု၊
51 x 6 cm., 11 lines
per side, Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have red lacquered edges and
red lacquered flower design binding board at one side only. Law of Manu
(မန္ုသောရဓမမသတ္)။ Copied in 1793.
Or16640 - Palm leaf manuscript, 71 ff., numbered

က-စံ၊

51.5 x 6 cm., 8 lines

per side, Pali (Burmese script). Lacks binding board, written on first leaf
as ခငမမငားဝနမုငားခင
ု မမ ြို့စောားမငား၊ ြုဒမ
ဓ ေက မား။ 19th century.
Or16660 - Palm leaf manuscript, 95 ff., numbered

က-ေ၊

51 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines

per side, Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have red lacquered edges and
are bound between a pair of black lacquered binding boards.
အဘဓမမတ္တသမဂဂ ဟ ပါဠလတ္ော၊ အပုငား ၁ (က-ကု)၊ အပုငား ၂ (က-ဂ)၊ အပုငား
၃ (ဂါ-ဂဲ)၊ အပုငား ၄ (လဂါ-ဃီ
ဲ့ )၊ အပုငား ၅ (ဃု-ဃောား)၊ အပုငား ၆ (င-ငဲ)၊ အပုငား
၇ (လငါ-စီ) ၊ အပုငား ၈ (စု-စောား) ၊

အပုငား ၉ (ဆ-ဆု) ၊

အပုငား ၁၀ (ဆ-

ေ) ။ Copied in 1806.
Or16661 - Palm leaf manuscript, 95 ff., numbered က-ဇံ ၊

52 x 7 cm., 10 lines per

side, Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between wooden binding boards with gilded and red
lacquered at sides. No title found. 19th century. [Buddhist doctrine].
Or16662 - 1. An appointment order, issued by the Shwegyin District Officer. Text in
Burmese script. (A Photostat copy). 2. The English Commander-in-Chief’s
order (English and Burmese). 19th century.
Or16663 - Palm leaf manuscript, 75 ff., numbered
ဏောား- ဖါ၊
50 x 5.5 cm., 8
lines per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red
lacquered edges. Imperfect at beginning and end. Binding board at one
side only. ပါ စတ္ပါဠလတ္ော၊ စတ္ုတ္တတ္ွဲ။ 19th century.

Or16664 - Palm leaf manuscript, 56 ff., numbered

က-ငဲ၊

49 x 5 cm., 8 lines

per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. Lacks binding boards. သုဝဏ္သ ံနသ ။
Copied in 1878.
Or16667 - Folding book (cream), 11 ff., 45 x 17 cm., coloured illustrations of Royal
Regalia. Black lacquered end covers. Collected in 1887 in Mandalay.
Or16668 - Palm leaf manuscript, 216 ff., numbered က-ဒါား၊ 50 x 5 cm. , 8 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of gilded binding boards with floral
design. ပါစတ္တတ္ ောတ္အဌကထောနသ ။ Copied in 1785.
Or16669 - Bamboo holder/ container of Or16668 (Burmese palm leaf manuscript).
60 x 13 cm.
Or16670 - Palm leaf manuscript, 49 ff., numbered ဍဲ-ဒါ၊ 49 x 5 cm. , 9 lines per side,
Pali(Burmese script), plain leaves and are bound between a pair of paper
card binding covers. ဉောသပါဠ။ 19th century. Some leaves broken off.
Or16671 - Folding book (Black), 12 ff., 39.5 x 15.5 cm., black lacquered covers.
Side A – Description of towns such as သလရလခတ္တရော၊ ရလသဲ့မမ ြို့၊
ဖုားဦားလတ္ောင၊ history of pagodas, and Buddha’s paritta (မဟောရဒသုတ္၊
ရတ္နသုတ္)
Side B – Buddhist sermon (ပဌောနားန္ငအဓဓ
ပါယ).
ဲ့
Or16672 - Palm leaf manuscript, 26 ff., unnumbered, 54 x 4.5 cm., 5 lines per side,
Shan script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges with not
original covers. Incomplete. ဘဒဒတ္တဇောတ္က၊ No date found. [19th
century].
Or16673 - Palm leaf manuscript, 190 ff., numbered က-လတ္ော၊ 49.5 x 6.5 cm., 11 lines
per side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges
and are bound between a pair of red lacquering binding boards and wrap
with cotton with red colour background, butterfly and flower pattern
design, and also bound with manuscript woven belt with Burmese script.
Contents – မောေောေကဂောရ (၅) တ္ွဲ- ပထမတ္ွဲ (က-ခါား)၊ ဒုတ္ယတ္ွဲ (ဂလဃော)၊တ္တ္ယတ္ွဲ (လဃော-လဆော)၊ စတ္ုတ္တတ္ွဲ (လဆော-ည)၊ ပဉ္စမတ္ွဲ (ညော-လဌော)
န္ငသု
ဲ့ ခါဝဟပထမတ္ွဲ (လဌော-လတ္ော)။ Copied in 1883.
Or16674 - Folding book (Black), 18 ff., 19 x 8.5 cm., with wooden covers. Burmese
script. Note book and account records of land surveyor Maung Chain.
Dated 1853.
Or16675 - Folding book (Black), 11 ff., 42 x 14 cm. Burmese script. Side A Astrology. Side B – Buddhist work.
Or16676 - Palm leaf manuscript, 58 ff., 47 x 5 cm., incomplete manuscript, 9 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are wrapped with bamboo and cloth cover.
သန္ဓန္ငသမောသန
သ ။ 19th century.
ဲ့

Or16677 - Palm leaf manuscript, 9 ff., 48.7 x 6 cm., 11 line per side, Burmese script,
incomplete. မဟောဝင။ 19th century.
Or16680 - Palm leaf, lacquered and gilt, 20ff., numbered က-လခ၊ 53 x 9 cm., 5 lines
per side, Pali (Burmese square script). Gilded and red lacquered palm leaf
and the script applied in black lacquer, with decoration of four hamsa
birds, deva and central flower on outer leaves. Kammavāca
(Upasaṃpāda). 19th century.
Or16681 - Half length palm leaf manuscript, 70 ff., unnumbered, 15 x 5 cm. The
leaves are bound between a pair of gilded, red lacquered and glass
mirrored decorated binding boards. ၂၀၀တ္ွဲပ ကခဒန။ 19th century.
Or16682 - Board, red lacquered and gilt, 1 ff., 50 x 13.5 cm., 6 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese square script), Kammavācā. 19th century.
Or16683 - Folding book (Black), 9 ff., 42 x 16.5 cm. The covers of the folding book
are painted in red with floral patterns.
Or16684 - Folding book (Black), 14 ff., 41 x 15.5 cm. The covers of the folding book
are painted in green with flower patterns.
Or16685 - Folding book (Cream), 14 ff., 39.5 x 18 cm., both sides with text in
Burmese and illustrations. Prescription of candle making for magical/
astrological purposes with magic squares with Burmese letters and
numbers. The covers of the folding book are lacquered in black. 19th
century.
Or16686 - Folding book (Cream), 26 ff., 38.5 x 17.5 cm., Shan text of Buddhist
doctrines. The covers are lacquered in red. ေကခဏောလရားသံားု ပါား။ 19th
century.
Or16698 - Burmese painting, 75 x 40 cm., signed by Hpone. This painting is full of
lively action of village scene such as very big Banyan tree, bullock cart,
pagoda with monasteries and bell. Early 20th century. (Bullock cart ride in
village near Mingun)
Or16699 - Ka-ba-lwe/ကြဗလေွ၊ cloth and bamboo manuscript cover. 53 x 37 cm.
Or16700 - Palm leaf manuscript, 376 ff., numbered က-ဠီ၊ 49 x 5.5 cm., 9 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between a pair of red and black lacquered binding
boards; there is a manuscript marker. သလမောဟဝလနောဒနီနသ ၊ in complete
at end. No date found. 19th century.
Or16701 - Palm leaf manuscript, 510 ff., numbered က-ဇ ၊ 51.5 x 6 cm., 8 lines per
side, Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bond between a pair of red lacquered binding boards.
ဣ နန္ဒ ယမုကပါဠလတ္ော။
Copied in 1790.
Or16702 – Board, gilded and red lacquered, with decoration of leaf patterns, 1 ff.,
54.5 x 12 cm., 6 lines per side, Pali (Burmese square script). Kammavācā.
19th century.
Or16705 - Folding book (Black), 11ff., 37.5 x 13 cm., 4 – 13 lines per side, Burmese
script, in white steatite pencil, note book of traditional medicine and
astrology. 19th century.

Or16706 - Folding book (Black), 10ff., 30 x 11 cm., 4 – 8 lines per side, Burmese
script, in white steatite pencil, with some tables and diagrams of montra/
yantras. 19th century.
Or16707 - Gilded and lacquered palm leaf manuscript, with decoration of cockerels in
roundels on outer leaves, and are bound between a pair of lacquered and
decorated binding boards, 12 ff., 53 x 9 cm., 5 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese square script). Kammavācā. 19th century.
Or16708 - Silvered palm leaf, with decoration of cockerels in roundels on outer
leaves, and are bound between a pair of lacquered and gilded and flowers,
cockerels, elephants and goats in roundels on binding boards, 8ff., 53. x 8
cm., 6 lines per side, Pali (Burmese square script). Kammavācā. 19th
century.
Or16709 – Palm leaf, gilded and red lacquered, with decoration of cockerels in
roundels on outer leaves, 5 ff., 56 x 10 cm., 5 lines per side, Pali (Burmese
square script). Kammavācā. 19th century.
Or16717 - Palm leaf, gilded, with decoration of flowers in roundels on outer cover
leaves and inner margins, 7ff., 54 x 10 cm., 7 lines per side, Pali (Burmese
round script). သုဒ ဓ န္တပရဝါ။ Dated 1815.
Or16718 - Palm leaf, gilded and red lacquered leaves, with decoration of cockerels in
roundels on outer leaves, 12 ff., 54 x 9.5 cm., 5 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese square script). Kammavācā. 19th century.
Or16719 – Paper in shape of palm leaf, 17 ff., numbered က-ခု၊ 50 x 7 cm., 4 lines per
side, Pali (Burmese square script). The leaves have gilded edges and
gilded and red lacquered binding board on one side. Kammavācā. 19th
century.
Or16720 - Palm leaf manuscript, 46 ff., numbered ဓ-လြါ၊ 49.5 x 6 cm., 8 lines per
side, Burmese script. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered edges.
Incomplete at beginning. ရကခ ငရောဇဝင။ 19th century.
Or16721 - Palm leaf manuscript, 5 ff., numbered က-ကု၊ 51.5 x 6 cm., 9 lines per side,
Pali (Burmese script). သန္ဓနသ ။ Dated 1884.
Or16722 - Palm leaf manuscript, 57 ff., numbered တ္-နံ၊ 48 x 5 cm., 10 lines per side,
Burmese script.ဝဝါဒဝနစေယ။ Copied in 1891. [UCLR]
Or16723 - Palm leaf manuscript, 8 ff., numbered င-ငါား၊ 48 x 5 cm., 7 lines per side,
Pali (Burmese script). သမောေပါဠလတ္ော။ 19th century. [UCLR]
Or16724 - Palm leaf manuscript, 66 ff., numbered ဂ-ဇ၊ 49 x 5 cm., 8 lines per side,
Pali and Burmese scripts.
Contents as follows:
ကောရကပါဌ (ဂ- လဂါ)၊ သမသဲပါဌ (လဂေါ်-ဃု)၊ အောခ တ္ပါဌ (ဃု-ငါ)၊ တ္ဒဓတ္ပါဌ
(င-စ)၊ ဥဏတ္ပါဌ (လစော-လဆော)၊ သုတ္စဉ (ဆံ-ဇ)။ 19th century. [UCLR]

Or16725 - Palm leaf manuscript, 25 ff., numbered က-ဂ၊ 49 x 5.5 cm., 7 and 8 lines
per side, Pali (Burmese script). Contains two items: 1. No title (Prayer
book) က-က၊ 2. နောမကပပံ၊ လက-ဂ။ Copied in 1825. [UCLR]
Or16726 - Palm leaf manuscript, 18 ff., numbered ထ-ဒ၊

50 x 5 cm., 10 lines per

side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges.
ဥပသလကောဝါဒဋီကော။ Copied in 1881. [UCLR]
Or16737 - Palm leaf manuscript, 9 ff., numbered လက-ခ၊ 49.5 x 5.5 cm., 8-9 lines
per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. Contains two items:
(၁) မဂဂေသုတ္လတ္ော (ထ-ဒ)၊ (၂) နောမကောရဂါထောပါဌ (ခ-ခ)။ 19th century.
Or16738 - Palm leaf manuscript, 20 ff., numbered ဃု-ငါား၊ 48.5 x 5.5 cm., 8 lines per
side, Pali (Burmese script). The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges. ခုဒသ
ဒ ကခောပါဌ။ Copied in 1861.
Or16739 - Ka-ba-lwe/ကြဗလေွ၊

cloth and bamboo manuscript cover. 51 x 43 cm.

Or16740 - Palm leaf manuscript, 10 ff., numbered ဃောား-ငဲ၊

49.5 x 7 cm., 10 lines

per side, Burmese script. ဓလမမောပလဒသ။ 19th century.
Or16741 - Palm leaf manuscript, 16 ff., numbered ထ-ဒီ၊ 52.5 x 5.2 cm., 10 lines per
side, Pali (Burmese round script). The leaves have gilde and red lacquered
edges. နရုတ္တမဉ္စူသော။ 19th century.
Or16743 - Palm leaf manuscript, 21 ff., numbered ပ-လဖေါ်၊ 55 x 6.5 cm., 9 lines per
side, Pali (Burmese script). ဝသုဒမဂဂ
ဓ ။ 19th century.
Or16744 - Palm leaf manuscript, 31 ff., numbered က-လဂါ၊

49.5 x 6.5 cm., 9 lines

per side, Burmese script. မဟောရောဇသတ္။ 19th century.
Or16745 - Palm leaf manuscript, 24 ff., numbered ဃံ-ညော၊

49 x 6.5 cm, 11 lines per

side, Pali (Burmese script). ပါရောဇကဏအဌကထော။ 19th century.
(Incomplete)
Or16746 - Thin brass plate, gilded and red lacquered leaves decorated on outer leaves
and opening and closing inner leaves with hamsa and deva, 10ff.,
numbered ဂ-လဂေါ်၊ 46 x 8.5 cm., 6 line per side. Pali (Burmese square
script). Red lacquered binding boards decorated hamsa and kanote (floral
motif). Binding boards size 46 x 8.5 cm. Kammavācā. 19th century.
[Presented by Mrs Pennell, c.1963.]
Or16747 - Metal leaves, gilded and red lacquered, decorated on outer leaves and
opening and closing inner leaves with deva, 16 leaves, numbered က-ခီ၊
54 x 11 cm., 6 lines per side, Pali (Burmese square script). Gilded and red
lacquered binding boards decorated deva and kinnara. Binding boards size
56 x 11 cm. Kammavācā. 19th century.

Or16748 - Thin board, lacquered black, with red margin, decorated with yellow leaf
pattern. 98ff, numbered ဂ ော၊ ဌ ော-တ္ ူ၊ ထ -ဒ ောား၊ လဓ -လန္ ော၊ န္ ောား၊ ဘ ော။ 54 x
10.5 cm., 8 lines per side, Pali (Burmese square script), painted in yellow.
Between a pair of gilt and red lacquered binding boards with flower and
leaf designs. သောရတ္တဒီပနီဋက
ီ ော။ Late 18th century.
Or16749 – Boards, red lacquered and gilt, decorated outer leaves and opening and
closing က with deva, 16 ff., numbered က-ခီ၊ 52 x 12 cm., 6 lines per side,
Pali (Burmese square script), gilded and red lacquered binding boards
decorated with deva. Binding boards size 52.5 x 12 cm. Kammavācā. 19th
century. [Presented by the Revd. J.A.Colbeck, September 10, 1887.]
Or16750 - Palm leaf manuscript, 49.5 x 6 cm, 10 lines per side, Burmese script. The
leaves have red lacquered edges.
(၁) ဇ မဘ ူ ကွနခ ော၊ ဒုတ္ယတ္ွဲ၊ က-ခီ၊
(၂) ဇ မဘ ူ ကွနခ ော၊ တ္တ္ယတ္ွဲ၊ ကော-ခီ၊
Copied in 1829.
Or16761 - Folding book (Cream), 40 folds, 40 x 18 cm. The end covers are gilded and
red lacquered, with drawings of deva hands in a gesture of adoration
holding lotuses in veneration of the Buddha. Court entertainments.
19th century.
Contains 17 scenes in water colour, enclosed in yellow panels, with short
descriptions of in Burmese below:
(1) Capturing of white elephant, (ff. 1-2), (2) Camping cooking, (ff. 3),
(3) A royal procession, (ff. 4- 6), (4) Ceremonial ploughing, (ff. 7-9),
(5) Catching elephant, (ff. 10-12), (6) Javelin throwing, (ff. 13-15),
(7) Coronation ceremonies, (ff. 16-18), (8) Elephant fighting, (ff. 19-21),
(9) A royal procession on foot, (ff. 22- 24), (10) Blessing ceremony (ff.
25-26), (11) Traditional cane ball or chinlon game, (ff. 27-28), (12)
Performance dance for the royal, (ff. 29-30), (13) Burmese boxing, (ff.
31), (14) Tiger fighting (ff. 32-33), (15) Cock fighting, (ff. 34), (16) Royal
Barge procession, (ff.36-37), (17) Paid tribute to the king, (ff38-40).
[Donated by Mr & Mrs Macfarlane, London, October 2010.]
Or16770 - Folding book (Cream), 70 x 38 cm., 10 folds. Royal entertainments.
5 scenes in water colour, enclosed in yellow panels, one line of
explanatory in Burmese script. Mid 19th century.
(1) Musical performance presenting to King and Queen, (2) A royal
procession on foot, (3) Royal donation, (4) Elephant fighting, (5) Burmese
theatre dance.
Or16792 - Boards, lacquered and gilt, 16 ff., numbered က-ခီ၊ 57 x 13.5 cm. 6 lines
per side, Pali (Burmese square script). The lacquered surface is gilded and
the design is painted in red lacquer and the script applied in black lacquer.
The outer sides of first and last leaves decorated with deva, between a pair
of gilded and red lacquered wooded covers decorated with devas.
Kammavāca. 19th century. Bonhams, 19.1 2011.
Or16800 – Boards, lacquered and gilt, 16 ff., 56 x 13 cm., 6 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese square script) in black lacquer. The leaves are gilded and
lacquered with decoration of deva on outer leaves and inner margins,

between binding boards with inset mirror and coloured glass.
Kammavācā. 19th century. Horst Doering, 22.2.2011.
Or16815 - Folding book (Cream), 98 ff., 17 x 39 cm., 10 lines per side, Shan script,
lacquered covers. Shan Buddhist work. Dated 1906.
Or16816 - Folding book (Cream), 65 ff., 18 x 39 cm., 8-10 lines per side, Shan script,
brown covers. Shan Buddhist work. 19th century.
Or16817 - Woven manuscript binding tape with Burmese text, 450 x 1.5 cm.
Dated 1904. [Donated by Jill Morley Smith, October 2011.]
Or16819 – Boards, lacquered and gilt, 14 ff., 59 x 13.5 cm., 6 lines per side, Pali
(Burmese square script). The leaves are gilded and lacquered with
decoration of deva and kinnara on outer leaves and inner margins, between
a pair of gilded binding boards with decoration. Kammavācā. 19th century.
[Together with fifteen calligraphic leaves and manuscript woven ribbon ,
286 x 2 cm.]
Or16828 - Boards, red lacquered and gilded, 18 ff., numbered ခ-ဂ၊ 65 x 13 cm., 6
lines per side, Pali (Burmese square script) in black lacquer. The leaves are
gilded and lacquered with decoration of deva on outer leaves and inner
margins between a pair of gilded binding boards with decoration.
Kammavācā. 19th century. Bonhams, 24.11.2011.
Or16830 – Palm leaf manuscript, 238 ff., numbered က-လနော၊ 50 x 5 cm., 8 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves are gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between thick wooden binding boards.
ဇနောေကဂောရဋီကောနသ ။ Copied in 1868.
Or16831 – Palm leaf manuscript, 225 ff., numbered က-လဓါ၊ဲ့ 48.5 x 5.5 cm., 11 lines
per side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded edges and are
bound between red lacquered binding boards. အောခ ောတ္နသ ။ Copied in
1882.
Or16832 – Palm leaf manuscript, 302 ff., numbered က-ယော၊ 51 x 5 cm., 11 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between thick wooden binding boards, red lacquered
on the sides. ဝနယောေကဂောရဋီကောနသ ။ 19th century.
Or16835 – Palm leaf manuscript, 190 ff., numbered 190 ff., 47 x 5 cm., 10 lines per
side, Pali and Burmese scripts. The leaves have gilded and red lacquered
edges and are bound between red lacquered binding boards. Contains 5
items as:
1. ဝနယသောရ၊က-ဂ၊ဆဲ-ေော၊ေူ-ညံ၊ဌ။(incomplete)
2. ခုဒသ
ဒ ကခောနသ ၊က-ဂီ၊ဂ၊လဂ-ဆ။(incomplete)
3. ခုဒသ
ဒ ကခောပါဠလတ္ော၊က-ခ။
4. [တ္ရောားစော]၊က-ဂီ။
5. သုတ္သီေကခံအဌကထော၊က-ကဲ၊လဎါ-တ္ဲ၊ပု။ (incomplete)
Copied in 1871. (Donated by Jill Morley Smith)
Or16866 - Woven manuscript binding tape with Burmese text, 436 x 2 cm.
Dated 1889.

Or 16867 - Board, lacquered, silvered and gilt, 16 ff., numbered ခ-ဂီ၊ 51 x 12.5 cm., 6
lines per side, Pali (Burmese square script) in dark brown lacquere. The
leaves are silvered, gilded and lacquered with a decoration on the opening
and closing leaves decorated with devas in panels, and are bound between
a pair of binding boards, lacquered red inside, lacquered and gilt outside
with panels of devas and foliage. Kammavācā (Ovada, Thera and Vahara).
19th century. (Christies’ Lot 515)
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